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2014 Annual Report
To the Shareholders of Pampa Energía S.A. (‘Pampa’ or the ‘Company’),
Pursuant to the statutory rules and bylaws currently in force, we submit to your consideration the
Annual Report and Financial Statements for the 71st fiscal year ended December 31, 2014.
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1.

2014 Results and Future Outlook

In 2014, Pampa recorded a profit of AR$530 million, of which AR$743 million are attributable to the
Company’s shareholders, compared to a profit of AR$615 million in 2013, of which AR$286 are attributable
to the Company’s shareholders. The AR$530 million profit is explained by profits of AR$633 million in
Pampa’s Generation segment, AR$34 million in the Transmission segment and AR$964 million in the Holding
and Others segment, partly offset by a loss of AR$1,101 million in the Distribution segment.
It is important to highlight that the profit incurred in 2014 corresponds in a large degree to (i) the
increase in the recoverable value of credits that our generation units maintain with CAMMESA, which had
an impact of AR$362 million on Pampa’s net income as a consequence of the signing of the agreements that
could allow the use of these credits to expand in 115 MW our Central Térmica Loma de la Lata’s (‘CTLL’)
capacity, and (ii) a profit for the valuation at market value of Pampa’s 40% participation in CIESA, TGS’s
holding company, and holding of TGS’s ADRs, by which Pampa had a net profit of AR$602 million. Moreover,
the 2014 results include higher costs recognitions by the Secretariat of Energy (‘SE’) to Edenor through
Resolution No. 250/13 and subsequent Notes for AR$2,272 million, which however was not enough to
compensate the distribution segments losses; and Transener and Transba also had higher costs recognitions
for AR$1,131 million including interests, which nevertheless were not recognized in the mentioned
companies’ tariffs.
In 2014, the widespread cost increase affecting our subsidiaries’ operations continued while their
revenues, which are mostly regulated, did not increase at the same pace. This has given rise to a situation
of growing operational deficit, which has long been affecting Edenor, Transener, Transba, and the
generation subsidiaries that neither operate in the energy plus market, nor are bound by contracts under
SE Resolution No. 220/07, such as Central Térmica Piedra Buena or the hydroelectric power plants Los
Nihuiles and Diamante.
Regarding our subsidiary Edenor, 2014 was characterized by a deepening of the serious economic
and financial difficulties we have been warning for years, which come from the tariff freeze and the
continuous growth in costs that continue to affect its activity. Thus, Edenor recorded an accounting loss of
AR$780 million for the fiscal year, an operating deficit before recognition of higher costs that reached the
impressive amount of AR$2,525 million and financing needs for more than AR$3,450 million.
Since May 2013, the SE has arranged the recognition of a smaller increase (about one third of the
real cost increase due to Edenor) resulting from the partial application of the Cost Monitoring Mechanism
provided in the Memorandum of Understanding for Contract Renegotiation of 2007, and which was not
properly transferred to tariffs. This measure was carried out through the issuance of Resolution No. 250/13
and subsequent Notes which compensated such recognition with debts Edenor has generated in concept of
PUREE and with CAMMESA regarding energy purchases. This recognition, which in 2014 amounted to
AR$2,272 million, prevented Edenor from losing its net worth and enter a dissolution stage with
consequences difficult to predict given its severity. However, it did not prevent the losses from the fiscal
year ended December 31 from consuming the totality of reserves and more than fifty percent of Edenor’s
capital. In view of this, the next General Shareholders' Meeting of Edenor shall provide, in extraordinary
session, the mandatory reduction of capital, pursuant to the provisions of section 206 of the Companies law
No. 19,550.
As a result of Edenor’s prolonged operating deficit, the worsening divergence between income and
expenses resulting from tariff freeze and the increasing operating and investing costs, since October 2012
Edenor has been forced to defer payments to CAMMESA for the energy purchases in the wholesale electricity
market, a situation that continued to grow during the year 2014 and has led Edenor to postpone payments
to CAMMESA almost entirely. As a result, as of December 31, 2014, the debt of Edenor with CAMMESA
amounted to AR$2,257 million, including interest and compensations for the higher costs recognition
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mentioned above. However, this extreme measure has not been sufficient to cover Edenor’s financial
deficit.
For this reason and to address the significant impact of wage increases, the SE instructed CAMMESA
to grant Edenor financing in order to cover its funding needs by entering into a loan with no established due
date, in which CAMMESA charges interest at market rates and whose source of repayment is uncertain,
increasing debts, losses and affecting the performance of Edenor’s net worth. Also, in September 2014 the
SE issued Resolution No. 65/14, by which it decided that Edenor’s temporary lack of funds from the Fund
for Electricity Distribution Works Consolidation and Expansion (‘FOCEDE’) will be covered by CAMMESA on
behalf of the Unified Fund. To achieve this, the SE ordered the granting of a loan that as of December 31,
2014, amounts to AR$1,700 million to partially cover the 2014-2017 investment plan, of which only AR$200
million have been disbursed. To date, Edenor cannot guarantee it will count with the means to repay these
debts, or the continuity and sufficiency of the sources of financing to fund its financial deficit.
Continuing with the decision taken by the Board of Directors of Edenor in 2012, during the year 2014
and despite the serious situation being experienced, the distributor continued to prioritize the execution of
the works necessary to preserve the quality of the concessioned public service and the security of the
network, despite the contingencies of the activity and meeting the increased demand. In that sense,
investments made during the year 2014 amounted AR$1,702 million, higher than the carried out during 2013,
which were AR$1,092 million. This 56% growth responds to the implementation of the investment plan
established by Edenor, partially funded through the FOCEDE funds. Most of the funds were destined to
increase infrastructure, strengthen existing facilities, connect new power supplies and to make important
investments in environmental protection and public safety, being the end users the main beneficiaries.
However, the pace and progress of the works is conditioned by the certainty and availability of funds, which
depend on obtaining the relevant approvals from the regulator, the Commission of Financial &
Administration Implementation of the FOCEDE trust created under Resolution No. 347/12 and the SE, and
the subsequent signing of the loans extensions with CAMMESA. Knowing that the concept may be repetitive,
finance charges and the uncertain possibility of payback given the lack of genuine resources, will continue
to impact on Edenor’s results and net worth in the near future. Moreover, in the absence of new solutions
from the National Authority, Edenor’s net worth could become negative in the coming quarters, a situation
that could have consequences difficult to predict, risking service continuity and Edenor’s presence in the
Buenos Aires and New York stock markets.
However, the precarious situation described for Edenor and its ability to cope with the rising costs
of the service is not reflected, as could be thought, in service quality indicators. This is thanks to the
constant attention of all of Edenor’s employees, that beyond the uncertainties mentioned, make an
extraordinary effort every day to operate in an unpredictable and changing context, while maintaining the
level of service and customer satisfaction among the best utility companies in the country. Yet, we are
aware that although indicators are at reasonable levels there is a gradual deterioration. This analysis cannot
be separated from the fact that in absence of price signals, with residential demand growing, there are
consequences on Edenor facilities, which eventually will raise the level of failures and complaints.
To sum, currently Edenor has genuine financing from its tariff revenue to cover less than a quarter
of its real financial needs to maintain the concessioned public service and carry out the necessary works to
preserve the quality and safety of the facilities, as well as meeting the increasing demand. The rest depends
on the willingness of the authorities to allow and enable CAMMESA to make available for Edenor the
necessary funds, either via the delay of payments for energy purchases and / or subscribing loans to pay
investments and wages. The situation is precarious but to date we have been able to get the funds, although
in some cases not the total amounts requested.
Despite the above-mentioned difficult economic and financial situation, we would like to highlight
the effort we have been making as an integral part of the electricity sector to contribute in delivering
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energy on a safe and sound basis in order to meet the sustained electric power demand growth in the last
years. In this sense, in 2014 and for twelve consecutive years, the Argentine electricity grid recorded a
historical peak power demand of 24,034 MW, 71% above the figure recorded in 2001. In 2014, through
Pampa’s controlled and co-controlled subsidiaries we have strengthen our commitment by investing AR$3.1
billion, 107% above AR$1.5 billion invested in 2013.

Pampa Energía’s Investment by Segment
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Regarding the Generation segment, in May 2014 the SE issued Resolution No. 529/14 applying
retroactively, since February 2014, the remuneration scheme implemented under the Resolution No. 95/13.
This update enabled Pampa’s generation units to receive an additional revenue of approximately AR$290
million in 2014, compared to the remuneration scheme previously in force. However, Pampa’s results were
negatively affected by the continuous increase in operating costs, among those to be emphasized that labor
costs increased about 40% in 2014.
This has particularly impacted generators not operating in the Energy Plus market or with contracts
under Resolution No. 220/07, as in the case of Central Piedra Buena (‘CPB’) and our hydroelectric plants
Los Nihuiles and Diamante. Hydroelectric plants have been further affected by low water levels, being 2014
a dry year with a water flow 50% below the historical average. Moreover, both SE Resolution No. 95/13 and
No. 529/14 allocate a large share of the proceeds to the MWh generated, leaving hydroelectric plants to
depend largely on the level of water flow (meteorology) to cover their fixed costs.
At consolidated level, the generation segment could offset part of the cost increases thanks to the
308 MW of installed capacity that are remunerated by private schemes such as Energy Plus and Resolution
No. 220/07. This power corresponds to the MW’s installed by the company since 2008 and represent 14% of
the total capacity of the Generation segment.
Despite the tight economic situation in the generation segment the excellent performance and
availability of all our plants during 2014 is noteworthy. This metric stands significantly above the industry
average and exceeds its own historical average, which speaks of the professionalism and commitment of all
personnel involved.
In relation to the maintenance of our plants, during 2014 CPB obtained a loan with CAMMESA for
US$83 million plus nationalization costs and VAT, to be used for major maintenance works in its units and
therefore improve and sustain their availability. This loan will be repaid with the remuneration of the nonrecurring maintenance charge established in Resolution No. 529/14 previously mentioned and, if not
sufficient, and to the extent that a target availability is met, with up to 50% of the free cash flow generated
by CPB. Moreover, in December 2014 the SE approved the funding request from CTLL and Central Térmica
Güemes (‘CTG’) for approximately US$13 million plus VAT and US$10 million plus VAT, respectively, for
conducting major maintenance works in its units, to be repaid with the remuneration of the non-recurring
maintenance charge mentioned above.
Finally, a fact of great importance for Pampa’s generation units was the signing of agreements with
the SE and CAMMESA to expand the installed capacity of CTLL by 115 MW. This expansion will be done by
installing a high efficiency gas turbine LMS-100 GE (100 MW) and two MAN engines (15 MW), which involves
an estimated investment of AR$930 million. The financing of the expansion project will be made
substantially by a loan from CAMMESA whose repayment at maturity may be done through offsetting sales
credits that generators have with CAMMESA, or by cash, at Pampa’s option. As of the date of this annual
report, we have received from CAMMESA the disbursement of AR$435 million that were applied to the
expansion project.
Regarding the Transmission segment, in December 2010 and May 2011, we entered into agreements
with the SE and ENRE, respectively, referred to as ‘Instrumental Agreement to the Memorandum of
Understanding with UNIREN’, which recognized amounts owed to Transener and Transba for higher operating
costs between 2005 and 2010, calculated on the basis of the Cost Variation Index (‘IVC’). Such agreements
were extended through an amendment in September 2014 of the ‘Renewal Agreement of the Instrumental
Agreement’ signed in May 2013, recognizing the amounts owed to Transener and Transba for higher costs
between January 2013 and May 2014. The total amount subject to recognition between both agreements
amounted to AR$863 million for Transener and Transba, of which as of December 31, 2014, there was an
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amount due of AR$187 million, plus AR$87 million in interest. As of today, both companies have not been
authorized to include recognized cost increases in their current tariffs.
It is worth noting that the financial position of Transener and Transba largely depends on the pace
of CAMMESA’s payment of such credits. Although the execution of the Renewal Agreement and its
amendment is a step forward in the recognition of higher costs, the delay in obtaining a tariff scheme
resulting from a Full Tariff Review (‘RTI’) raises uncertainty about the ability of such companies to generate
the necessary revenues to meet its liabilities and short-term operations.
In 2014, through our subsidiary Petrolera Pampa, we continued with the exploration and exploitation
of natural gas reserves under the agreements with YPF, Petrobras and Apache. Such projects fall within the
scope of both Gas Plus and the Natural Gas Excess Injection Encouragement Program, under which a price
of US$7.5 per million BTU shall be received for all the volume exceeding the adjusted base injection. To
date, these projects have enabled us to drill 45 productive wells, with a gas production of 2.2 million cubic
meters per day, of which 870 thousand cubic meters per day correspond to the proportional interest of
Petrolera Pampa. A major milestone for the company has been the execution of an agreement with YPF in
November 2013, whereby Petrolera Pampa agreed to invest US$151.5 million in exchange for 50% of the
stake in the hydrocarbon production from certain wells in the Rincón del Mangrullo block, located in the
province of Neuquén, pertaining to the Mulichinco formation. During 2014, Petrolera Pampa invested in the
productive development of the area, having drilled and completed the 17 wells agreed, of which 14 were
in production as of December 2014. During 2015, Petrolera Pampa will continue investing in the second
phase of said project, which includes the drilling of 15 additional wells with an investment of up to US$70
million. Moreover, the possibility of extending the investment objectives in this area is being analyzed along
with YPF.
Another significant event for Petrolera Pampa was the listing of its shares on the Buenos Aires Stock
Exchange, together with a capital increase of AR$100 million, wholly subscribed by Pampa’s shareholders.
Said capital increase, together with new debt issuances, financed the company’s investment plan, which
contributes to increase the supply of locally produced gas, helping to replace costly gas imports.
Regarding the transportation and processing of natural gas, TGS continues to be affected by the
tariff freeze it suffers since 1999. This freeze was only interrupted by an almost imperceptible 20% increase
granted by the regulator in the middle of this year, compared to an increase in wage costs of 1,190% in a
15-year period. Additionally, in relation to the production and commercialization of the liquid hydrocarbons,
it is important to note the impact of the fall in international prices in the last quarter of 2014 correlated
with the fall in the crude oil price, of around 50%, and marking the lowest prices in the last six years. This
situation, combined with the increasing cost of natural gas purchased by TGS, significantly affects the
operating margins of the liquids segment, which until now allowed TGS to balance its results, offsetting the
negative effect from the natural gas transportation segment’s lack of tariff update. Consequently, the need
for an answer by the authorities regarding the tariff adjustment is deepened.
In relation to the acquisition of TGS’s co-control timely notified to the National Antitrust Commission
(‘CNDC’) it is currently, at the discretion of the Company, tacitly approved given that as of December 2011
there is a positive ruling from the referred CNDC recommending Mr. Secretary of Interior Commerce to
approve the purchase of 40% of the capital and votes in CIESA by the Company, being no administrative acts
in contrary since. For this reason, and in accordance with CIESA's provisions on the Debt Restructuring
Agreement, the Company believes it would be in a legal and factual position to assume the right to cocontrol CIESA, and indirectly TGS, and thus contribute our effort and know-how in the development of such
companies business. Nonetheless, as of today, the board of directors of the Company is evaluating the legal
and factual implications of this and other courses of action without having yet taken a decision on this
matter.
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Finally, Pampa’s Board of Directors would like to seize this opportunity to thank all of the Company’s
employees, who help us overcome the challenges of our business on a daily basis. We would also like to
express our gratitude to our suppliers, financial institutions and investors who have shown their support and
continuous trust placed in us.
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2.

Corporate Governance

At Pampa we believe that the best way of preserving and protecting our investors is to adopt and
implement the best corporate governance practices that may consolidate us as one of the most trustworthy
and transparent companies on the market.
For such purpose, we constantly work to incorporate those practices by taking into account
international market trends, as well as domestic and foreign applicable corporate governance standards and
rules.
Beyond the information contained in this presentation, further information on Pampa’s Corporate
Governance practices may be found in Appendix I to this Annual Report containing the Corporate Governance
Report required by the Corporate Governance Code (the ‘Code’) pursuant to National Securities Commission
(‘CNV’) General Resolution No. 606/12 issued on March 23, 2012, which supersedes prior CNV General
Resolution No. 516/07.

2.1 | Pampa’s Corporate Structure
Board of Directors
Pursuant to Business Companies’ Act No. 19,550 (the ‘BCA’), Capital Markets’ Act No. 26,831 (the
‘CMA’) and Pampa’s bylaws, decision-making within the Company is in charge of the Board of Directors. The
Board consists of ten regular directors and an equal or smaller number of alternate directors1, half of which
will be independent according to the independence standards set out in the CNV rules. All of our directors
are elected for a term of three years and they may be re-elected indefinitely, except for independent
directors, who may not be re-elected for consecutive periods. The expiration and further renewal of terms
of office is made on a partial and staggered basis every year, with the election of three directors for two
years, and four directors on the third year.

1As of the date of this Annual Report, Pampa’s Board of Directors has 9 alternate directors following the renunciation submitted by Mr. David Kary, which
was accepted by Pampa’s Board of Directors on January 27, 2015.
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At present, Pampa’s Board of Directors is composed as follows:
Name

Position

Independence

Term expiration*

Gustavo Mariani

Chairman

Non-Independent

12/31/2016

Vice-Chairman

Non-Independent

12/31/2016

Damián Miguel Mindlin

Director

Non-Independent

12/31/2014

Marcos Marcelo Mindlin

Director

Non-Independent

12/31/2014

Diego Martín Salaverri

Director

Non-Independent

12/31/2015

Marcelo Blanco

Director

Independent

12/31/2015

Emmanuel Antonio Álvarez Agis

Director

Independent

12/31/2014

Lucía Belén Gutierrez

Director

Independent

12/31/2016

Héctor Mochón

Director

Independent

12/31/2015

Eduardo Setti

Director

Independent

12/31/2015

Mariano Batistella

Alternate Director

Non-Independent

12/31/2015

Carlos Tovagliari

Alternate Director

Independent

12/31/2015

Pablo Díaz

Alternate Director

Non-Independent

12/31/2015

Alejandro Mindlin

Alternate Director

Non-Independent

12/31/2015

Brian Henderson

Alternate Director

Non-Independent

12/31/2014

Gabriel Cohen

Alternate Director

Non-Independent

12/31/2015

Carlos Pérez Bello

Alternate Director

Independent

12/31/2015

Gerardo Carlos Paz

Alternate Director

Non-Independent

12/31/2016

Juan Cuattromo

Alternate Director

Independent

12/31/2016

Ricardo Alejandro Torres

*They will be in office until the election of their substitutes

Senior Management
The following table includes information on our Senior Management:
Name
Marcos Marcelo Mindlin
Gustavo Mariani
Ricardo Alejandro Torres
Damián Miguel Mindlin
Gabriel Cohen
Horacio Jorge Tomás Turri
Orlando Escudero
Ruben Turienzo
Mario Ricardo Cebreiro

Position
Chief Executive Officer
President, co-CEO, and generation &new business director
Vice-President, co-CEO, and distribution director
Investment director
Corporate finance director
Oil &gas director
Operations &maintenance co-director
Commercial director
Human resources director & operations & maintenance co-director
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Supervisory Committee
Our corporate bylaws provide that the oversight of Pampa will be in charge of a Supervisory
Committee consisting of three regular members and three alternate members appointed by our shareholders
pursuant to the legal provisions in force. The Supervisory Committee will be composed of duly registered
lawyers and/or accountants admitted to practice in Argentina, who will serve for a term of three fiscal
years.
The primary function of the Supervisory Committee is to exercise statutory control over the Board
of Directors complying with the provisions set forth in the Business Company Act, the bylaws, its regulations,
if any, and the Shareholders’ Meeting decisions. In the accomplishment of these duties, the Supervisory
Committee will neither monitor our operations nor assess the merits of decisions made by board members.
At present, the Pampa Supervisory Committee is composed as follows:
Name

Position

Term expiration*

José Daniel Abelovich

Statutory Auditor*

12/31/2014

Walter Antonio Pardi

Statutory Auditor

12/31/2014

Germán Wetzler Malbrán

Statutory Auditor

12/31/2014

Marcelo Héctor Fuxman

Alternate Statutory Auditor

12/31/2015

Silvia Alejandra Rodríguez

Alternate Statutory Auditor

12/31/2016

Santiago Dellatorre

Alternate Statutory Auditor

12/31/2014

* Chairman of the Supervisory Board (Statutory Auditors)
*They will be in office until the election of their substitutes

Audit Committee
Pursuant to Section 109 of the CMA (previously regulated by Section 15 of abrogated Executive Order
No. 677/01), Pampa has an Audit Committee consisting of three regular members, who will all be
independent according to the independence standards set out in the CNV rules. The Audit Committee
members have professional expertise in financial, accounting, legal, and/or business matters.
Pursuant to the applicable legislation and its own Internal Regulations, the Audit Committee is
responsible for compliance with, inter alia, the following duties:


Supervising the operation of internal control systems and the administrative/accounting system, as
well as the reliability of the latter and of all financial information or any other significant facts that
may be disclosed to the authorities in compliance with the applicable reporting system.



Advising the Board of Directors on the nomination of candidate independent directors to be members
of the Audit Committee.



Expressing their opinion on any proposal by the Board of Directors to designate external auditors to
be hired by the Company, and ensuring their independence.



Reviewing the plans submitted by external auditors, supervising and assessing their performance,
and issuing a relevant opinion upon the presentation and disclosure of annual financial statements.
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Reporting on external audit fees and other services provided by the auditing firm and other firms
rendering auditing, accounting, IT systems, internal control and financial and administrative
counseling services.



Supervising the implementation of risk management information policies within the Company.



Providing the market with full information on transactions where there may be a conflict of interest
with members of corporate bodies or controlling shareholders.



Approving any proposal for compensation of Pampa’s senior management to be submitted by the
Board of Directors to the Shareholders’ Meeting for consideration.



Rendering its opinion on the compliance with legal requirements and the reasonableness of the
issuance of shares or convertible securities in capital increases with the exclusion or limitation of
preemptive rights.



Authorizing related-party transactions in the cases provided by law, as well as issuing an informed
decision and disclosing it in compliance with the law whenever there is or may be an alleged conflict
of interest within Pampa.



Checking compliance with applicable standards of ethical conduct.



Drawing up an annual action plan.

At present, Pampa’s Audit Committee is composed as follows:
Name

Position

Marcelo Blanco

President

Lucía Belén Gutierrez
Héctor Mochón

Vice-President
Regular Member

Board Committees
Within the Board of Directors there is a Management Committee, which is in charge of implementing
every technical and administrative matter that is part of Pampa’s day-to-day management.
Additionally, there are other committees hierarchically reporting to the Management Committee,
such as: (i) the Disclosure Committee, which is in charge of receiving, classifying and analyzing all the
corporate information in order to determine which information should be relayed to the market, in what
way and terms, and within the scope set forth by the local and/or foreign statutory regulations applicable
to Pampa; (ii) the Ethics Committee, which has a mission to oversee cases and make decisions on action to
be taken regarding any behavior, acts or events which, after being examined according to the procedures
prescribed by each one of Pampa’s corporate governance policies in force, imply a severe policy violation;
(iii) the Cash Flow Committee, which has the purpose of reviewing, analyzing and monitoring Pampa’s cash
flow; and (iv) the Finance Committee, which is responsible for implementing Pampa’s general investment
and indebtedness guidelines as established by the Management Committee.
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2.2 | Minority Shareholder Protection
Pampa’s by-laws include significant safeguards aimed at the protection of Pampa’s minority
shareholders, such as:


Only one class of shares granting equal economic and political rights.



Special majorities of up to 67% of the votes to amend certain clauses of the by-laws, such as those
regarding the Audit Committee’s Internal Regulations.



Possibility to call a Shareholders’ Meeting upon request of shareholders representing at least 5% of
the capital stock.

2.3 | Corporate Governance Policies
Code of Business Conduct – Ethics Hotline
Pampa has a Code of Business Conduct in place that not only lays down the ethical principles that
constitute the foundation of the relationships between Pampa, its employees and suppliers, but also offers
the means and instruments that ensure transparency in the handling of matters and issues that may affect
Pampa’s adequate management.
As part of the various corporate governance policies adopted in the course of 2010, Pampa’s
Management Committee has approved the implementation of the Ethics Hotline as an exclusive channel to
report, in the strict confidentiality, any suspected misconduct or breach of the Code of Business Conduct.

Policy on Best Stock Market Practices
This Policy has been implemented in order to avoid ‘insider trading’ practices by Pampa’s employees
who, by reason of their duties and/or positions, may have access to material non-public information and
use it either directly or indirectly to trade securities, thus gaining an unfair advantage for themselves or for
others.
This Policy applies to Pampa’s staff and its subsidiaries, including directors, members of the
Supervisory Committee and senior management lines.

Policy on Related-Party Transactions
Pursuant to the CMA, all high-value transactions made between Pampa and individuals and/or legal
entities which, pursuant to the applicable regulations in force, are considered ‘related parties’ will be
subject to a specific prior authorization and control procedure to be carried out under the supervision of
Pampa’s Legal and Compliance Department and involving both Pampa’s Board of Directors and its Audit
Committee (as applicable).
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Board of Directors’ Self-Assessment Questionnaire
In line with the Code’s recommendations, in 2008 Pampa’s Board of Directors passed the
implementation of a self-assessment questionnaire to annually examine and assess its own performance and
management.
The Company’s Legal & Compliance Department is in charge of examining and filing each individual
questionnaire; afterwards, based on the results, it will submit to Pampa’s Board of Directors all the proposed
measures deemed useful to improve the performance of the Board of Directors’ duties.

Policy on Material Information Disclosure
In the year 2009, Pampa’s Management Committee approved the Relevant Information Disclosure
Policy in order to regulate the basic principles that guide the operation of the processes to be followed
when publishing information relevant to Pampa in accordance with the regulatory requirements imposed by
the securities markets where Pampa’s securities are traded or those in which Pampa is a registered issuer.

Policy on Preliminary Approval for External Auditors’ Services
In the year 2009, Pampa’s Management Committee passed the Policy on Preliminary Approval for
External Auditors’ Services, which standardizes an internal process for the Audit Committee to comply with
its obligation to grant its prior approval to the hiring of External Auditors for the provision of any kind of
authorized service to Pampa or any of its subsidiaries.

Fraudulent Practices Prevention Program
In the year 2010, in accordance with the provisions of the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Act and in addition
to the Code of Business Conduct, Pampa adopted the Fraudulent Practices Prevention Program, which sets
out the responsibilities, duties and methodology necessary to prevent and detect any misconduct and/or
fraudulent behavior within Pampa and/or any Pampa Group company.

Anti-Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Prevention Policy
In its capacity as agent of Mercado a Término de Rosario S.A., in the year 2011, Pampa became
bound by Section 20, subsections 4 and 5, of Act No. 25,246 on Concealment and Laundering of Assets, its
regulations and related provisions, and by Financial Intelligence Unit’s Resolution No. 33/11. Consequently,
Pampa became a covered party and, in compliance with the regulations in force, its Board of Directors
passed the Anti-Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Prevention Policy, thus establishing the
procedures for institutionally combating asset laundering and terrorist financing.
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3.

Our Shareholders / Stock Performance

As of December 31, 2014, Pampa held 1,314,310,895 outstanding common shares with a face value
of one Argentine peso each. The following table shows information about Pampa’s ordinary shareholdings
as of said date:

Name
Management
Other Shareholders
Total

Number of Shares

Percentage of Capital

275,266,954

20.9%

1,039,043,941

79.1%

1,314,310,895

100.0%

Note: Warrants issued on behalf of some Pampa’s executives are excluded. ‘Management’ includes the interests held by
Pampa Holdings LLC, Dolphin Fund Management S.A., Marcos Marcelo Mindlin, Gustavo Mariani and Ricardo Alejandro Torres.

Pampa is listed on the Buenos Aires Stock Exchange (‘BCBA’), and has an American Depositary Share
program (1 ADS = 25 shares) admitted to listing on the New York Stock Exchange (‘NYSE’).
As of March 31, 2014, Standard & Poor’s International Ratings LLC’s office in Argentina maintained
its ‘Global 3 Rating’ assigned to Pampa’s shares, with ‘Low’ capacity to generate profits and ‘High’ liquidity.
The following chart shows the price evolution per share and the traded volume on the BCBA from January
2006 to December 31, 2014:
AR$ per Share*

Volume
(AR$ million)

7.0

80.0

6.0

70.0
60.0

5.0

50.0
4.0
40.0
3.0
30.0
2.0

20.0

1.0
Jan-2006

10.0
Jan-2007

Jan-2008

Jan-2009

Jan-2010

Jan-2011

Jan-2012

Jan-2013

Jan-2014

* Adjusted price according to preemptive subscription rights.
Source: Buenos Aires Stock Exchange.
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Finally, the following chart shows the price evolution per ADS and traded volume on the NYSE from
October 9, 2009, to December 31, 2014:
Volume
(US$ million)
21.0

18.0
16.0

18.0

14.0
15.0

12.0

12.0

10.0

9.0

8.0
6.0

6.0

4.0
3.0
Oct-2009

2.0
Oct-2010

Oct-2011

Oct-2012

Oct-2013

Oct-2014

Source: The Bank of New York Mellon.
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4.

Macroeconomic Context

4.1 | Economic Activity
Official estimates as of the third quarter of the year 2014 show an approximate variation of 0% for
2014, a lower figure compared to a 2.9% growth during 2013; this is mainly due to year-on-year decreases
in wholesale and retail business (-3.1%), private households with domestic services (-2.6%), construction (1.4%) and manufacturing industry (-1.0%), which were partially offset by an increase, compared to 2013, in
financial intermediation (+12.8%), teaching (+2,7%), health and social services (+2.6%) and hotels and
restaurants (+2,1%) sectors.

4.2 | Price Trends
According to the National Institute of Statistics and Censuses (‘INDEC’), in 2014 the general
consumer price index (‘CPI’) accumulated a 23.9% increase. The general goods and services sector showed
the most significant increase throughout the year, with a 31.6% variation as compared to 2013. The two
most CPI-weighted sectors, which amount to 48% of the index, are represented by food and beverages, as
well as recreation, which recorded a year-on-year 19.7% and 27.2% rise respectively.

4.3 | Fiscal Situation
By the end of 2014, fiscal revenues recorded a 36.2% increase compared to 2013, reaching an amount
of AR$1,170 billion. This improvement in the fiscal situation was mainly due to an increase of AR$331,203
million in VAT revenue, AR$297,504 million in the social security system and AR$267,075 for income tax.
On the other hand, the status of public accounts showed a national public sector primary deficit of
AR$38,290 million and AR$109,720 million after government debt interest payments.

4.4 | Financial System
In the exchange market, the US dollar closing price was AR$8.551/US$, showing a cumulative 31.1%
increase compared to December 2013.
The stock of Central Bank foreign exchange reserves increased from US$30,599 million in December
2013 to US$31,443 million in December 2014.

4.5 | Trade Balance
According to INDEC data, in 2014 exports decreased less than imports, showing an 11.9% year-onyear variation and amounting to US$71,935 million; whereas imports declined by 12.8%, reaching US$65,249
million. This implied a 16.5% decline in the balance of trade surplus compared to 2013, totaling US$6,686
million.
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5.

The Argentine Electricity Market

5.1 | Generation
Evolution of Demand
During 2014, the demand for electricity experienced a 1.0% growth compared to 2013, with a total
electricity demand volume of 127,396 GWh and 125,167 GWh for 2014 and 2013, respectively.
The following chart shows the breakdown of electricity demand in 2014 by type of customer:

Electricity Demand by Type of Customer
Large Users
20%
Industrial >
300 kW
10%

Residential <
10 kW
41%

%

Commercial
and Industrial
>10 y < 300
kW
15%

General < 10
kW
10%

Public
Lighting < 10
kW
4%
Source: ADEERA

Moreover, on January 20, 2014, there was a record-breaking demand for electricity, which reached
24,034 MW.

Peak Power Capacity Records

Power Capacity(MW)
Date
Temperature (°C)
Time

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

19,566

20,843

21,564

21,949

23,794

24,034

07/24/2009

08/03/2010

08/01/2011

02/16/2012

12/23/2013

01/20/2014

5.1

1.6

3.5

34.2

35.4

29.6

19:59

19:45

20:18

15:10

14:20

15:05

Source: CAMMESA.
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Evolution of Electricity Supply and Fuel Consumption
Similarly to what happened with the demand for electricity, during 2014 there was a 0.3% increase
in power generation, with a generated volume of 129,266 GWh and 128,826 GWh for the years 2014 and
2013, respectively.
Thermal power generation remained as the main resource to meet electricity demand, supplying a
power volume of 83,194 GWh (64%), followed by hydroelectric power generation, which contributed
40,185 GWh net of pumping (31%), nuclear power generation with 5,258 GWh (4%),as well as photovoltaic
and wind power generation with 629 GWh. Additionally, there were imports for 1,390 GWh (306% higher
than 2013), exports for 0.1 GWh (95% lower than 2013), and losses for 4,258 GWh (6.5% higher than 2013.)
Hydroelectric power generation was slightly higher than that recorded in 2013 (showing a 1%
increase). Thermal power generation remained as the main source for electricity supply, both with natural
gas and liquid fuels (gas oil and fuel oil), and mineral coal.
The following chart shows the evolution of electricity generation by type of power generation
(thermal, hydroelectric, nuclear, and renewable):

Electricity Generation by Type of Power Plant
2008 - 2014
GWh
140,000
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109,975
6,835

36,300

18,547

112,720

7,589

39,600

118,049

6,692
39,680

5,892

128,825

124,564
13

38,693

5,905

323

5,732

129,266
461

5,258

35,892

39,796

40,185

82,445

82,837

83,194

2012

2013

2014

629

60,000
40,000

66,840

61,359

66,349

2008

2009

2010

73,451

20,000
Thermal

Hydroelectric

2011
Nuclear

Renewable

Source: CAMMESA.
Note: Including WEM and PSWEM. Hydroelectric power generation net of pumping.

During 2014, power generation facilities have not recorded any relevant variations in their installed
capacity compared to the previous year, totaling 31,405 MW, as compared to the 31,399 MW recorded as of
December 2013.
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Finally, the following chart shows the composition of Argentine installed power capacity as of
December 31, 2014:

Argentine Installed Power Capacity
100% = 31.4 GW

Hydroelectric
35.3%

%

Thermal
60.9%

Nuclear
3.2%
Renewable
0.6%
Source: CAMMESA.

Regarding fuel supply for electricity generation, authorities have kept supply mechanisms in place,
including the assignment of contracted natural gas volumes by electric power generation companies to
CAMMESA for their administration aiming to optimize the consumption of natural gas in the most efficient
generation units. Likewise, the Company continued purchasing liquefied natural gas and its re-gasification,
as well as natural gas from the Republic of Bolivia. However, the natural gas supply remained insufficient
to meet the electric power generation needs, and therefore authorities have continued to rely on the
consumption of liquid fuels (fuel oil and gas oil) for electricity generation in order to meet the demand. In
this line, through Resolution No. 95/13 the Secretariat of Energy (‘SE’) provided for the centralized
management of commercial proceedings and the dispatch of fuels for electricity generation.
In 2014, consumption of natural gas for electric power generation remained at the same levels as
the previous year (+2.7%, that is, 14.3 million cubic decameters.) The recovery of the technical availability
of steam turbines resulted in a 21.8% increase in fuel oil consumption compared to 2013. This has caused a
30.7% decrease in gas oil consumption compared to 2013. In contrast, consumption of mineral coal has
increased by 18% due to the higher availability of steam turbines using this type of fuel.

Price of Electric Power
The energy authority has continued with the policy started in the year 2003, whereby the spot price
of the Wholesale Electricity Market (‘WEM’) is determined according to the variable cost of production with
natural gas from available power generating units, even if said units are not generating electricity with such
fuel (SE Resolution No. 240/03). The additional cost for consumption of liquid fuels is recognized outside
the specified market price as a temporary dispatch surcharge.
Regarding the generation capacity remuneration, in March 2013 the SE issued Resolution No. 95/13
introducing a new capacity remuneration scheme, which was later amended pursuant to SE Resolution No.
529/14, applicable to power generating companies adhering to such mechanism.
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For those power generation companies outside the scope of the scheme provided for in SE Resolution
No. 95/13 and its amending provisions, the regulation in force continues to be the same as that applicable
since January 2002, which limits the determination of the short-term marginal cost to AR$120 per MWh.

Evolution of WEM Prices
During 2014, the approved average monthly price for energy was AR$120/MWh, which is the
maximum stipulated price.
On the other hand, the following chart shows the average monthly price that all electricity system
users should pay so that the power grid would not run into a deficit. Such cost includes not only the energy
price, but also the power capacity fee, the cost of generation with liquid fuels, such as fuel oil or gas oil,
and other minor items.

Average Monthly Monomic Price
In AR$/MWh
806.4
757.7
652.4
558.3

535.4

514.2

481.2
418.5

511.8

2014
Average
505.4 549.6

445.8
407.9

2013
Average
368.7

Jan-14

Feb-14

Mar-14

Apr-14

May-14

Jun-14

Jul-14

Aug-14

Sep-14

Oct-14

Nov-14

Dec-14

Source: CAMMESA. It includes charges for excess demand, imports from Brazil and WEM supply contracts.

SE Resolutions No. 95/13 and 529/14: New Remuneration Scheme and Other Changes to the
WEM
SE Resolution No. 95/13, published in the Official Gazette on March 26, 2013, provided for a new
general-scope system replacing the remuneration scheme applicable to all the power generation sector
(power generation companies, self-generators and co-generators), with the following exceptions:
i.

Bi-national hydroelectric power plants and nuclear power plants; and

ii.

The electric power and/or energy traded under contracts regulated by the SE having a differential
price, such as those set forth in SE Resolutions No. 1,193/05, 1,281/06, 220/07, 1,836/07, 200/09,
712/09, 762/09, 108/11 and 137/11, as well as any other kind of electric power supply contract
under a differential remuneration scheme established by the SE (the ‘Covered Generators’).
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The new remuneration scheme applies to economic transactions as from the month of February
2013. However, its effective application to each specific power generation agent required each generator
to waive any and all administrative and/or judicial claims it may have brought against the National
Government, the SE and/or CAMMESA regarding the 2008-2011 Generators’ Agreement and/or SE Resolution
No. 406/03. Furthermore, each power generation agent had to commit to waive its right to file judicial
and/or administrative claims against the National Government, the SE and/or CAMMESA regarding the abovementioned Agreement and/or SE Resolution No. 95/13. Those Covered Generators not meeting this waiver
requirement will not be eligible for the new scheme, and they will remain under the preexisting system.
Within such framework, the Group’s generation companies have waived all administrative and/or
judicial claims against the National Government, the SE and/or CAMMESA regarding the 2008-2011
Agreement and/or SE Resolution No. 406/03, as well as their right to file new claims relating to said items
and periods. The new remuneration scheme has been applied to Central Térmica Loma de la Lata S.A.
(‘CTLL’), Central Térmica Güemes S.A. (‘CTG’) and Central Piedra Buena S.A. (‘CPB’) as from the relevant
commercial transaction for the month of February 2013. In the case of Hidroeléctrica Diamante and
Hidroeléctrica Los Nihuiles, the application of said remuneration scheme has started as from the relevant
commercial transaction for the month of November 2013.
In May 2014, the SE issued Resolution No. 529/14 modifying the scheme set forth by SE Resolution
No. 95/13, thus replacing Schedules I, II and III of SE Resolution No. 95/13, which provided for a retroactive
updating —as from the economic transactions for the month of February, 2014— of the remuneration values
contemplated in said schedules, and a modification of the fixed costs’ offsetting mechanism.

Fixed Costs Remuneration Scheme
Based on their technology and production scale, generating agents will receive the following as fixed
costs remuneration.
Technology and Scale

AR$ / MW-Hrp

Gas Turbine Units (TG) with Capacity < 50 MW

70.00

Gas Turbine Units (TG) with Capacity > 50 MW

50.00

Steam Turbine Units (TV) with Capacity < 100 MW

83.20

Steam Turbine Units (TV) with Capacity > 100 MW

59.40

Combined Cycle Units (CC) with Capacity < 150 MW

46.50

Combined Cycle Units (CC) with Capacity > 150 MW

38.80

Hydroelectric Units (HI) with Capacity < 120 MW

76.50

Hydroelectric Units (HI) with Capacity Between 120 MW and 300 MW

29.80

Hydroelectric Units (HI) with Capacity > 300 MW

21.30

The method for calculating the fixed costs remuneration for conventional thermal generation
equipment (TG, TV and CC) will be variable based on the Actual Availability (AA), the Historical Availability
(HA) and the time of the year.
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A base percentage is defined, which is applied to the Fixed Costs Remuneration in accordance with
the following values:
CC

June through August
December through February

March through May
September through
November

AA> 95%

110%

100%

85% < AA ≤ 95%

105%

100%

75% < AA ≤ 85%

85%

85%

AA ≤ 75%

70%

70%

TV/TG

June through August
December through February

March through May
September through
November

AA> 90%

110%

100%

80% < AA≤ 90%

105%

100%

70% < AA≤ 80%

85%

85%

AA≤ 70%

70%

70%

50% of the percentage difference between the generator's AA and HA will be added to or subtracted
from the base percentage; that is, for each percentage point variation in the generator’s AA as compared
with its HA, half a percentage point will be applied to the Fixed Costs remuneration.
For availability control purposes, the criteria set forth in SE Note No. 2053/13 will remain in force.
HA values for each thermal group will be determined based on its availability recorded during the 2010-2013
period. At the end of each year, the result will be added to the base until reaching 5 rolling years.

Variable Costs Remuneration
The new scheme establishes new values replacing the remuneration of Maintenance Variable Costs
and Other Non-Fuel Variable Costs. It is calculated on a monthly basis based on the power generated by
each type of fuel:
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Operating with (AR$ / MWh):
Thermal Power Units
Natural Gas

Liquid Fuels

Carbon

Biofuel

TG Units with Capacity < 50 MW

26.80

46.90

-

89.20

TG Units with Capacity > 50 MW

26.80

46.90

-

89.20

TV Units with Capacity < 100 MW

26.80

46.90

80.40

89.20

TV Units with Capacity > 100 MW

26.80

46.90

80.40

89.20

CC Units with Capacity < 150 MW

26.80

46.90

-

89.20

CC Units with Capacity > 150 MW

26.80

46.90

-

89.20

Hydroelectric Power Units

AR$ / MW-Hrp

HI Units with Capacity < 120 MW

21.30

HI Units with Capacity Between 120 MW and 300 MW

21.30

HI Units with Capacity > 300 MW

21.30

Additional Remuneration
One portion of the Additional Remuneration will be paid directly to the generator, whereas another
will be allocated to ‘new infrastructure projects within the electric sectors’ to be defined by the SE under
a trust agreement.
Destined to:
Classification

Generator
AR$ / MWh

Trust
AR$ / MWh

TG Units with Capacity < 50 MW

10.90

4.70

TG Units with Capacity > 50 MW

9.40

6.20

TV Units with Capacity < 100 MW

10.90

4.70

TV Units with Capacity > 100 MW

9.40

6.20

CC Units with Capacity < 150 MW

10.90

4.70

CC Units with Capacity > 150 MW

9.40

6.20

HI Units with Capacity < 120 MW

76.50

13.50

HI Units with Capacity Between 120 MW and 300 MW

54.00

36.00

TG Units with Capacity < 50 MW

54.00

36.00
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Remuneration for Non-Recurring Maintenance Works
Besides the previously stated remuneration items, SE Resolution No. 529/14 incorporates a new
concept of ‘Remuneration for Non-Recurring Maintenance Works’ (‘Maintenance Remuneration’) applicable
as from the economic transaction corresponding to February 2014 and calculated monthly based on the total
generated energy. Such remuneration will be implemented through Sales Settlements with Maturity Date to
be Defined instruments (‘LVFVDs’) and will be destined exclusively to the financing of major maintenance
works, subject to the SE approval.
Technology and Scale

AR$/MW-Hrp

Gas Turbine Units (TG) with Capacity < 50 MW

24

Gas Turbine Units (TG) with Capacity > 50 MW

24

Steam Turbine Units (TV) with Capacity < 100 MW

24

Steam Turbine Units (TV) with Capacity > 100 MW

24

Combined Cycle Units (CC) with Capacity < 150 MW

21

Combined Cycle Units (CC) with Capacity > 150 MW

21

Payment Priority
SE Resolution No. 95/13 provides for two different payment priorities, to such effect excluding the
application of SE Resolution No. 406/03: (i) in the first place, payment of the Fixed Costs Remuneration,
the recognition of fuel costs and the Variable Costs Remuneration; (ii) secondly, payment of the
remuneration of frequency regulation and short-term reserve services; and (iii) thirdly, payment of the
Additional Remuneration.
Through SE Note No. 4,858/13, the SE instructed CAMMESA to implement a payment priority
mechanism in favor of generators adhering to the Resolution in order to keep a liquidity level similar to that
prior to the passing of such Resolution. For such purposes, CAMMESA will:
i.

Account for the amounts directly received from Large Users;

ii.

Allocate such amounts to cover the remuneration due to Generators, by distributing such funds to
cover: first, fixed costs; secondly, variable costs; and lastly, direct additional remuneration.
Distribution will be made proportionally to each Generator’s relative share in each of said items.

Recognition of Fuel Costs
SE Resolution No. 95/13 provides that the commercial management and dispatch of fuels for power
generation purposes will be centralized in CAMMESA. Generators may not renew or extend their contracts
with suppliers, with the exception of those trading electric energy under supply agreements having a
differential remuneration scheme, in which case they may continue entering into fuel agreements to provide
firm support to their supply commitments. Notwithstanding that, until the termination of the contracts
currently in force between generators and their suppliers, costs associated with the reference price,
acknowledged freight costs, costs associated with the transportation and distribution of natural gas, as well
as their related taxes and rates, will be recognized. For the recognition of said costs, two conditions should
be met: (i) that such costs be recognized by CAMMESA as of SE Resolution No. 95’s effective date; and (ii)
that such costs result from contractual relationships taken on before SE Resolution No. 95/13’s effective
date.
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Moreover, with the purpose of optimizing and minimizing fuel supply costs to WEM plants, SE
Resolution No. 529/14 provided for an extended centralization of the commercial management and the
dispatch of fuels to generating, co-generating and self-generating agents the energy and power of which
have been committed under SE Resolution No. 1,193/05 (FONINVEMEM), the WEM Supply Commitment under
SE Resolution No. 220/07 and SE Resolution No. 1836/07, as well as under any other kind of energy supply
agreement subject to a differential remuneration system, except for agreements under the Energy Plus
Service passed by SE Resolution No. 1,281/06. Thus, as these generators’ supply agreements terminate, the
supply of such fuel will become centralized in CAMMESA, and the generator will not be entitled to renew
them.
It should be pointed out that for transaction purposes and to provide for the coverage of the
agreements now subject to this provision, the availability of the generating unit will be considered
independently of fuel.

Trust for the Execution of Works in the Electricity Sector
As it has been previously explained, part of the Additional Remuneration will be allocated to a trust
for the execution of works in the electricity sector. SE Resolution No. 95/13 provides that the SE will
establish trust funding mechanisms.
Additionally, SE Resolution No. 95/13 provides that the SE will define the mechanism under which
the LVFVDs issued by CAMMESA pursuant to SE Resolution No. 406/03 which fall outside the scope of general
and/or specific agreements executed with the SE and/or SE regulations on the execution of investment
and/or maintenance works in relation to existing equipment will be allocated for trust funding purposes.
As of December 31, 2014, the trust for the execution of works amounts to AR$145 million.

Suspension of Contracts in the Term Market (‘MAT’)
SE Resolution No. 95/13 provides for the temporary suspension of the inclusion of new contracts
into the MAT (excluding those derived from resolutions fixing a differential remuneration scheme), as well
as their extension or renewal. Notwithstanding the foregoing, contracts in force as at the effective date of
SE Resolution No. 95/13 will continue being managed by CAMMESA until their termination. After their
termination, Large Users should acquire their supplies directly from CAMMESA pursuant to the conditions
established by the SE to such effect.

Implementation Criteria for SE Resolution No. 95/13
A description of notes issued by the SE after the passing of SE Resolution No. 95/13 with the purpose
of regulating some of its aspects is included below.
SE Note No. 1,807/13 established a system which allows Generating Agents to continue managing
the collection of invoices issued by CAMMESA to WEM’s Large Users which had been customers of that
generator, but which were forced to meet their demand directly from CAMMESA upon the termination of
the contract. Generating Agents should formally declare their will to conduct such collection at their own
risk.
Subsequently, SE Note No. 2,052/13 set forth that MAT contracts effective as from May 1, 2013,
provided that the information for their administration in the MAT has been filed pursuant to the regulations
in force and before the issuance of SE Resolution No. 95/13, may be administered by the Generators for a
maximum term of three months as from their effective date.
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SE Note No. 2,053/13 approved the criteria for the implementation of SE Resolution No. 95. Among
its most relevant aspects, it provided that the application of the new remuneration scheme will be made
on a case-by-case basis for each agent as from the reception of the waiver set forth in Section 12 of SE
Resolution No. 95/13. CAMMESA will make adjustments to the economic transactions as from February 2013
or on the third month prior to the month on which the waiver was reported, whichever occurs later, unless
there is an SE specific provision in this respect.
On the other hand, the SE instructed CAMMESA to classify the generating units of Covered Generators
according to the scales set forth in SE Resolution No. 95/13, subject to review by the SE itself. This
classification was made by CAMMESA under its Note No. B-80255-1, consistently with the following
description:
Power Plant

Güemes

Piedra Buena

Loma de la Lata

Hidroeléctrica Diamante

Hidroeléctrica
Los Nihuiles

Generating Unit

Technology

Capacity

GUEMTV11

TV

<100 MW

GUEMTV12

TV

<100 MW

GUEMTV13

TV

>100 MW

BBLATV29

TV

>100 MW

BBLATV30

TV

>100 MW

LDLATG01

TG

>100 MW

LDLATG02

TG

>100 MW

LDLATG03

TG

>100 MW

ADTOHI

HI

between 120 MW and 300 MW

LREYHB

HI

between 120 MW and 300 MW

ETIGHI

HI

< 120 MW

NIH1HI

HI

between 120 MW and 300 MW

NIH2HI

HI

between 120 MW and 300 MW

NIH3HI

HI

between 120 MW and 300 MW
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Procedure for Dispatching Natural Gas Intended for Electricity Generation
On October 7, 2009, under Note No. 6,866, the SE instructed CAMMESA to invite the WEM’s thermal
power generators to formally state their decision to adhere to the ‘Procedure for Dispatching Natural Gas
Intended for Electricity Generation’ (the ‘Procedure’).
The Procedure basically consists of agreeing that, in the event of operating restrictions in the
natural gas system, CAMMESA will exercise its right to the Generators’ natural gas and transportation
volumes, so as to maximize thermal power supply within the electricity generation sector. In exchange for
such voluntary assignment of natural gas and transportation volumes, generators will receive the higher
value resulting from the positive difference between the determined Spot Price and the Variable Production
Cost (‘VPC’) with natural gas recognized by CAMMESA, plus US$2.50 per MWh.
On November 16, 2010, under Notes No. 7,584 and 7,585, the SE instructed CAMMESA to broaden
the scope of application of the Procedure, requiring WEM’s thermal power generators to execute agreements
in the Term Market and/or natural gas supply agreements under Gas Plus Program, and to assign their natural
gas volumes to CAMMESA. The agreements in the Term Market and/or under the scope of SE Resolution No.
220/07 are not affected by the instructions given in such notes. To the extent that the SE considers the
supply to be valid and CAMMESA effectively uses the above-mentioned mechanism by allocating the volumes
assigned to another generator, such practice will not adversely affect the remuneration for power capacity,
the recognition of such fuel costs and related surcharges under Schedule 33 of CAMMESA’s Proceedings, or
the amounts set forth in subsection (c), Section 4 of SE Resolution No. 406/03, compared to those otherwise
allocable to the assignor generator.
The Procedure’s original effective term covered the winter seasons between 2009 and 2011.
However, following CAMMESA’s successive calls on Generators, instructions were given to extend the
Procedure’s effective term until April 30, 2013 (SE Note No. 8,692/13, and SE Note No. 7,469/12.)
Subsequently, within the framework of SE Resolution No. 95/13, under SE Note No. 2,053/13, the
SE provided for the extension of the effective period of the above-mentioned procedures and methodologies
(Resolutions No. 6,866/09, 7,584/10, 7,585/10, and 922/11), excluding the application of paragraph 7 of
the procedure set out in SE Note No. 6,866/09 regarding minimum remuneration.

Generation Dispatch and Fuels
Under SE Note No. 5,129/13, CAMMESA was instructed to optimize generation dispatch and fuels
considering the value of representative real purchase costs consistently with the conditions described by
CAMMESA in the analysis previously sent to the Secretariat of Energy. This modification will result in a
change in the current dispatch conditions and the fuel mix used for power generation.

Agreement for an Increase in Thermal Generation Availability in 2014
In 2014, the National Government submitted a proposal to generators for the execution of a new
thermal generation availability increase agreement through the application of LVFVDs and the generators’
own resources (the ‘2014 Agreement’). CTLL, CTG, CPB, HINISA and HIDISA entered into this agreement,
which sets forth the conditions for the incorporation of new generation capacity in CTLL’s Power Plant
through the installation of two engines (15 MW) and a high-efficiency gas turbine (100 MW)2.

2

For further information, see item 6.3 of this Annual Report.
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5.2 | Transmission
Evolution of the High-Voltage Transportation System
The following chart shows the evolution of the cumulative growth of transformation capacity and
the cumulative growth of the number of kilometers of the high-voltage transmission system lines, compared
to the percentage cumulative growth of peak demand since 1992.
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As illustrated in the chart above, the High-Voltage Transmission System has grown significantly since
2005, mainly due to the implementation of the 500 kV Transmission Federal Plan. The implementation of
the Federal Plan has given Argentina’s National Interconnected System (the ‘Grid’) more stability and better
conditions for meeting the rising demand.

Transener’s Tariff Situation
The Public Emergency and Exchange Rate Regime Reform Act No. 25,561 (the ‘Public Emergency
Act’) imposed a duty on public utilities, such as Transener and its subsidiary Transba, to renegotiate their
existing agreements with the Argentine Government while they continued with the supply of electricity
services. This situation has significantly affected Transener and Transba’s economic and financial situation.
In May 2005, Transener and Transba signed the Memorandums of Understanding (‘MOUs’) with the
Public Service Contract Renegotiation and Analysis Unit (‘UNIREN’) specifying the terms and conditions for
adjustment of the Concession Agreements.
The MOUs provided for: (i) the performance of a Full Tariff Review (‘RTI’) before the ENRE to
determine a new tariff regime for Transener and Transba, which should have come into force in the months
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of February 2006 and May 2006, respectively; and (ii) the recognition of increased operating costs occurring
up until the RTI-based new tariff regime came into force.
Since 2006, Transener and Transba have requested the ENRE to address the need to standardize
compliance with the provisions set forth in the MOU, expressing the ENRE’s failure to fulfill the commitments
stipulated in this Agreement, the critical situation arising from such breach of duty, and its availability to
continue with the RTI process insofar as the remaining commitments undertaken by the Parties remain in
force and the competent authorities issue a resolution regulating the RTI-based new tariff regime.
Transener and Transba have timely filed their respective tariff claims pursuant to the provisions set
forth in both MOUs, as well as in Section 45 and related sections of Act No. 24,065 with the purpose of
transacting this business, holding the relevant Public Hearing, and defining the new tariff scheme within
the framework of conducting the expected RTI process.
In order to begin rectifying the tariff scenario, in December 2010, Transener and Transba entered
into a Supplementary Instrumental Agreement to the UNIREN MOU with the SE and the ENRE, which mainly
provides for the acknowledgment of a credit claim to Transener and Transba for cost fluctuations recorded
in the June 2005–November 2010 period calculated as per the MOU-Based Cost Variation Index (‘IVC’.)
Pursuant to the Instrumental Agreement, on May 2, 2011 Transener and Transba entered into new
extensions to the financing agreements with CAMMESA (the ‘Addenda II’) granting Transba and Transener a
new loan in the amount of AR$289.7 million and AR$134.1 million, respectively, pertaining to the positive
balance for claims acknowledged by the SE and the ENRE for cost variations between June 2005 and
November 2010.
Funds included in the Addenda II would be allocated to operation and maintenance, as well as to
the 2011 investment plan, and would be advanced in partial payments depending on available cash held by
CAMMESA as instructed by the SE.
The above-mentioned National Government’s commitments were delayed, and therefore, with the
purpose of regularizing capacity remuneration adjustments since December 1, 2010, on May 13, 2013 and
May 20, 2013, Transener and Transba, respectively, entered into a Renewal Agreement of the Instrumental
Agreement (the ‘Renewal Agreement’) with the SE and the ENRE effective until December 31, 2015 and
stipulating as follows:
i.

The recognition of a credit claim in favor of Transener and Transba for cost fluctuations recorded
in the December 2010- December 2012 period, calculated as per the Cost Variation Index (‘IVC’);

ii.

A payment mechanism for pending positive balances of Addenda II, and balances specified in the
above paragraph, in the course of 2013;

iii. A procedure for the automatic updating and payment of cost variations arising from the orderly
sequence of six-month periods already elapsed between January 1, 2013 and December 31, 2015;
and
iv. The signing of a new Addendum with CAMMESA, including the amount of resulting credit claims and
relevant interest thereon up until their final settlement.
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This Renewal Agreement provided for a Cash Flow and an Investment Plan to be executed by
Transener and Transba during 2013 and 2014 based on the disbursements received pursuant to the Addenda
and Transener and Transba’s income during each period.
The Investment Plan set forth in the Renewal Agreements estimates investments during 2013 and
2014 amounting to approximately AR$286 million and AR$207 million, respectively, for Transener; and to
AR$113 million and AR$100 million, respectively, for Transba.
The Renewal Agreements provided that in case of non-renewal upon expiration of the effective
term, as from January 1, 2016, CAMMESA will be required to consider as remuneration for services provided
by Transener and Transba the amounts set forth by ENRE Resolutions No. 327/08 and 328/08, with the
application of Section 4.2 of the MOUs, which have been specified by the ENRE in both Instrumental
Agreements and Renewal Agreements.
In order to execute the Third Extension to the CAMMESA Loan, Transener and Transba have waived
their filed legal actions regarding performance as at that date of the commitments undertaken in the MOUs
and the Instrumental Agreements. In case of breach of the commitments undertaken under the MOUs, the
Instrumental Agreements and the Renewal Agreements, Transener and Transba will be entitled to resume
and/or reinitiate any actions deemed appropriate in furtherance thereof.
On October 25, 2013 and February 14, 2014, Transba and Transener, respectively, entered into an
extension of the financing agreement with CAMMESA (the ‘Addenda III’) which provided as follows:
i.

The granting of a new loan to Transba y Transener in the amount of AR$325 million and AR$786
million, respectively, pertaining to credit claims acknowledged by the SE and the ENRE for cost
variations December 2010 through December 2012; and

ii. The assignment as security of credit claims for increased costs as of December 31, 2012 pursuant to
the Renewal Agreement of the Instrumental Agreement with the purpose of paying off the amounts
to be received within the scope of all the new extensions signed by the parties.
Furthermore, on September 2, 2014, Transener and Transba executed with CAMMESA the Loan
Agreements for the implementation of the 2013 and 2014 Renewal Agreements (the ‘New Loan
Agreements’), which stipulated as follows:
i.

That the Loan Agreements, together with their Addenda I, II and III timely executed with CAMMESA,
would be deemed duly performed;

ii. The granting to Transener and Transba of a new loan in the amount of AR$622 million and AR$241
million, respectively, pertaining to credit claims acknowledged by the SE and the ENRE for cost
variations January 2013 through May 2014; and

iii. The assignment as security of credit claims for increased costs as of May 31, 2014 pursuant to the
Renewal Agreement of the Instrumental Agreement with the purpose of paying off the amounts to
be received within the scope of the executed New Loan Agreements.
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Connection and Capacity Differential
(In AR$ Million)
June 2005 – November 2010

December 2010 – December 2012

January 2013 – May 2014*

Transba

Transener

Total

Principal

75.9

189.3

265.2

Interest

35.2

111.8

147.0

Principal

182.4

442.7

625.1

Interest

17.5

52.2

69.7

Principal

210.4

544.9

755.3

Interest

30.3

77.2

107.5

551.7

1,418.1

1,969.8

25.1

61.5

86.6

576.8

1,479.7

2,056.4

Total Amount Recognized as of
12/31/2014
Accrued interest

Total Amount Recognized as of
12/31/2014
*Principal as of May 31, 2014, interest as of June 30, 2014.

These financial statements include the following income from recognition of cost variations by the
SE and the ENRE, up to the amounts received under Addenda II and III:

Item
(In AR$ Million)

Transba

Transener

As of December
31, 2014

As of December
31, 2013

As of December
31, 2014

As of December
31, 2013

Principal

248.5

116.5

601.5

250.7

Interest

80.5

64.5

200.9

149.3

Total

329.0

181.0

802.4

400.0

Liabilities arising from total payments received have been written off through the assignment of
acknowledged credit claims for increased costs pursuant to the Instrumental Agreement and the Renewal
Agreement.
The above-mentioned execution of the Renewal Agreement constitutes a milestone towards
achieving the future consolidation of Transener’s economic/financial equation. However, a delayed RTIbased tariff scheme raises uncertainty over Transener’s ability to generate the necessary revenues to meet
its short-term liabilities and operations. Additionally, delays by CAMMESA in the payment of the current
monthly remuneration for the electric power transportation service and the Fourth Line fee still persist.
Therefore, it is still difficult to foresee the evolution of the tariff and economic/financial situation, as well
as its potential impact on business and cash flow.
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5.3 | Distribution
Edenor’s Tariff Situation
In 2014, Congress extended the application of the Public Emergency and Exchange Rate Regime
Reform Act (Act No. 25,561) enacted on January 6, 2002, overriding the provisions for dollar-based and
inflation-indexed adjustments set forth in Edenor’s Concession Agreement.
In 2014, the number of customers exempt from paying the tariff scheme provided for by ENRE
Resolution No. 628/08 remained approximately at 281,000 on average. These beneficiaries were required
to pay the immediately preceding tariff scheme, that is, the one set out in ENRE Resolution No. 324/08.
Throughout 2014, the Subsecretariat of Energy (‘SSEE’)’s Resolution No. 1,301/11 covered
unsubsidized customers, who paid an average monomic price of AR$320 per MWh. The application of this
Resolution did not affect Edenor’s Distribution Value Added (‘VAD’.)
In 2014 and continuing with the mechanism initiated through SE Resolution No. 250/13, SE Notes
No, 4,012/14, 486/14 and 1,136/14 established the amounts owed to Edenor as Cost Monitoring Mechanism
(‘MMC’) (including interest) and Edenor’s debts under the PUREE program (including interest), both until
December 2014.
These notes instruct CAMMESA to issue LVFVDs for an amount equal to excess MMC credit less PUREErelated debt (including interest), and authorize CAMMESA to receive these LVFVDs as partial payment of
Edenor’s debt with CAMMESA as of the issuance of these notes3.
On May 23, 2014, Edenor filed before the ENRE a request for approval of MMC No. 16 under MOU
Appendix I for the period November 2013-April 2014, for an amount of 14.122%, which should have been
applied since May 1, 2014.
In 2014, and unlike the previous 5 years, the ENRE did not provide for the application of winter
tariff schemes by Edenor to its subsidized customers. This modification had no effect on the Company’s
VAD.
On November 25, 2014, Edenor filed a request before the ENRE for the approval of MMC No. 17,
under MOU Appendix I, for the May 2014-October 2014 period for an amount of 11.182%, which should have
been applied since November 1, 2014.
Throughout 2014, Resolution No. 347/12 remained in full force, providing for the application of a
differential fixed amount to each of the different tariff categories, which will be shown separately in
customer bills, with the only exception of customers exempt from paying the tariff scheme provided for in
ENRE Resolution No. 628/08. Such amounts continued to be deposited in a special account, and are being
used exclusively for the execution of infrastructure and corrective maintenance works in Edenor’s facilities
within the concession area. These collections are managed by the FOCEDE fund.
Although Edenor has repeatedly requested that administrative authorities apply the MMC mechanism
and initiate the RTI process, both procedures are behind schedule, thus delaying acknowledgment of the
fact that it is necessary to reshape the economic and financial equation of the Concession Agreement. If
these delays persist, in addition to the increased costs which characterize the real scenario for public
utilities under concession, Edenor’s Board of Directors understands that this situation will cause cash flows
and operating income to be negative in the next fiscal year, also showing impaired financial ratios.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, and even though a genuine recovery of Edenor’s economic equation
basically depends on obtaining the electricity tariff increases agreed upon under the MOU, insofar as this

3

For further information, see item 6.1.4 of this Annual Report.
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condition is met, covering operating expenses and executing the investment plan will depend on actions by
Edenor to derive the necessary financial resources.
Among other measures and in order to have its resources under the MOU duly acknowledged, Edenor
has filed administrative proceedings before the ENRE, the SE, and the Ministry of Planning which were only
partially resolved under Resolution No. 250/14. As a result of this partial outcome, Edenor’s Board of
Directors decided to seek relief in court by filing a complaint for specific performance after exhausting all
available administrative remedies. Additionally, Edenor has also filed an injunction seeking a prompt
reshaping of revenues aiming to secure the provision of the services under concession while the ordinary
proceeding for specific performance is still pending in court.

Edenor’s Residential Tariff International Market Positioning
Consumption: 275 kWh per month, in US$ cents per kWh
27.3
23.2
18.7

19.2

Brazil

France

16.4
14.7

6.3

1.1
Edenor
With Subsidies

Edenor
Without
Subsidies

Peru

Chile

England

Spain

Note: Edenor’s tariffs as of December 2014. Figures include all taxes. Reference exchange rate: AR$8.552/US$.
Source: Edenor.
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Edenor’s Industrial Tariff International Market Positioning
Consumption: 1,095 MWh per month–Peak Demand 2.5 MW in Medium Voltage, in US$ cents per kWh

15.1
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9.9
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1.8
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Note: Edenor’s tariffs as of December 2014. Figures include taxes, except for VAT. Reference exchange rate: AR$8.552/US$. Source: Edenor.
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6.

Fiscal Year Relevant Events

6.1 | Debt and Capital Transactions by Our Subsidiaries
6.1.1 Issuance of Corporate Bonds by Central Térmica Güemes (‘CTG’)
Under the Simple Corporate Bonds Program (that is, non-convertible into shares) for up to US$50
million (or its equivalent value in other currencies) on March 6, 2014, CTG issued Series V Corporate Bonds
for a par value of AR$60.1 million accruing interest at the Private Badlar rate plus a 5% spread. Principal
will be repaid in two equal consecutive installments due on June 6, 2016 and September 6, 2016,
respectively. Interest will be repayable on a quarterly basis. Funds raised from the issuance of the above
mentioned corporate bonds were wholly allocated to the refinancing of liabilities.

6.1.2 Early Cancellation of CTG Syndicated Loan
On June 23, 2014 CTG made a partial prepayment of the syndicated loan taken out on March 28,
2013 with the bank consortium made up of Banco Hipotecario, ICBC, Santander Rio and Citibank in the
amount of AR$78.7 million, AR$18.0 million in the form of principal and AR$7.1 million in the form of
interest. After this early repayment, the remaining principal balance of the syndicated loan amounts to
AR$54.7 million, and the next principal maturity will take place in June 2015.

6.1.3 Refinancing and Redemption of Central Térmica Loma de la Lata (‘CTLL’)’s Corporate
Bonds
On September 4, 2014, CTLL’s Extraordinary Meeting of Bondholders maturing in 2015 approved the
following modifications:


Amortization: the principal balance, in the amount of US$188.0 million (US$163.9 million net of
portfolio holdings) will be amortized in five installments: the first one, maturing in March 2015,
equivalent to 12.5% of the principal; the second, third and fourth installment, maturing in December
2015, 2016 and 2017, respectively, equivalent to 12.5% of the principal; and the fifth and last
installment, maturing in December 2018, equivalent to 50% of the remaining principal;



Interest payment dates: they were modified so that they would coincide with the principal payment
dates indicated above; and



Early redemption at CTLL’s option: any redemption of Corporate Bonds will be applied to principal
installments based on their maturity chronological order.

In order to obtain a more efficient financing structure, in the months of September-December 2014
early repayments were made, the last one on December 2, 2014, date on which the bonds were cancelled
in full.
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6.1.4 CTLL’s Syndicated Loan
On November 11, 2014 CTLL received a disbursement from a syndicated loan in the amount of
AR$450 million, the main terms and conditions of which are described below:


Amortization: eight installments representing 11% of the indebtedness each, and a last installment
for the remaining 12%, all of them payable on a quarterly and consecutive basis, the first one
maturing twelve months as from the loan’s disbursement date;



Interest Rate: Corrected Badlar plus a 5.75% spread, payable on a quarterly basis.

6.1.5 Corporate Bonds Issuance by CTLL
Under the Simple Corporate Bonds Program (that is, non-convertible into shares) for up to US$350
million (or its equivalent value in other currencies), on October 30, 2014 CTLL issued the following series:


Series 2, for a face value of AR$96.4 million, at the Private Badlar rate plus a 4% spread. Principal
will be repaid in a single bullet payment 18 calendar months after the issuance date, and interest
will be payable on a quarterly basis.



Series 3, for a face value of AR$50.8 million, at the Private Badlar rate plus a 5% spread. Principal
will be repaid in three equal installments in April, July and October 2017, and interest will be
payable on a quarterly basis; and



Series 4, for a face value of US$29.9 million, at an AR$8.4917/US$ exchange rate and a 6.25% annual
nominal fixed rate. Principal will be repaid in a single bullet payment 6 calendar months after the
issuance date. Interest on principal outstanding as of October 31, 2016 will be compounded
quarterly. Interest accruing on the principal outstanding between November 1, 2016 and the
maturity date will be paid on a quarterly basis.

6.1.6 Issuance of Debt by Petrolera Pampa
On April 28, 2014 and under the Global Short-Term Debt Securities Program(‘VCPs’) Petrolera Pampa
issued Series 8 corporate bonds for up to US$200 million (or its equivalent value in other currencies) for a
face value of AR$123.0 million at the Private Badlar rate plus a 3.95% spread. Principal will be repaid in a
single bullet payment 12 calendar months after the issuance date, and interest will be payable on a quarterly
basis. Furthermore, on October 3, 2014, Petrolera Pampa issued Class 9 under the same program for a face
value of de AR$76.5 million at the Private Badlar rate plus a 3.95% spread. Principal will be repaid bullet 12
calendar months after the issuance date, and interest will be payable on a quarterly basis.
On June 6, 2014 and under the Simple Corporate Bonds Program for up to US$100 million (or its
equivalent value in other currencies) and pursuant to the regime known as ‘subsection k’, Petrolera Pampa
issued Series 2 Corporate Bonds for a face value of AR$525.4 million at the Private Badlar rate. Principal
will be repaid in a single bullet payment 36 calendar months after the issuance date, and interest will be
payable on a quarterly basis.
On February 26, 2015 and under the Simple Corporate Bonds Program for up to US$125 million (or
its equivalent value in other currencies), Petrolera Pampa issued Series 4 Corporate Bonds for a face value
of AR$51.0 million with a single bullet payment maturing 18 months as from the issuance date. Interest will
be payable in two tranches, one at a 27.48% fixed rate during the first 9 months, and another at a variable
Private Badlar rate plus a 5% spread during the remaining 9 months. Interest will be payable on a quarterly
basis. Under the same program, it also issued Dollar-Linked Series 5 Corporate Bonds for a face value of
US$18.5 million at an initial exchange rate of AR$8.7008/US$, the principal being payable bullet 27 months
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as from the issuance date. Interest will accrue at an annual fixed 5% rate and will be payable on a quarterly
basis. Likewise, under the Simple VCPs Program for up to US$40 million (or its equivalent value in other
currencies), Petrolera Pampa also issued Series 11 VCPs for a face value of AR$89.9 million at a 28% annual
nominal fixed rate, with a single bullet payment maturing 12 months as from the issuance date. Interest
will be payable on a quarterly basis.

6.1.7 Results of Petrolera Pampa’s Capital Increase.
Between December 20, 2013 and January 8, 2014, Petrolera Pampa opened the period to exercise
preemptive subscription and accrual rights for up to 59.7 million new shares, each with a par value of AR$1
and subject to one vote per share, at a subscription price of AR$1.675 for each new share. As a result of the
underwriting procedure, all 59.7 million shares were subscribed, out of which 17.8 million new shares
accounted for preemptive rights, and 41.9 million, for accrual rights. On January 14, 2014, Petrolera
Pampa’s shares began trading in Mercado de Valores de Buenos Aires S.A. under ticker symbol PETR.
Funds from new share subscriptions have been used for: (i) investing in physical assets located in
Argentina; (ii) paying up working capital; (iii) refinancing liabilities; and/or (iv) making capital contributions
to Petrolera Pampa’s subsidiaries or affiliates, the proceeds of which will be applied exclusively for such
purposes.

6.2 | CAMMESA Financing to Central Piedra Buena S.A. (‘CPB’)
6.2.1 Cancellation of the 2013 Loan Agreement
On April 16, 2014 CPB successfully renegotiated the cancellation of the financing granted by
CAMMESA in the amount of AR$50.8 million, out of which AR$39.5 million correspond to principal and
AR$11.3 million to interest (VAT included). This cancellation was implemented through the assignment of
LVFVDs for the amounts affected to certain ‘WEM Supply Commitment Agreements – SE Resolution No.
724/08’ and to the ‘2008-2011 Agreement’.

6.2.2 Financing of 2014-2015 Major Maintenance Plan
CPB executed a Loan and Receivables Assignment Agreement with CAMMESA to finance the 20142015 Maintenance Plan for an estimated total amount of US$82.6 million plus VAT and imported spare parts’
nationalization costs. The final amount of the financing will be determined based on the actual
disbursements made by CAMMESA.
The financing will have a twelve-month grace period as from the month following the last partial
advance by CAMMESA, or 24 months after the execution of the loan, whichever occurs earlier, and this term
may be extended for up to six months in case a delay in the execution of maintenance works is verified.
The financing will be repaid in pesos in 48 monthly, equal and consecutive installments, with the application
of the yield obtained by CAMMESA from its financial placements with the WEM.
If an increase in the remuneration set forth by SE Resolution No. 95/13 to cover for the costs of
major and/or extraordinary maintenances works (the ‘MMR’) is provided for between the execution of the
loan agreement and the termination of the grace period, 100% of these funds will be destined to the early
cancelation of the granted financing until the full payment of the stipulated installments. Should the MMR
be insufficient to cancel the amount of each installment and provided CPB meets the Undertaken Minimum
Availability (‘DMC’), the installment payment obligation will be limited to 50% of the Debt Repayment Flow
(the ‘FRD’). In case the AMA is not met, CPB will have to pay the whole applicable installment.
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In case the funds allotted to the cancellation of an installment are insufficient to fully cancel it at
maturity, the non-cancelled balance will be distributed pro rata among the remaining installments, provided
the AMA has been met. If this situation occurs in the last installment, it will be successively deferred until
its full cancellation.
In order to guarantee the granted financing, CPB has assigned to CAMMESA 100% of its current and
future receivables up to the financing limit.
As at the issuance of this Annual Report, CPB has received the first disbursements from CAMMESA in
the amount of AR$130 million.

6.3 | Agreement for an Increase in Thermal Generation Availability During 2014
On September 5, 2014, Pampa’s generating subsidiaries (the ‘Generators’) executed a new thermal
generation availability increase agreement with the SE through the application of LVFVDs and the
Generators’ own resources.
Conditional upon the meeting of certain conditions precedent, the Agreement provided for the
incorporation of 115 MW new installed capacity in CTLL through the installation two 15 MW engine generators
and one high-efficiency 100 MW high-efficiency gas turbine (the ‘Project’).
The Project will be financed through the use of LVFVDs issued on account of the application of SE
Resolution No. 406/03 and not committed under other agreements, as well as with receivables under the
Additional Remuneration committed to the Trust issued or to be issued until December 31, 2015 pursuant
to SE Resolution No. 95/13 and amending SE Resolution No. 529/14 (jointly, the ‘Receivables’), and the
balance with CTLL’s own funds.
The percentage of the Receivables amounts committed to the Project by Generators over the total
invested funds will be remunerated pursuant to SE Resolution No. 529/14. In turn, the percentage of CTLL’s
own contributions additional to the Receivables over the whole funds will be remunerated through a WEM
Supply Commitment Agreement pursuant to SE Resolution No. 220/07. The execution of the Project is
conditional upon obtaining the guarantees necessary to support the provision of foreign equipment,
materials and services requested by the contractors, as well as upon the entering into of the financing
agreement required for the execution of the works and of the above-mentioned WEM Supply Agreement.
On October 27, 2014, Generators and the SE entered into a Supplementary Agreement setting forth
the specific conditions applicable to the Project’s execution:
i.

The execution of a WEM Supply Agreement pursuant to SE Resolution No. 220/07 between CTLL and
CAMMESA for the commercialization of part of the power of the new gas turbine.

ii.

The inclusion of the outstanding LVFVDs committed by Generators to CTLL’s expansion and to CTP’s
project (the ‘Outstanding LVFVDs’) as the Company’s own capital;

iii. The execution of a loan agreement with CAMMESA, which was finally entered into on December 3,
2014, allowing for the financing of the Project’s work, which will be cancelled, at CTLL’s option,
through a cash payment or by offsetting it with receivables;
iv. The granting of the guarantees necessary for the issuance of the letters of credit required by the
Project’s offshore contractors.
v.

The extension until 2021 of CTLL’s Addendum to CTLL’s WEM Supply Agreement timely entered into
with CAMMESA in 2007, under which CTLL markets the power generated by the expansion turbine;
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vi. The execution of an Addendum to CTP’s WEM Supply Agreement aiming to exclude the second stage
of the project, which subjected this plant to the 2008-2011 Agreement; and
vii. The suspension of all brought legal actions seeking the collection of the Outstanding LVFVDs. Once
they have been wholly cancelled, said legal actions will be waived.

6.4 | Relevant Events Related to Empresa Distribuidora y Comercializadora Norte S.A.
(‘Edenor’)
6.4.1 Extension of SE Resolution No. 250/13’s Provisions
On June 24, 2014, the SE issued Resolution No. 4,012/14 extending the application of the provisions
of SE Resolution No. 250/13 until March 31, 2014. Consequently, during the second quarter of 2014 Edenor
has disclosed in its Financial Statements additional revenues for the recognition of higher MMC costs for
AR$735.5 million, and additional net interest for AR$108.2 million, corresponding to the implementation of
SE Note No. 4.012/14.
Furthermore, on October 9, 2014 the SE issued Note No. 486/14 extending the application of SE
Resolution No. 250/13 until August 31, 2014, which resulted in additional revenues from the recognition of
higher MMC costs in the amount of AR$833.7 million, plus additional net interest for AR$36.2 million.
Finally, on December 18, 2014, the SE issued Note No. 1,136/14 extending the application of SE
Resolution No. 250/13 until December 31, 2014; consequently, Edenor has disclosed AR$702.2 million for
higher costs and AR$13.3 million for net interest in its Financial Statements.

6.4.2 Ministry of Federal Planning, Public Investment and Services Ministry (‘MinPlan’)
Resolution No. 3/14
On January 3, 2014, MinPlan Resolution No. 3/14 was issued providing that investments to be made
with funds from the FOCEDE —created by ENRE Resolution No. 347/12— will be decided upon by the MinPlan
Coordination and Compliance Control Deputy Secretary’s Office, which will give the necessary instructions
for the execution and completion of works and investments to be made with FOCEDE funds.
Resolution No. 266/14 dated January 24, 2014 provided for the creation of a technical commission
with the duty to participate and advise the Coordination and Compliance Control Deputy Secretary’s Office
on the technical, economic, and any other aspects concerning investments to be made with FOCEDE funds.
This commission will consist of three representatives, one from ENRE, one from the SE and one from the
Secretariat of Public Works -the latter two reporting to the MinPlan-; also inviting the Ministry of Economy
and Public Finance, as well as the Auditor General’s Office (‘SIGEN’).

6.4.3 New Loan Agreement for Higher Salary Costs and the Extraordinary Investments Plan
Since the ordinary resources from the Consolidation and Expansion of Electricity Distribution Works
Fund (‘FOCEDE’, SE Resolution No. 347/12) were insufficient to cover expenses estimated in the Investment
Plan, Edenor requested assistance to the authorities for its financing under the Extraordinary Investments
Plan.
Consequently, on September 26, 2014 SE Resolution No. 65/14 instructed CAMMESA to execute a
loan and receivables assignment agreement with Edenor in the amount of AR$500 million. As of the issuance
of this Annual Report, Edenor has received AR$200 million in this respect.
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Likewise, based on Edenor’s cash flow deficit to face higher salary costs, on July 10, 2014 CAMMESA
and Edenor entered into a loan and receivables assignment agreement to secure the necessary financing.
As of the issuance of this Annual Report, Edenor has received a total AR$280.6 million in this respect.
To guarantee performance of obligations and the repayment of the granted financing, Edenor will
assign and transfer to CAMMESA as from the expiration of the grace period to be stipulated by the SE together
with the methodology and terms for the repayment of the financing, any receivables in the WEM up to the
actual financing amount.

6.4.4 Termination of Edenor’s Trust
On March 27, 2014 Edenor cancelled from its financial debt the trust’s repurchased portfolio
corporate bonds for a total nominal amount of US$78 million at an average cost of US$52.69 per each US$100
nominal value. As the trust used all of its available funds, Edenor cancelled it.

6.5 | New Loan Agreements related to the Instrumental Agreement for Transener and
Transba
On September 2, 2014, Transener and Transba executed with CAMMESA the Loan Agreements for
the implementation of the 2013 and 2014 Renewal Agreements (the ‘New Loan Agreements’) granting a new
loan in the amount of AR$622.2 million and AR$240.7 million to Transener and Transba, respectively,
corresponding to receivables for cost variations during the January 2013 – May 2014 period acknowledged
by the SE and the National Electricity Regulatory Agency (‘ENRE’).
Furthermore, the parties agreed on the assignment as security of credit claims for increased costs
recognized as of May 31, 2014 with the purpose of paying off the amounts to be received within the scope
of the executed New Loan Agreements.

6.6 | Termination of the Opportunities Assignment Agreement
On September 27, 2006, the Company entered into an Opportunities Assignment Agreement with its
officers Marcelo Mindlin, Damián Mindlin, Gustavo Mariani and Ricardo Torres (the 'Agreement’), whereby
such officers undertook to offer the Company, on a priority basis, all investment opportunities within the
energy area ─electricity, oil, gas and alternative sources of energy─ whether in the production or
commercialization phase, provided such opportunity fell within the Company’s financial possibilities.
The Agreement, which was scheduled to terminate in September 2009, was extended that year until
September 28, 2014, date on which it was terminated with the due performance of all obligations by such
officers.

6.7 | Appointment of Members of Pampa’s Board of Directors
On April 30, 2014, Pampa’s General Ordinary and Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting approved the
appointment of the members of the Board of Directors: With respect to its previous composition, with the
cumulative voting of the National Administration of Social Security (‘ANSES’), Lucía Belén Gutierrez was
appointed to replace Pablo Ferrero as Director.
On June 17, Pampa’s Ordinary General Meeting appointed David Kary (who resigned on January 27,
2015), Juan Cuattromo and Gerardo Paz as new alternate directors. In this sense, Gerardo Paz is deemed a
‘no-independent’ director.
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7.

Description of Our Assets

Pampa Energía S.A. is the largest fully integrated electricity company in Argentina. Through our
subsidiaries, we are engaged in the generation, transmission and distribution of electricity, as well as the
production and transportation of natural gas and gas fluids:

* CTLL’s installed capacity includes 178 MW from conversion to combined cycle, which was commissioned on November 1, 2011 at 165 MW. ** As from
October 1, 2013, Central Térmica Piquirenda was merged to Central Térmica Güemes.

Our generation segment has an installed capacity of approximately 2,217 MW, which represents 7.1%
of Argentina’s installed capacity.
Our transmission segment co-controls the operation and maintenance of the Argentine high voltage
transmission grid covering more than 12.3 thousand km of proprietary lines, as well as 6.2 thousand km of
Transba-owned high voltage lines. Transener transports 90% of the electricity in Argentina.
Our distribution segment is composed of Edenor, the largest electricity distributor in Argentina,
with 2.8 million customers and a concession area covering the Northern City of Buenos Aires and
Northwestern Greater Buenos Aires.
Finally, our other business segment consists of Petrolera Pampa, a company established in 2009 for
oil and gas production and exploration in Argentina, which operates in 6 areas and 45 productive oil wells,
plus TGS, the country’s major gas transportation company, owning a 9,134 km-long gas pipeline network
and a gas fuel processing plant, General Cerri, with an output capacity of 1 million tons4.

The acquisition of CIESA, controlling company of TGS, is pending approval from the Secretariat of Domestic Trader. Therefore, the financial statements
do not consolidate our participation in TGS’s results.
4
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Corporate Structure as of December 31, 2014
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7.1 | Electricity Generation
Pampa’s electricity generation assets include the company stakes in Hidroeléctrica Los Nihuiles S.A.,
Hidroeléctrica Diamante S.A., Central Térmica Güemes S.A. (which also owns Central Térmica Piquirenda,
‘CTP’), Central Térmica Loma de la Lata S.A., Central Piedra Buena S.A., and Emdersa Generación Salta
S.A.
The following table summarizes Pampa’s electricity generation assets:
Hydroelectric

Thermal

Total

HINISA

HIDISA

CTLLL 1

CTG2

CTP

CPB

Installed Capacity (M W)

265

388

553

361

30

620

2,217

M arket Share

0.8%

1.2%

1.8%

1.1%

0.1%

2.0%

7.1%

Net Generation FY14 (GWh)

516

322

3,421

1,528

131

3,090

9,008

Market Share

0.4%

0.2%

2.6%

1.2%

0.1%

2.4%

7.0%

Sales FY14 (GWh)

549

351

3,502

2,124

131

3,144

9,802

Net Generation FY13 (GWh)

616

421

1,947

1,675

130

2,229

7,018

-16.2%

-23.4%

+75.7%

-8.8%

+0.6%

+38.6%

+28.4%

833

630

2,372

2,268

130

2,676

8,909

Summary of Electricity Generation Assets

Variation Net Generation FY14 - FY13
Sales FY13 (GWh)
Average Price FY14 (AR$ / MWh)

155.6

166.2

270.4

293.0

678.2

129.2

225.3

Average Gross Margin FY14 (AR$ / MWh)

20.6

(24.2)

228.8

102.4

n.d.

39.7

118.3

Average Gross M argin FY13 (AR$ / M Wh)

33.1

27.9

103.0

51.9

n.d.

(12.0)

44.4

Note: Gross Margin before depreciation and amortization. * CTLL’s installed capacity includes 178 MW from conversion to combined cycle, which was
commissioned on November 1, 2011 at 165 MW. *As from the fourth quarter of 2013, due to CTG’s merger with EGSSA and EGSSA Holding, the average
gross margin takes into account CTP’s results.

The following chart shows Pampa’s market share in the electricity generation segment, measured in terms
of net generation in 2014:

2014 Net Electricity Generation
100% = 129,266 GWh

ENDESA
11%

SADESA
13%

Bi-National
Hydros
19%

AES
11%

Nuclear
4%
ENARSA
4%
FONINVEMEM
8%

%
Others
15%

Pampa
Energía
7%

Petrobras
4%
Pluspetrol
4%

Source: CAMMESA. Hydroelectric power generation net of pumping.
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Hidroeléctrica Los Nihuiles S.A. (‘HINISA’)
In June 1994, HINISA was granted a thirty-year concession for the generation, sale, and marketing
of electricity from the Nihuiles hydroelectric system (the ‘Los Nihuiles System’). Located on the Atuel river,
in the Province of Mendoza, the Los Nihuiles System has an installed capacity of 265.2 MW, which represents
0.8% of Argentina’s installed capacity, and it consists of three dams and three hydroelectric power
generation plants (Nihuil I, Nihuil II and Nihuil III), as well as a compensator dam. The Los Nihuiles System
extends for a total distance of approximately 40 km with a height differential between 440 m and 480 m.
From 1990 to 2014, its annual average generation was 859 GWh, with a record high of 1,250 GWh in 2006
and a record low of 516 GWh in 2014.
HINISA’s revenues consist of power and capacity sales. Total revenues for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 2014 were AR$85 million, corresponding to the sale of 549 GWh (34.1% lower than in 2013);
and a hydraulic contribution of 602 Hm3 (15.2% lower than in 2013). HINISA marketed 94% of its sales on the
spot market.
The following table shows the most relevant statistical data on Hidroeléctrica Los Nihuiles:
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Net Generation (GWh)

778

586

689

616

516

Energy Purchases (GWh)

302

287

276

217

33

Total Energy Sales (GWh)

1,080

873

965

833

549

Average Price (AR$/ MWh)

158.7

190.7

186.2

167.3

155.6

Average Gross Margin (AR$/ MWh)

66.0

63.6

60.2

33.1

20.6

Note: Gross Margin before depreciation and amortization.
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Hidroeléctrica Diamante S.A. (‘HIDISA’)
In October 1994, HIDISA was granted a thirty-year concession for the generation, sale and marketing
of electricity from the Diamante hydroelectric system (the ‘Diamante System’). Located on the Diamante
River, in the Province of Mendoza, the Diamante System has an installed capacity of 388.4 MW, which
represents 1.2% of Argentina’s installed capacity, and it consists of three dams and three hydroelectric
power generation plants (Agua del Toro, Los Reyunos, and El Tigre). The Diamante System extends for a
total distance of approximately 55 km, with a height differential between 873 m and 1,338 m. From 1990
to 2014, its annual average generation was 577 GWh, with a generation record high of 943 GWh in 2006 and
a record low of 322 GWh in 2014.
HIDISA’s revenues consist of power and capacity sales. Total revenues for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 2014 were AR$58 million, corresponding to the sale of 351 GWh (44.2% lower than in 2013);
and a hydraulic contribution of 642 Hm3 (20.5% lower than in 2013). HIDISA executed 92% of its sales on the
spot market.
The following table shows the most relevant statistical data on Hidroeléctrica Diamante:
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Net Generation (GWh)

538

406

441

421

322

Energy Purchases (GWh)

313

300

280

209

29

Total Energy Sales (GWh)

851

706

721

630

351

Average Price (AR$/ MWh)

183.2

217.9

215.9

202.7

166.2

Average Gross Margin(AR$/ MWh)

64.0

44.1

49.6

27.9

(24.2)

Note: Gross Margin before depreciation and amortization.
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Central Térmica Güemes S.A. (‘Güemes’ or ‘CTG’) and Central Térmica Piquirenda (‘CTP’)
Central Térmica Güemes is located in Northwestern Argentina, in the City of General Güemes,
Province of Salta. Privatized in 1992, it has a 261 MW open cycle thermal power generation plant with the
addition, in September 2008, of a General Electric natural gas-powered turbo generator unit of 100 MW,
totaling 361 MW, which accounts for 1.1% of Argentina’s installed capacity. From 1993 to 2014, its average
annual generation was 1,810 GWh, with a generation record high of 1,903 GWh in 1996, and a record low of
1,030 GWh in 2003. As from October 1, 2013, CTP’s parent company, Emdersa Generación Salta S.A.
(‘EGSSA’) and EGSSA Holding merged and were taken over by CTG. Central Térmica Piquirenda is located in
Northwestern Argentina, in the small village of Piquirenda, Municipality of Aguaray, Department of General
San Martín, Province of Salta. Its construction started in early 2008 and finished in 2010. It has a 30 MW
thermoelectric power generation plant consisting of ten GE Jenbacher JGS 620 gas-powered motorgenerators, which represent 0.1% of Argentina’s installed capacity.
CTG and CTP total revenues for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2014 were AR$711 million,
corresponding to CTG’s sale of 2,124 GWh (6.3% lower than in 2013) and CTP’s sale of 131 GWh (0.6% higher
than in 2013). Such decrease is mainly due to a lower dispatch by CTG, whereas CTP did not show any
significant variations.
The following table shows the most relevant statistical data on Central Térmica Güemes:
2010

2011

2012

2013*

2014

1,533

1,846

1,533

1,675

1,528

640

480

483

593

596

Total Energy Sales (GWh)

2,172

2,325

2,016

2,268

2,124

Average Price (AR$/ MWh)

233.0

224.1

218.6

196.8

293.0

Average Gross Margin (AR$/ MWh)

76.4

64.8

41.3

51.9

102.4

Net Generation (GWh)
Energy Purchases (GWh)

The following table shows the most relevant statistical data on Central Térmica Piquirenda:
2011

2012

2013

2014

66

110

130

131

Average Price (AR$/ MWh)

388.0

411.8

440.3

678.2

Average Gross Margin (AR$/ MWh)

125.8

222.2

n.a.

n.a

Net Generation (GWh)

Note: Gross Margin before depreciation and amortization. *Due to CTG’s merger with EGSSA and EGSSA Holding, as from the fourth quarter of 2013 the
average gross margin takes into account CTP’s results.
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Central Térmica Loma de la Lata S.A. (‘CTLL’)
Central Térmica Loma de la Lata is located in Loma de la Lata, Province of Neuquén. The plant was
built in 1994 and it consists of three gas turbines with an installed capacity of 375 MW, and the addition of
a 178 MW Siemens steam turbine for the conversion to combined cycle.
On November 1, 2011, Compañía Administradora del Mercado Mayorista Eléctrico S.A. (‘CAMMESA’)
granted the commissioning of CTLL’s installed generation capacity expansion works and approved it to start
commercial operation in the Wholesale Electricity Market with a capacity of 165 MW.
From 1997 to 2014, the average annual generation was 1,439 GWh, with a record high of 3,421 GWh
registered in 2014 and a record minimum of 272 GWh registered in 2002.
CTLL has a privileged location due to its proximity to one of the largest gas fields in Latin America,
also named Loma de la Lata.
Total revenues for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2014 were AR$947 million, corresponding to
the sale of 3,502 GWh (47.6% higher than in 2013). Such increase was mainly due to a higher technical
availability of units after the November 2012 accident and a higher allocation of natural gas for dispatch.
The following table shows the most relevant statistical data on Central Térmica Loma de la Lata:
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Net Generation (GWh)

448

1,185

2,479

1,947

3,421

Energy Purchases (GWh)

29

14

290

425

81

Total Energy Sales (GWh)

476

1,199

2,769

2,372

3,502

Average Price (AR$/ MWh)

192.7

202.9

260.4

237.3

270.4

Average Gross Margin (AR$/ MWh)

24.0

58.6

118.9

103.0

228.8

Note: Gross Margin before depreciation and amortization.
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Central Piedra Buena S. A. (‘CPB’)
Central Piedra Buena is located in the port of Ingeniero White, close to the City of Bahía Blanca,
Province of Buenos Aires. The plant consists of 2 turbines of 310 MW each, totaling 620 MW, which represents
2.0% of Argentina’s installed capacity. The boilers can be indistinctly fed with natural gas or fuel oil.
The supply of natural gas is made through a proprietary 22 km gas pipeline, which is also operated
and maintained by CPB, connecting with the main gas pipeline system of Transportadora Gas del Sur.
Furthermore, CPB has two tanks for the storage of fuel oil with a combined capacity of 60,000 cubic meters.
From 1997 to 2014, its average annual generation was 2,167 GWh, with a generation record high of 3,434
GWh in 2011, and a record low of 189 GWh in 2002.
Total revenues for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2014 were AR$406 million, corresponding to
the sale of 3,144 GWh (17.5% higher than in 2013). Such increase was mainly due to a higher technical
availability of units.
The following table shows the most relevant statistical data on Central Piedra Buena:
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2,646

3,434

3,265

2,229

3,090

755

718

565

447

55

Total Energy Sales (GWh)

3,401

4,152

3,829

2,676

3,144

Average Price (AR$/ MWh)

398.5

424.0

539.8

144.1

129.2

Average Gross Margin (AR$/ MWh)

28.3

28.9

1.8

(12.0)

39.7

Net Generation (GWh)
Energy Purchases (GWh)

Note: Gross Margin before depreciation and amortization.
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Financial Debt
As of December 31, 2014, the financial debt in the electricity generation segment (excluding
accrued interest and intercompany-loans) reached AR$1,169 million (dollar-denominated debts converted
at an AR$8.552/US$ exchange rate). The following table shows financial debt by company and currency:

Subsidiary

AR$Million

Annual Average
Interest Rate

US$Million

Annual Average
Interest Rate

CPB*

-

-

-

-

CTG

114.9

27.9%

10.0

5.3%

CTLL

712.4

28.8%

29.9

6.25%

N&D

-

-

-

-

Total

827.3

39.9

*Excluding financing with CAMMESA for approximately AR$77 million and inter-company loans for approximately AR$34 million.

Regarding risk ratings, FixScr S.A. Credit Rating Agency (‘FixScr’, previously known as Fitch
Argentina Calificadora de Riesgo S.A.) raised the credit rating to ‘BBB+ (arg)’ with stable outlook to ‘A(arg)’ with a negative outlook for CTLL’s corporate bonds, after the successful refinancing of CTLL's debt
maturities.
Additionally, FixScr kept CTG’s credit rating in ‘A (arg)’, as granted in January 2014.
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7.2 | Electricity Transmission
Compañía de Transporte de Energía Eléctrica en Alta Tensión Transener S.A.
Transener is the leading company in the public service of extra high voltage electricity transmission
of Argentina. It holds a concession over Argentina’s extra high voltage electricity transmission network
composed by 12,279 kilometers of transmission lines and 44 transforming substations, apart from the 6,159
kilometers of lines and 92 transforming substations that comprise the network managed by Transener’s
controlled company, Empresa de Transporte de Energía Eléctrica por Distribución Troncal de la Provincia de
Buenos Aires (‘Transba S.A.’, of which Transener holds 90%). Thus, Transener operates 90% of Argentina’s
high voltage electricity lines.
The following table summarizes Transener’s most relevant technical and financial indicators:
2013

2014

Transener Transmission Lines (Km)

12,214

12,279

Transba Transmission Lines (Km)

6,159

6,159

Revenues from Sales**

873.8

1,476.9

Fiscal year’s Results

(3.0)

153.5

Attributable to company’s shareholders

(5.6)

145.2

Net cash flow provided by operating activities

(233.3)

(448.1)

Net cash flow used in investment activities

(214.8)

(392.6)

Net cash flow used in financing activities

391.5

1,096.7

Current assets

533.5

849.1

Non-current assets

1,351.8

1,605.3

Total Assets

1,885.3

2,454.4

Current liabilities

389.3

624.6

Non-current liabilities

986.3

1,175.1

Total Liabilities

1,375.6

1,799.7

Minority Interest

27.9

35.8

481.8

618.9

Technical Data

Financial Information*

Shareholder’s Equity
* Consolidated annual financial statements under IFRS figures, in million pesos.
** Amounts show continuous operations only.
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Operation and Maintenance
Argentina’s Extra High Voltage National Interconnected System operated and maintained by
Transener is subject to higher and higher load conditions every year. In 2014, the winter peak reached
21,950 MW, a lower value than the highest historical winter peak of 22,552 MW registered in 2013. On the
other hand, the summer peak exceeded the highest historical summer peak of 23,794 MW in December 2013,
with a value of 24,034 MW in January 2014.
Despite the great number of power grid solicitations, in 2014 service quality has been wholly
acceptable for the values required from a company like Transener, which ended the year with a Failure
Rate equal to 0.31 failures per each 100 kilometer-line, consistently with international parameters accepted
for companies which operate and maintain extra high voltage transmission systems.
The following chart shows Failure Rate associated with to the service provided by the power utility:

Failure Rate
(Rate per 100 km of 500 kV lines)
3.00

2.50
Failure Limit: 2.50
2.00

1.50

1.00

0.79

0.73

0.85

Failure Transener

0.69
0.52

0.50

0.47

0.49

0.48

0.64

0.46

0.33 0.31

0.38

0.48
0.31

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

-

Source: Transener.

Investments
Transener continued with an investment plan to ensure the operational capacity of the electricity
grid, thereby making investments in 2014 which amounted to approximately AR$393 million.
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Business Development
Engineering Services –Works
Regarding power grid expansion works, Transener has focused its activity on those works in which
the company has competitive advantages, prioritizing the works to be executed on the 500 kV system.
The development of an important work program for replacing equipment and installing new storage
facilities within the transportation system has entailed the demand for other services, such as: the
preparation of bidding documents, electricity studies, implementation of power generation and demand
systems (DAG and DAD systems), testing and commissioning of step-up substations. Transener’s technical
teams extensive expertise has been a key factor in the customers’ decision to entrust it with the
performance of critical works.
In addition, the assembling of communications and control equipment and the commissioning of
cold line reactors have been completed, which will allow for the smooth operation of such interconnection.
Lastly, electricity studies for Central Térmica Guillermo Brown were commenced, and consulting
services continued to be provided for the interconnection of Yacyretá with ET Ayolas 500 kV.

Electricity Transmission-Related Services
Operation, maintenance and other services —such as specific testing hired by private customers
owning transmission facilities for both private and public use (independent and/or international transmission
utilities)— have been provided since the creation of the company.
The construction of the cold line interconnecting Southern Patagonia with the National
Interconnected System was concluded, thus incorporating 559 km of 500 kV LEAT and three new step-up
substations, Transener being responsible for the operation and maintenance of such facilities.
All service agreements include provisions to maintain the real values of Transener’s remuneration.
As of the end of this fiscal year, the facilities served by Transener under these agreements include:


3,779 km of 500 kV lines.



210 km of 220 kV lines.



38 km of 132 kV lines.

Communications
In 2014, Transener continued to provide infrastructure services to several communications
companies, comprising the assignment of dark fiber optics to its own system (Line IV), as well the lease of
space in microwave stations and in their aerial-supporting structures. The increasing demand from mobile
communications companies has led to a significant increase in these revenues both in terms of volume and
better prices involved.
Besides, Transener continued to provide support services for operating communications and data
transmission to electric market participants.
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Financial Situation
Given the current uncertainty about Transener and Transba’s tariff schemes, in 2014 its treasury
management was based on prudential standards aiming to ensure power grid operation by optimizing the
use of cash funds to reduce risks and enhance hedging and yields.
As a result of the transactions conducted during this fiscal year, particularly due to the second
amortization payment of principal on Bond Series 1, the net financial debt as of December 31, 2014
amounted to US$129.7 million.
Regarding Transener’s risk rating, Standard & Poor’s changed its domestic ratings to ‘raB’ negative
and its global rating to ‘CCC-’ negative for foreign and local currency.
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7.3 | Electricity Distribution
Empresa Distribuidora y Comercializadora Norte S.A. (‘Edenor’)
Edenor is the largest electricity distribution company in Argentina, in terms of number of customers
and electricity sold (in GWh as well as in pesos). It holds a concession to distribute electricity on an
exclusivity basis in Northwestern Greater Buenos Aires and the Northern City of Buenos Aires, which covers
an area of 4,637 sq. km. and a population of approximately 8 million people.
The following table summarizes Edenor’s electricity sales and customers:

Variation
2014

Type of Customer

2013

% GWh % Clients

In GWh

Part. %

Clients

In GWh

Part. %

Clients

Residential

9,114

43%

2,443,670

9,114

42%

2,418,725

+0.0%

+1.0%

Commercial

3,426

16%

349,763

3,609

17%

346,659

-5.1%

+0.9%

Industrial

3,431

16%

6,552

3,458

16%

6,386

-0.8%

+2.6%

Wheeling System

4,213

20%

710

4,374

20%

713

-3.7%

-0.4%

Public Lighting

678

3%

22

683

3%

22

-0.6%

-

Shantytowns and Others

430

2%

404

436

2%

388

-1.5%

+4.1%

21,292

100%

2,801,121

21,674

100%

2,772,893

-1.8%

+1.0%

Fiscal Year

Others

Total

The following table shows Edenor’s market share in the distribution segment in 2014:

2014 Total Electricity Distribution
100% = 100,417 GWh

Others
79%

%

Edenor
21%

Source: CAMMESA and ADEERA.
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The following table summarizes Edenor’s main technical and financial indicators:
2013

2014

37,007

37,419

2.8

2.8

21,674

21,292

3,440.7

3,598.4

772.8

(779.7)

771.7

(779.7)

1,436.7

1,548.0

(1,109.1)

(1,461.8)

Net cash flow (used) generated in financing activities

(177.1)

(155.7)

Current assets

1,869.0

1,640.8

Non-current assets

5,389.1

6,989.3

Total Assets

7,258.1

8,630.1

Current liabilities

3,283.1

4,333.4

Non-current liabilities

2,798.7

3,911.7

Total Liabilities

6,081.8

8,245.1

Shareholder’s Equity

1,176.3

385.0

Technical Data
Distribution and transmission lines (Km)
Number of customers (million)
Electricity sales (GWh)

Financial Data*
Revenue from Services**
Fiscal year’s results
Attributable to Company’s shareholders
Net cash flow provided by operating activities
Net cash flow used in investment activities

* Consolidated annual financial statements under IFRS figures, in million pesos.
** Amounts show continuous operations only.

The volume of electricity distributed in 2014 across Edenor’s area, including the sale of energy and
the wheeling system, totaled 21,292 GWh. Energy purchased to meet such demand totaled 24,860 GWh,
which represents a 0.2% decrease compared to 2013. In 2014, a total number of 45,464 customers were
connected to the grid, which represents a contracted capacity increase of 377 MW.
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Commercial Area
The sale of electricity evidenced a year-on-year -1.7% decrease in 2014. Residential demand, which
plays a key role in the total volume of the demand behavior (42.8%) remained unchanged (+0.02%). The
large-scale, T3·and wheeling system demands, which represent a 35.9% share, recorded a -2.4% decrease
as compared to 2013.

Large Customers
In 2014, large-scale demand, T3 and the wheeling system recorded a -2.4% decrease. This figure
results from a 0.8% decrease in energy demand under T3 and a 3.7% decrease in energy demand by the
wheeling system. In 2014, a total number of 173 T3 customers and 2 large users joined the grid.

Energy Losses
The Annual Rolling Rate (‘TAM’) for total (technical and non-technical) energy losses reached 14.27%
in 2014, that is, 1.31% above the 12.96% rate in 2013.
During the winter season, in poor homes with no natural gas network access, several kinds of high
energy consuming home-made devices continued to be used for room and water heating purposes. Massive
and simultaneous use of such devices during the winter season has created a substantial demand for energy.
Electricity theft in poor neighborhoods was the most influential factor in the increase of total losses.
Secondly, fewer actions, long-unresolved union conflicts and some problems resulting from the updating of
the commercial system had a negative impact on the TAM.
In 2014 the Company continued to work on the most significant fraud cases involving customers from
the non-poor segment with the support of a law firm, as well as on establishing new technological criteria
for reducing the facilities’ vulnerability. In this sense, new prepaid meters and long-distance reading and
cut-off meters have been developed. Field tests have been satisfactory.
Regarding the recovery of energy, a number of 907 clandestine customers and 3,632 inactive
customers were put back to normal, which represents 1,809 fewer normalized customers than in 2013.
Besides, 58,918 inspections of T1 meters were made, with a 50% efficiency and with the adjustment and
shielding of 14,768 casings and the normalization of networks and power supply connections. Besides, some
antifraud operations were conducted in poor neighborhoods and shopping centers.
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The following chart illustrates the evolution of the annual rolling rate for energy losses since the beginning
of Edenor’s concession:

Energy Losses: Annual Rolling Rate (%)
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Investments
Investments made in 2014 amounted to AR$1,702 million, since Edenor’s Board of Directors
expressly decided to prioritize their execution over any other expenditure as a way of maintaining quality
service delivery under safe conditions. It is worth pointing out that there has been a continuous recovery in
the level of investments compared to the years following the 2002 crisis; even if we consider that during
the year the restrictions on the availability of resources continued, as a result of the electricity tariff freeze
and cost increases.
In order to meet this growing demand, most of the investments were used to build new
infrastructure, to reinforce existing facilities, and to connect the new power supplies. Edenor’s continuously
made its bests efforts to maintain efficient levels of fraud and delinquency ratios, as well as service and
product quality. The Company also made substantial investments in environmental protection outdoor
safety.
In comparative terms, there was an investment increase of AR$609 million in 2014, compared to
investments made in 2013. Edenor’s historical investments from the commencement of its activities in 1992
until 2014 amount to AR$7,025 million.
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The following chart illustrates annual and accumulated investment:

Edenor Annual and Accumulated Investment
1992 – 2014
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Financial Debt
As of December 31, 2014, Edenor’s total financial liabilities amounted to AR$1,632 million, including
accrued interest for AR$34 million. Compared to the previous year, financial debt net of cash/cash
equivalents and banks and financial assets had an increase of AR$304.1 million (+34%) mainly as a result of
the effect of devaluation on the exchange rate.
The current debts profile points to an average maturity of approximately 5.3 years and to an average
interest rate estimated at 10.19%. Nearly all of Edenor’s financial debt is dollar denominated, thus being
exposed to variations in the exchange rate.
During fiscal year 2014 Edenor has repurchased, through several operations and at market prices,
Series 9 Corporate Bonds maturing in 2022 for a face value of US$17.7 million.
As of fiscal year 2014’s closing date, the dollar-denominated financial liabilities outstanding capital,
net of repurchased portfolio bonds, amounted to US$121.5 million.
On the ratings side, on December 19, 2014, Standard & Poor’s ratified global ‘CCC-’and local
‘raCCC+’ ratings of Edenor’s corporate bond programs for a sum not to exceed US$600 million and final
maturity in 2016; US$220 million, final maturity in 2017, and US$300 million, final maturity in 2022. In turn,
on October 17, 2014, Moody’s Latin America maintained its ‘Caa3’ global and ‘Caa3.ar’ local ratings, with
negative outlook, for the various series of bonds issued by Edenor.
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7.4 | Other Business
Petrolera Pampa S.A. (‘Petrolera’)
Petrolera Pampa was established with the purpose of supplying our thermal power stations.
Petrolera Pampa was also interested in taking part in the production of hydrocarbons, so as to drive Pampa’s
growth consistently with vertical integration. This initiative was in line with the Company’s strategy to
support and take the lead in energy sector investments.

Natural Gas Excess Injection Encouragement Program
On February 14, 2013, the Economy Ministry issued Resolution No. 1/13, providing for the creation
of the Natural Gas Excess Injection Encouragement Program, with the purpose of assessing and approving
projects that may contribute to domestic hydrocarbon self-sufficiency. In turn, companies will receive U$$
7.5 per million BTU on the total volume exceeding its Adjusted Base Injection.
Under Resolution No. 27/13, the coordinating commission included Petrolera Pampa in the stimulus
program and, as a result, the company is currently receiving the relevant compensation.

Petrolera Pampa Projects
Investment Agreement with YPF
On November 6, 2013, Petrolera Pampa entered into an investment agreement with YPF, whereby
it has undertaken to invest US$151.5 million in exchange for 50% of the stake in the production of
hydrocarbons from the Rincón del Mangrullo block (the ‘RDM block’) in the province of Neuquén, up to the
Mulichinco formation (the ‘Assigned Stake’.) The Assigned Stake represents 50% of the rights and duties
relating to the production of hydrocarbons from the RDM block, except for certain existing wells that have
already been drilled by YPF within the RDM block, and new specific YPF-owned wells that will be drilled
exclusively at YPF’s cost and expense.
The Investment Agreement consists of two phases:


Phase One: Petrolera has committed to invest US$80 million during this phase in the drilling,
completion, and commissioning of approximately 17 wells, and US$1.5 million in the execution of
3D seismic surveys covering approximately 40 sq. km. During this phase, YPF has committed to
execute the drilling, completion, and commissioning of 17 additional wells (the ‘YPF Wells’) which
will be drilled in Eastern RDM block.



Phase Two: After completing the first investment phase, Petrolera may choose to continue with the
second phase for an amount not to exceed US$70 million, in which 15 wells are expected to be
drilled anywhere within the RDM block. Phase Two will not be mandatory for Petrolera. In case
Petrolera decides not to go ahead with this second phase, YPF will not be entitled to make any claim
against Petrolera on any grounds whatsoever, the parties retaining the rights and obligations
stipulated under the agreement, including Petrolera’s right on the hydrocarbon production from the
wells it has drilled during the first phase. The agreement provides that if Petrolera decides not to
incur costs and investments in new wells, it will automatically lose all its rights on the facilities
built during the first phase, which will be incorporated into the concession, without Petrolera being
entitled to any claims against YPF, with the exception of certain rights.

Expenses to be paid for the production and evacuation of hydrocarbons, plus royalties (12%), the
relevant fee, and surface rights will be borne proportionally to their respective stakes in the joint venture
(‘UTE’), unless otherwise stipulated in the agreement.
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As of December 31, 2014, 17 wells had been drilled during the first phase of the investment between
Petrolera and YPF, out of which 14 are already in production and the 3 others in the completion process.
The gas treatment and cooling plant, as well as an approximately 55 km-long gas pipeline which will
facilitate connecting the RDM block with the backbone gas pipeline system, are already operative since July
2014.
Additionally, the second phase of the investments began with the drilling of 5 wells, out of which
one is already completed and operative, one is undergoing the completion process and three are in the
drilling stage. Thus, as a result of the two phases, there were 15 wells in production with an approximate
daily production of 450 dam3. This production is sold mainly to marketers and industries at an average price
of US$4.1 per million BTU. Finally, it is worth mentioning that Petrolera is currently conducting negotiations
with YPF to increase the investment plan stipulated for this year in order to drill wells additional to those
originally agreed for 2015.

Investment Agreement with Yacimientos del Sur (former Apache)
In December 2010, Petrolera entered into an investment agreement with Apache to jointly engage
in the development and exploitation of unconventional gas reservoirs.
The partnership with Apache is expected to produce 700,000 m3 per day of unconventional natural
gas for a three-year term, intended to be sold to CTLL under the scope of the Gas Plus market. Extracted
gas comes from low-permeability reservoirs in the Anticlinal Campamento and Estación Fernández Oro
areas, located in the Provinces of Neuquén and Río Negro respectively.
The preliminary drilling plan to maintain the production volume target for the three-year term
included 30 wells. Petrolera has a 15% share in the necessary investments (initially estimated at
approximately US$20 million) and operating expenses for developing such production, which enables
Petrolera to obtain a proportional share in the production. As of the date of this Annual Report, investments
under this agreement amount to US$17.5 million, with 22 productive wells. The investment term expired in
December 2013. Petrolera Pampa will receive the proceeds from the already drilled wells up until the end
of their life cycle and will bear the costs associated with their exploitation.

Investment Agreement with Petrobras Argentina S.A. (‘Petrobras I’)
On December 7, 2010, Petrolera entered into an investment agreement with Petrobras relating to
the ‘El Mangrullo’ field, under which Pampa will acquire 43% of the right to freely dispose at the wellhead,
commercialize, and process hydrocarbons from certain wells to be drilled in the field mentioned above.
Under such agreement, Petrolera has agreed to initially invest up to US$16 million to drill four wells,
or any other sum of money required for drilling four wells, whichever amount is lower. In order to maintain
a total production target of 400,000 m3 per day of natural gas under the Gas Plus Program for a four-year
term. The total drilling plan includes nine wells, which would entail a total investment by Petrolera of
approximately US$24 million.
As of December 31, 2014, 5 wells have been drilled, which enabled reaching the production volume
target since March 2012. Investments under this agreement amount to US$21 million.

Investment Agreement with con Petrobras Argentina S.A. (‘Petrobras II’)
On February 7, 2013, Petrolera entered into an investment agreement with Petrobras relating to
the ‘El Mangrullo’ field, under which Pampa will acquire 43% of the right to freely dispose at the wellhead,
commercialize, and process hydrocarbons obtained from certain wells to be drilled in such field.
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Under this new agreement, Petrolera has agreed to initially invest up to US$22 million to drill four
wells, or any other sum of money required for drilling four wells, whichever amount is lower. In order to
maintain a total production target of 400,000 m3 per day of natural gas under the Gas Plus Program for a
four-year term, the total drilling plan considers including nine wells. For Petrolera, this would imply a total
investment of approximately US$33 million.
As of fiscal year 2014’s closing date, 4 wells have been drilled, which enabled reaching the
production volume target since July 2013. Investments under this agreement amount to US$22 million. For
the 2015-2017 period, the investment plan is expected to continue in case it is necessary to maintain the
production volume target.

Partnership with Rovella, Gas y Petróleo de Neuquén (‘G&P’)
As operator of the Senillosa exploration block, located in the province of Neuquén, Petrolera has
made of all its contractual investments under the Partnership Agreement. During 2011, an analysis of the
area was performed through a geochemical study, as well as the acquisition of 3D seismic surveys for an
approximate area of 132 km2. In 2012 two drilling campaigns were conducted involving 3 exploration wells
each, resulting in a discovery well with hydrocarbon-bearing layers, and four other wells with hydrocarbon
traces. After evaluating the result of 2012 drilling campaigns, Petrolera, jointly with its partners,
successfully drilled a gas producing extension well, and it performed a workover on the discovery well drilled
in 2012.
In 2013, two exploratory wells drilling campaigns were conducted. During the first one, a gas well
was successfully drilled and the company is currently evaluating the feasibility to commission it together
with those drilled in 2012. During the second campaign of the year, two exploratory wells were drilled, with
oil discoveries in both.
In 2014 and after completing all investment commitments, G&P, as the Block concessionaire, is
currently conducting all necessary proceedings before the provincial authorities to divide the Block in two
lots (an evaluation and an exploitation lot) and to revert a surface of 368 km2 back to the National
Government.
Furthermore, the Senillosa joint venture has begun construction and mounting works for a gas
conditioning plant and a gas pipeline which will be connected with the transportation system to bring the
wells on to production, which is scheduled for the end of this year.
As of this date, Petrolera’s total investments, including 3D seismic surveys in 2011, amount to
US$12.5 million. If hydrocarbons are produced, Petrolera will be entitled to recover US$3 million from
investments made for the account and on behalf of the other partners.

Service Agreement for Hydrocarbon Exploitation from ‘El Caracol Norte’ Block
As a result of satisfactory performance of all the terms and conditions within the agreed-upon
period, this agreement has been in full force since February 28, 2012.
In 2012, Petrolera began fulfilling its investment commitments by reinterpreting pre-existing 3D
seismic data and performing two fracking operations on the PA x–3 well. As a result of the works done, the
well has turned out to be productive, and the company is conducting assessment studies to determine the
most efficient way of commissioning it, as well as the fulfillment of pending investment commitments.
Pursuant to ‘El Caracol Norte’ Service Agreement, the drilling of one well committed under the
investment agreement is still pending.
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The following chart shows Petrolera Pampa’s operating performance:

Natural Gas Production by Agreement
Petrolera Pampa’s Share, in Million m3
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Crude Oil Production
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Transportadora del Gas del Sur (‘TGS’)
TGS is the most important gas transportation company in the country, and it operates the biggest
pipeline system in Latin America. It is also a leading company in the production and sale of natural gas
liquids (NGLs) for both domestic and export markets, conducting this business from the General Cerri
Complex, located in Bahía Blanca, Province of Buenos Aires. It also provides comprehensive solutions in the
natural gas area and, since 1998, TGS has also landed in the telecommunications through its controlled
company Telcosur S.A.
In January 2011, Pampa acquired all the defaulted debt of CIESA, TGS’ parent company, as well as
a 10% equity interest in CIESA through EPCA. This equity ownership interest entitles us to exercise the
following rights, among others:


Appointment of one director in CIESA and TGS;



Appointment of the Vice Chairman in CIESA and TGS;



Pre-emptive rights in CIESA; and



Approval of CIESA’s and TGS’ annual budget.

On July 13, 2012, Pampa and Petrobras reached a Conciliation Agreement, withdrawing any and all
cross claims, and CIESA’s defaulted debt was settled as a whole. Consequently, Pampa received from CIESA:
i.

Ownership of 34,133,200 Series B ordinary shares issued by TGS representing 4.3% of TGS’ capital
stock and voting rights;

ii.

A payment of US$87.0 million; and

iii. Pampa’s appointment, through Pampa Inversora S.A. (‘PISA’), as trust beneficiary under the Trust
Agreement dated August, 29, 2005 where The Royal Bank of Scotland–Argentine Branch acts as
trustee holding the trust ownership of 40% of CIESA’s shares (the ‘Trust Shares’). Therefore, once
the conditions precedent have been met and under the instruction of PISA, the Trust Shares will be
transferred to Pampa, according to the terms and conditions of the Restructuring Agreement, as
amended, (‘Restructuring Agreement’) timely executed by CIESA and its financial creditors. Thus,
Pampa will become CIESA’s co-controlling company together with Petrobras.
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The following table summarizes TGS’ main technical and financial indicators:
2013

2014

Average firm capacity purchases (in million m3 per day)

82.5

80.4

Average deliveries (in million m3 per day)

65.9

65.4

Total liquid production (in thousand tons)

910.4

969.9

Gas processing capacity (in million m3 per day)

46.0

46.0

54,840

54,840

2,865.0

4,304.0

107.5

105.0

871.0

1,019.0

(484.6)

(194.4)

(238.1)

(982.4)

1,803.1

1,959.0

4,269.8

4,215.4

Total Assets

6,072.9

6,174.4

Current liabilities

1,347.7

1,251.8

Non-current liabilities

2,702.1

3,055.1

Total Liabilities

4,049.8

4,306.9

Shareholder’s Equity

2,023.1

1,867.5

Technical Data
Gas Transportation

Liquid production and marketing

Storage capacity (in tons)

Financial Data*
Income**
Fiscal year’s results
Net cash flow provided by operating activities
Net cash flow used in investment activities
Net cash flow (used) generated in financing activities
Current assets
Non-current assets

* Consolidated annual financial statements figures, in million pesos.
** Amounts show continuous operations only.
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Description of Business Segments
Regulated Segment: Gas Transportation
In 2014, revenues from this business segment amounted to AR$744.1 million, showing an increase of
AR$83.1 million compared to the AR$661.0 million recorded in 2013. This rise is based on the meager
increase in regulated tariffs provided by Resolution No. 2,852/14 and higher revenues from interruptible
natural gas transportation, as well as energy exchange and displacement.
During the winter of 2014, the TGS gas pipeline system was fairly responsive to meet demand needs,
but the regulatory authority continued restricting the supply of natural gas to the industrial market with a
view to reorienting and allocating gas to so-called priority users, mainly residential, commercial, and
compressed natural gas (‘CNG') users. Imposed restrictions affected both direct carriers who maintain
natural gas transportation service agreements with TGS and grid-connected industries within the country’s
distribution zones and nearby gas field areas. However, such industrial restrictions were lower as a result
of a decrease in residential consumption due to higher ambient temperatures in 2014 compared to the
previous year.
As it is publicly know, regulated natural gas transportation tariffs have not been updated, modified
and/or readjusted since 1999 as a result of the passing of Public Emergency and Exchange Rate Regime
Reform Act No. 25,561 in early January 2002, which was successively extended to stretch out the
effectiveness of the declaration of emergency and its consequences until December 31, 2015 (Act No.
26,896). Effective as from April 2014, Resolution No. 2,852/14 passed by the National Gas Regulatory Agency
(‘ENARGAS’) provided for a staggered increase in the tariff scheme applicable to natural gas transportation
services, reaching a total 20% increase in the month of August 2014. However, such increase is insufficient
to offset the significant cost increases verified during the last few years, despite TGS’s continuous
streamlining efforts, which resulted in the Company having for the first time an annual operative loss in this
business segment.
Regarding gas pipeline system expansions, Petrolera made progress in the development of natural
gas transportation capacity expansion works commenced in 2006, which will allow for transportation of a
total incremental volume of 10.7 million cubic meters per day, of which 8.7 MMm3/d are enabled and
supported by currently effective firm gas transportation contracts. For the provision of enabled
transportation services, TGS monthly receives an Access and Use Charge(‘CAU’), which has remained
unchanged since its creation in 2005. These expansion works —planned in successive commissioning stages—
are developed and funded under the Gas Trust Indenture Program, with cash contributions by third-party
investors, gas producers, and carriers winning the incremental transportation capacity bidding process, with
a structure contemplating recovery through revenues from specific fiduciary fees, paid by all transportation
company carriers and distribution company users who have entered into firm service agreements. During
the development of expansion works, TGS undertakes the role of Project Technical Manager for the works
to be executed on its gas pipeline system.
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Non-Regulated Segment: Production and Marketing of Gas Liquids
Unlike the gas transportation business, the production and marketing of gas liquids is not regulated
by ENARGAS.
In 2014, this segment’s revenues accounted for 75% of TGS total revenues, which have increased by
AR$1,178.0 million this year, from AR$2,065.3 million recorded in 2013 to AR$3,243.3 million in 2014.
The activities of production and marketing of gas liquids are conducted at Complejo Cerri, located
close to Bahía Blanca, and supplied by all of TGS’ main gas pipelines. Ethane, propane, butane and natural
gasoline are recovered at such industrial complex. TGS sells these liquids to both domestic and foreign
markets. On the domestic market, propane and butane are sold to fractionation companies. On the foreign
market, the sale of these products and natural gasoline are made at current international market prices.
Regarding ethane, it is sold to Polisur at a price agreed upon between the parties.
Despite the prevailing restrictions on natural gas processing at Complejo Cerri imposed by the
National Government, and thanks to effective resource management, in 2014 production was higher than in
2013 by 60,214 tons (6.6%). It should be noted that the key drivers for such increased production include,
inter alia, favorable weather conditions, the lower processing level of Complejo Cerri upstream plants —
which has helped natural gas arrive much more enriched, thus allowing for higher yield per processed cubic
meter— and the proper administration of maintenance plans for Complejo Cerri.
Sales prices marketed by TGS were on average lower than those recorded for 2013, as a result of
the sharp decrease, as from the fourth quarter of the year 2014, of propane, butane and natural gas
reference prices, which suffered 64%, 52% y 46% year-to-year decreases, respectively, thus reaching their
minimum levels in the last 6 years. Factors such as an excess supply and the geopolitical situation of the
main natural gas and oil producers were the main reason of these falls, the impact of which may continue
adversely affecting revenues from sales in this business segment.
Besides, costs of natural gas used as RTP continued their upward trend after the substantial increase
in gas costs in 2013 as a result of the price guidelines established by the Government to enforce the Supplier
of Last Resort program. For such reason, natural gas purchase prices at the wellhead recorded increases of
approximately 30% (in U.S. dollars) in 2014.
Therefore, the fall in sales prices and the increase in gas costs have both contributed to the decrease
in TGS’ operating margins within this segment. The implementation of several measures allowing for an
improvement in the natural gas liquids recovery performance in Complejo Cerri and the execution of new
natural gas supply agreements at reasonable prices, as well as the favorable weather conditions and lower
restrictions in the reception of natural gas for the RTP have allowed to mitigate such situation.
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Sales of Gas Liquids by Destination Market
In Thousands of Tons, 2009-2014
924

908

942

331

286

313

594

594

622

628

2011

2012

2013

2014

901

899

325

301

274

576

598

2009

2010

868

Sales to local market

Sales to foreign market

Source: TGS.

Non-Regulated Segment: Other Services
Other Services segment is not regulated by ENARGAS. TGS provides so-called ‘midstream’ services,
which mainly consist of treatment, impurity separation and gas compression. It can also include gas
extraction and transportation at gas fields, construction services, inspection and maintenance of
compression plants and gas pipelines, and steam generation services for the production of electricity. This
business segment also includes revenues from telecommunication services provided through the subsidiary
Telcosur S.A.
This segment represented 7% of TGS’ total income in 2014. Revenues from the midstream business
have evidenced an increase compared to the previous year, resulting mainly from the generation of new
services associated with the operation, assignment and control of operations to producers, and, to a lower
extent, from the execution of the expansion works initiated in 2006 under the Financial Trust Programs.
Furthermore, there has been an increase in revenues from compression treatment, operation and
maintenance services due to a price adjustment and the effect of the appreciation of the exchange rate.
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8.

Human Resources

In 2014, the Human Resources area made effective progress towards consolidating controls and
optimizing payroll processing through a single system applicable to CTG’s workers covered by union
contracts, thus completing a complex payroll integration process for workers covered by different
collective bargaining agreements. The goal for 2015 will be to consolidate payroll management, absences,
demographic data, professional history and other data bases to automate and simplify reporting under
unified criteria and to be able, in a second stage, to develop a staff and team leaders’ self-managed data
base. Additionally, we aim to improve reliability, process optimization and automation.
Regarding the Compensation and Benefits Division, salaries were adjusted generally at the Central
Administration, and according to collective agreements at power plants. In addition, highly significant
benefits were updated in every maternity leave case occurring in the company (financial support for
daycare centers, home office, and reduced working hours). Besides, the Company worked on the
incorporation of new benefits (such as corporate discount programs through an online platform) and the
optimization of benefits granted by financial entities through which salaries are paid.
In 2014, our Training sector continued to focus on the 3 main HR development drivers, such as
Communication, Leadership and Team Work, designed for managers and directors; as well as on mentoring
and coaching techniques, by organizing workshops on segment-specific activities. Moreover, in 2014
Communication, Leadership and Team Work training was extended to staff with no reporting employees,
thereby successfully integrating these topics across the whole organization.
For 2015, we will keep on aligning Pampa with policies and practices that are consistent with
world-class energy market companies by achieving the commitment of our employees and the strategic
goals of our Company, and at the same time, by creating an excellent work environment.
The major challenges will be to consolidate changes in the HR Development area by incorporating
more effective technology into the various processes, together with different communication and
leadership practices in order to strengthen the development of new leaders and work groups. In 2015, new
technological tools will be added to help in the management of e-learning programs and the
professionalization of the Human Resources area. On the trade union front, we also aim to keep disputes
at bay in each province, reaching satisfactory agreements for all parties involved.
As to our Training are, in 2015 we will keep on working in matters of Communication, Leadership
and Team Work, focusing on each work group and HR area. Training will be focused on creating highly
performing teams and reaching effective time management. Moreover, we will go ahead with technical
workshops on the specific activities relating to each job title, so that employees will be professionally
educated and trained to become succession planning resources in the future.
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9.

Corporate Responsibility

We understand Corporate Responsibility as a strategic management model, covering the financial,
social and environmental impacts related to the development of organizational activities. It implies a
commitment to our stakeholders, including the community and our contributors as privileged groups.
We are true to our commitment to society, which goes beyond electricity demand satisfaction,
being oriented towards improving the life quality of our employees, their families and the people in the
communities where we operate.
We apply a social investment approach aimed at formalizing a real development and growth
process. In order to achieve this, we promote programs that help strengthen the abilities of people and
civil society organizations through Fundación Pampa Energía, showing a clear sustainable commitment of
the company to the communities we are part of.

9.1 | Main Corporate Responsibility Actions by Pampa Energía
Fundación Pampa Energía is the vehicle enabling us to honor our commitment to society, which
goes beyond electricity demand satisfaction, because it is geared to improving the life quality of our
employees, their families and the people in the communities where we operate

Scholarships for More Energy Program
Effective since 2007, the Scholarships for More Energy Program was designed as a response to the
small number of professionals that are properly trained to work in the energy sector in the domestic and
the international labor market. Its main goal is to provide comprehensive education to Electrical
Engineers. Fundación Pampa Energía, together with the Buenos Aires Institute of Technology (‘ITBA’), has
promoted access to higher education of its employees’ children and young people from the communities
of influence.
All over 2014, 12 enthusiastic and industrious young students have taken up Electrical Engineering
courses with outstanding academic performance. In June 2014 we started our internship program targeted
to fourth-year university students so that they may have a meaningful first work experience and a space
for action learning. Currently 4 young students are participating in the internship, and the incorporation
of 3 other students is planned for 2015.

Energy for Life
As a prevention strategy, hydroelectric power plants Los Nihuiles and Diamante are implementing
the Prevention of Accidents and Environmental Protection Campaign at strategic tourist points, such as
Valle Grande, Nihuil I, and Los Reyunos. In the summer of 2014, an awareness campaign was carried out
on printed, television and radio broadcast media in order to provide information on the applicable safety
standards to water dam and reservoir areas.

‘Energy for Transformation’ Program: Education, Community and Commitment
In 2014 la Fundación Pampa Energía assisted in two projects in the City of San Rafael. The first
one was the ‘PET Plastic Bottle Crusher’, submitted by Technical School Juan Pablo II from Monte Comán.
The Company contributed with the purchase of the materials necessary to assemble and install the iron
cages for the collection of bottles. The project startup involved the participation of students and the
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community as a whole. The second project was ‘The Path towards Radio through Educational Institutions’
submitted by Villa 25 de Mayo School. The Company assisted with the purchase of the materials necessary
to finish mounting the Radio Studio at school. In 2015, we have renewed our commitment to follow up on
these projects and to evaluate their impact on the community of San Rafael.

The Energy Researchers
In 2014, this program experienced a strong quantitative and qualitative growth with the
incorporation of 56 public schools and about 4,000 students. In this program, participants became
‘Researchers’ after the implementation of 10 workshops, one hour long each, revealing information on
energy, energy sources, energy efficiency, ecological issues associated with the different energy types, and
so on. Each workshop consists of various learning games, activities or experiments using the so-called
‘experience box’ given by the Company, in order to articulate concepts according to the different official
syllabus areas, providing new resources to educate teachers who coordinate workshops. Thus, we can see
how a genuine and relevant alternative educational experience is created from the act of playing and
learning, motivating young children and teenagers to discover scientific spirit and research as a vocation.

Reading and Writing Program for Children in Salta
This program, which aims to promote and encourage regular reading and writing as a pleasant,
entertaining and essential activity, is developed in partnership with EDESA, the local electricity provider.
The program was conducted in 10 primary school located in the interior of the province, specifically
in the cities of Tartagal, Aguaray and Orán, to promote an integrated social fabric by instilling children’s
commitment with the environment and human values.
All works were reviewed by a distinguished panel and published in a book to transmit their messages
to the community in general. Throughout 2014, 254 children have participated in the program.

Study Scholarships
As part of its Corporate Responsibility programs and projects, Pampa Energía grants university
scholarships through CTG. The main purpose of this scholarship program is to promote a comprehensive
professional education.
Assistance and integration actions are mainly focused on providing assistance to the Piquirenda
aboriginal community living near our plant. In 2014, four scholarships were granted, which allowed these
students to continue with their studies.

Soup Kitchen in Partnership with the Food Bank
In partnership with the Salta Food Bank, we continue providing constant support to this soup
kitchen, located in the community of General Güemes, which is attended by more than 120 children. Within
this project, highly-qualified professionals make a follow-up of children, defining their nutritional needs
and selecting the monthly menu based on these observations.

Professional Practices
The Human Resources area has been working since 2013 in the implementation of professional
practices for students attending 5th year in technical schools of nearby communities. This has been made
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possible through a master agreement entered into between the Ministry of Education of the Province of
Salta, the Industrial Union of Salta and CTG. In 2014, 17 students from 3 technical schools attended
internships, adding up to other 15 students that participated in the program in 2013.

Open Doors Program
Though guided visits to CTG, the Open Doors Program helps understand the process whereby every
day-use electricity is generated.
In this tour, visitors get to know about the generation process, the technology involved in the
different processes, the control of significant environmental aspects and the constant concern for workers’
safety, thus encouraging the training of students of different levels, as well as the general knowledge of
people interested in knowing a thermal generation plant as a way to arise interest in industrial activities.

9.2 | Main Corporate Responsibility Actions by Edenor
A Hundred Books for our School
This program invites Government-run primary schools located within Edenor’s concession area to
participate in a contest about different electricity-related matters. In 2014, schools from the municipalities
of Merlo, San Fernando y Tres de Febrero took part in this program, with a total participation of more than
8,000 students.
The program encourages students to submit their projects in the form of mockups or posters, and
the winning schools are awarded a library with over one hundred books. Besides, second-hand computers in
good state of repair are also delivered as part of Edenor’s technology upgrade. This action began in 1995,
and since then, more than 91,000 books and nearly 345 computers have been donated.

Connection to the Future
In 2014, the ‘Connection to the Future’ program participated in Tecnópolis. This initiative consisted
of a theater play, in an easily understandable language especially oriented to children, which explains
electricity functioning, the rational use of energy, its safe us at home, safety on the streets and other
aspects of electric power. The proposal had ample attendance, and many people approached the stand to
experience the electricity world. More than 21,200 people attended the many presented shows.

Community Service Campaigns
In 2014, Edenor continued publishing community service campaigns in its web site to disseminate
actions by Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) associated with topics of public interest for the
community. One of the campaigns was also published in the back of tariff 1 customer bills.
The campaigns supported by Edenor were the following:


Fundación Cimientos, construyamos desde la educación, which develops an awareness campaign
aimed to combat early school-leaving among low-income high-school students.



Fundación Avon and OSIM, with the ‘Speak Loud & Clear’ campaign started in 2012 and focusing on
gender violence prevention. This campaign seeks to reach the whole population stressing the need
to stop gender violence and its devastating effects on the physical and psychological health of its
female victims.
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In 2014, several donations were made to different institutions within the concession area, including
the donation of university chairs to the National Technological University (General Pacheco Regional
School), and of televisions and video players which were no longer used to Fundación Sí.

9.3 | Main Corporate Responsibility Actions by Transener and Transba
In 2014 Transener continued with the development of community service programs nationwide,
including but not limited to, schools, hospitals, and children charities. The most important projects and
collaborations are the following:

Fundación Hospital Garrahan
Our collaboration with Fundación Hospital Garrahan’s Paper Recycling Program continued in the
Head and Ezeiza Offices. Since 2008, 37,576 kilograms of paper have been collected.

Volunteering
Corporate Volunteering activities continued during 2014 with a program for the delivery of
orthopedic devices organized by the NGO CILSA; volunteers also collaborated with the cooperative
association of Hospital de Niños Ricardo Gutierrez in the Community Service Program ‘Let’s run for the
kids’.

Public Awareness Activities
22 talks to raise public awareness were organized at schools, with the aim of promoting Public
Security Protection, strengthening environmental protection awareness, and disseminating information on
Transener’s activities.

Charitable Collections
Throughout 2014, Transener has organized charitable collections of toys, clothes, and nonperishable food voluntarily donated by employees, which have distributed to different charities (nongovernmental organizations, foundations, foster homes, etc).
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10. Information Technology
In 2014 the Information Technology (‘IT’) area continued providing maintenance, development and
innovation services for applications, technology, telecommunications, and IT and process security in order
to guarantee an adequate level of service in line with its business needs.
This area has specific policies and procedures in place which are subject to high quality standards
and monitored on a continuous basis to assess compliance with energy sector goals and to ensure quality
and ongoing improvement. The Information Technology area aims to be aligned with the market’s best
practices and national and international standards.
Projects and actions implemented in 2014 have been mainly focused on improving business
processes, optimizing telecommunications, updating equipment and guaranteeing information security,
confidentiality and completeness.
The most significant projects and actions implemented this year are included below:


Implementation of enhancements and legally required changes in transactional systems (SAP, FPA);



Expansion and enhancement of management reporting systems (QlikView);



Implementation of document management sites and improvement in the publication of Rules and
Procedures;



Implementation of a new corporate e-mail solution to optimize this service and reduce costs
(Microsoft Office 365);



Hardware and software updating and server virtualization scheme in CPB. This activity will be
replicated in 2015 in the other Offices;



Improvements in communication links in some offices and significant advances in the communication
tower project in Piquirenda, which is expected to be completed in 2015;



Execution of the first stage of the Data Loss Prevention program to guarantee the proper use and
protection of information.

In 2015, the Information Technology area will continue with this investment process seeking to
enhance the productivity and efficiency of existing processes and to adopt state-of-the-art technologies so
as to step up actions focused on guaranteeing the security, confidentiality, completeness and availability
of information.
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11. Environmental Management
With the premise that the environment is a priority in business management and that its systematic
and permanent protection enhances the standard of living of employees and the social environment
surrounding each generating plant, Pampa Energía has developed and permanently observes internal
proceedings, ISO 14.001, ISO 9.001 and OHSAS 18.001 international standards so that measures adopted on
a daily basis for environmental protection and personal security are common to all generation units,
technically verifiable and compliant with the provincial and national legislation in force.
The most sensitive environmental, occupational health and safety and quality aspects are
permanently assessed by the responsible persons in each plant to keep a strict control on the impact of
operations and to minimize the generation of oily residues, the use of water for generation purposes and
the effect of liquid effluents on rivers and bodies of water.
Multiple internal audits as well as external audits conducted by firms hired by the Company,
certifying bodies and Governmental control entities certify our thorough fulfillment with the commitment
undertaken by Pampa Energía and expressed in its integrated management system policies, as well as in the
goals committed before the ENRE and provincial bodies.
The annual Environmental, Occupational Health and Safety and Quality comprehensive management
results show the efficiency in the attainment of goals, which is evidenced by the recertification of all
integrated management systems by their respective certifying bodies.
Management areas within each plant invest important resources in the training of staff at all levels.

Central Térmica Loma de la Lata
ISO 9.001, ISO 14.001 and OHSAS 18.001 standards follow-up audits were conducted in August, and
certifications were maintained.
In 2014, the construction of the chemical products reservoir was completed and the building of the
Temporary Deposit of Special Waste (‘DTRE’) began, which will have differentiated sectors for the storage
of waste and adequate containment to prevent environmental pollution.
As regards the handling of special wastes, a waste treatment firm continues reusing the waste oil,
and a new chemical products treatment process has been implemented for the cooling tower, through the
GE company, to which packages will be returned so as to reduce the generation of this kind of waste.

Central Térmica Piquirenda
In October 2014, CTP was subject to ISO 14001:2004 recertification maintenance audits, with satisfactory
results. In December, the ISO 9.001:2008 maintenance audit and the initial ISO 18.001:2007 certification
audit were conducted and, as a result, it was recommended that the main certification audit be conducted,
which is scheduled for 2015.

Central Piedra Buena
As regards gaseous effluents treatment, the modeling of the main and auxiliary stacks has been
carried out to obtain the discharge permit from the Provincial Body for Sustainable Development (OPDS).
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The Company was registered with the Single Bank of Water Resources Users (‘BUDURH’) required by
the Water Authority as a previous step to obtaining the effluent discharge and estuary water intake permits.
As regards the pier, the National Contingency Plan and the Port Protection Plan have been validated
and the Harbor Facility Plan is bound for approval.
Several special waste streams have been managed pursuant the applicable legislation in force.
Besides, 1,000 kg of paper/cardboard/plastic packaging have been sent to a local paper company, the
proceeds of which are destined to the Luis Braile Center.
Emergency and support brigades have received several theoretical and practical training courses
given by Ing. White’s Voluntary Firemen staff.
Both internal and external audits were performed pursuant to the annual plan, and an extraordinary
audit was conducted by the ENRE. The IRAM audit was successful, and the audit group recommended a
recertification of the Integrated Management System (which comprises the Occupational Health and Safety,
Environment and Quality areas), and the audit concluded successfully.
Throughout the year and on account of several technical problems, five environmental effects
occurred (noises, gaseous emissions) with the intervention of the local environmental authority and Pampa’s
legal area for the applicable liability disclaimer.

Central Térmica Güemes
In August 2014, CTG was subject to the ISO 14001:2004 recertification audit and ISO 9001:2008 and
OHSAS 18001:2007 maintenance audits, all of them with satisfactory results.
The Operations staff’s confined spaces and flammable gas fire training was completed.
The construction of the second phase of the acoustic barrier in the gas pressure reduction plant and
the third stage of the oil reservoir were completed, the commissioning of the latter being scheduled for the
month of January, thus concluding both works.

Los Nihuiles y Diamante Hydroelectric Power Plants
The monitoring of all dams in the Nihuil and Diamante System continued, which showed values that
continuing with the trend are falling within the limits defining proper environmental conditions. Deep waters
are clean, with the presence of oxygen and algae-free.
As in previous years and since 2000, fish stocking activities jointly developed with the Ministry of
Lands, Environment and Sustainable Growth and the El Nihuil’s Fishers Club during 2014 were as follows:


Stocking of 20,000 juvenile steelhead trout in the Nihuil, Agua del Toro and Los Reyunos dams;



Negotiations with the Chascomús Hydrobiological Station to stock the Nihuil, Agua del Toro, Los
Reyunos and Valle Grande dams with 500,000 silver smelt eggs;



Coordination of silver smelt brood fish catching and spawning actions in the Agua del Toro dam for
the obtaining of juvenile fish and the stocking and creation of initial breeding groups.
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12. Results for the Fiscal Year 2014
Pampa focuses its business primarily on the electricity sector, by participating in electricity
generation, transmission, and distribution based on its equity ownership interest in the legal entities
involved in such segments.
The following table summarizes the consolidated ratios obtained during the fiscal year ended December 31,
2014, compared to the last fiscal year:

12.31.2014

12.31.2013

12.31.2012

Liquidity

0.68

0.77

0.74

Solvency

0.22

0.22

0.20

Immobilized Capital

0.74

0.72

0.79

0.296

0.147

(0.306)

Yield

Through its subsidiaries and share participations in joint businesses, and based on business nature,
customer portfolio and risks involved, we were able to identify the following business segments:


Electricity Generation, consisting of the Company’s direct and indirect interests in Central Térmica
Loma de la Lata, Hidroeléctrica Los Nihuiles, Hidroeléctrica Diamante, Central Térmica Güemes,
Central Piedra Buena, Pampa Comercializadora; as well as investment in shares of other electricity
generation sector-related companies.



Electricity Transmission, consisting of Pampa’s indirect interest through Citelec in Transener and
its subsidiaries. In order to show the information by segment, said indirect share participation has
been consolidated proportionally.



Electricity Distribution, consisting of Pampa’s indirect interest in Electricidad Argentina, Edenor
and its subsidiaries.



Holding and Other Business, consisting of Pampa’s financial investment transactions, holding
activities, oil and gas exploration and exploitation, and other business.
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Consolidated Income Statement by Segment, 2014 Fiscal Year (AR$ Million)
Consolidated Income Statement
(as of December 31, 2014)
Sales revenue
Intersegment sales revenue
Cost of sales
Gross Income

Generation

Transmission

Distribution

2,275.5

737.0

3,598.4

-

1.5

-

(1,176.7)

(539.7)

1,098.8

Holding and

Deletions

Consolidated

319.3

-

6,930.1

100.4

(88.9)

13.0

(4,716.5)

(203.2)

67.3

(6,568.8)

198.7

(1,118.1)

216.5

(21.6)

374.3

Others

Selling expenses

(17.9)

-

(658.9)

(36.5)

-

(713.4)

Administrative expenses

(200.0)

(91.8)

(510.3)

(148.4)

21.3

(929.2)

Other operating income

113.4

3.9

53.2

145.4

-

315.8

Other operating expenses

(73.5)

(11.4)

(319.2)

(54.3)

-

(458.5)
88.4

Recovery of property, plant and equipment impairment

88.4

-

-

-

-

Results for participation in joint businesses

-

-

0.0

-

-

0.0

Results for participation in associates

-

-

-

(1.6)

-

(1.6)

Operating income before Res. No. 250/13 and subsequent Notes

1,009.1

99.3

(2,553.4)

121.1

(0.3)

(1,324.1)

Higher Costs Recognition – Res. No. 250/13 and subsequent Notes

-

-

2,271.9

-

-

2,271.9

1,009.1

99.3

(281.5)

121.1

(0.3)

947.8

Operating Income
Financial income

240.9

226.1

239.0

26.0

(65.4)

666.7

(310.8)

(59.4)

(692.5)

(175.6)

65.7

(1,172.6)

Other financial results

(82.3)

(142.0)

(528.1)

1,030.5

-

278.0

Financial results, net

(152.1)

24.7

(981.6)

880.8

0.3

(227.9)

857.0

124.0

(1,263.1)

1,001.9

-

719.9

(224.1)

(51.4)

161.8

(38.1)

-

(151.8)

633.0

72.6

(1,101.4)

963.9

-

568.1

Discontinued operations

-

-

-

-

-

-

Adjustment for non-controlling participation in joint businesses

-

(38.5)

-

-

-

(38.5)

633.0

34.1

(1,101.4)

963.9

-

529.5

Owners of the Company

529.3

34.1

(742.1)

921.9

-

743.2

Non-controlling interests

103.6

-

(359.2)

42.0

-

(213.6)

Generation

Transmission

Distribution

Deletions

Consolidated

Total Assets

5,146.0

1,245.0

8,066.9

4,377.1

(910.0)

17,924.9

Total Liabilities

3,540.8

900.1

8,616.2

2,059.6

(910.0)

14,206.7

Financial costs

(Loss) Profit before income tax
Income tax and minimum expected profit tax
Net income for continuing operations

Total income for the period
Attributable to:

Consolidated Balance Sheet
(as of December 31, 2014)

Holding and
Others
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Reconciliation Between Consolidated Income by Segment and Consolidated Comprehensive Income, 2014 Fiscal Year (AR$ Million)
Consolidated Income Statement
(as of December 31, 2014)
Sales revenue
Intersegment sales revenue
Cost of sales
Gross Income

Segment information

Results from interest in joint
ventures

Total comprehensive income

6,930.1

(737.0)

13.0

(1.5)

6,193.1
11.5

(6,568.8)

539.7

(6,029.1)

374.3

(198.7)

175.6

Selling expenses

(713.4)

-

(713.4)

Administrative expenses

(929.2)

91.8

(837.5)

Other operating income

315.8

(3.9)

312.0

(458.5)

11.4

(447.1)
88.4

Other operating expenses
Recovery of property, plant and equipment impairment

88.4

-

Results for participation in joint businesses

0.0

34.2

34.2

(1.6)

-

(1.6)

Operating income before Res. No. 250/13 and subsequent Notes

(1,324.1)

(65.2)

(1,389.3)

Higher Costs Recognition – Res. No. 250/13 and subsequent Notes

2,271.9

-

2,271.9

947.8

(65.2)

882.6

666.7

(226.1)

440.5

(1,172.6)

59.4

(1,113.2)

Results for participation in associates

Operating Income
Financial income
Financial costs
Other financial results

278.0

142.0

420.1

Financial results, net

(227.9)

(24.7)

(252.6)

719.9

(89.9)

630.0

(151.8)

51.4

(100.4)

568.1

(38.5)

529.5

(38.5)

38.5

-

529.5

-

529.5

(Loss) Profit before income tax
Income tax and minimum expected profit tax
Net income for continuing operations
Adjustment for non-controlling participation in joint businesses
Total income for the period
Consolidated Balance Sheet
(as of December 31, 2014)

Segment information

Results from interest in joint
ventures

Total comprehensive income

Total Assets

17,924.9

(1,064.5)

16,860.4

Total Liabilities

14,206.7

(900.1)

13,306.6
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Consolidated Income Statement by Segment, 2013 Fiscal Year (AR$ Million)
Consolidated Income Statement
(as of December 31, 2014)
Sales revenue
Intersegment sales revenue
Cost of sales
Gross Income

Generation

Transmission

Distribution

1,729.3

435.3

3,440.7

2.0

1.6

-

(1,426.8)

(393.7)

Holding and

Deletions

Consolidated

157.3

-

5,762.6

52.8

(47.1)

9.3

(4,122.5)

(89.0)

35.1

(5,997.0)

Others

304.5

43.2

(681.8)

121.0

(12.0)

(225.1)

Selling expenses

(78.5)

-

(549.1)

(6.6)

-

(634.2)

Administrative expenses

(139.0)

(67.7)

(332.6)

(102.2)

10.0

(631.5)

Other operating income

363.4

9.7

62.3

40.6

-

475.9

Other operating expenses

(47.5)

(7.1)

(143.4)

(13.1)

-

(211.1)

Results for participation in joint businesses

-

-

0.0

-

-

0.0

Results for participation in associates

-

-

-

2.2

-

2.2

402.8

(21.9)

(1,644.6)

41.9

(2.0)

(1,223.8)

Operating income before Res. No. 250/13 and subsequent Notes
Higher Costs Recognition – Res. No. 250/13 and subsequent Notes

-

-

2,933.1

-

-

2,933.1

402.8

(21.9)

1,288.4

41.9

(2.0)

1,709.3

63.9

173.0

287.1

6.6

(21.3)

509.3

Financial costs

(216.4)

(41.9)

(565.8)

(52.9)

21.3

(855.8)

Other financial results

(437.5)

(114.9)

(425.5)

343.7

-

(634.2)

Financial results, net

(590.0)

16.1

(704.2)

297.4

(0.0)

(980.7)

(187.1)

(5.7)

584.2

339.3

(2.0)

728.6

Operating Income
Financial income

(Loss) Profit before income tax
Income tax and minimum expected profit tax
Net income for continuing operations

(20.7)

0.8

52.7

(19.9)

-

13.0

(207.8)

(4.9)

637.0

319.4

(2.0)

741.6
(126.9)

Discontinued operations

-

-

(128.9)

-

2.0

Adjustment for non-controlling participation in joint businesses

-

0.0

-

-

-

0.0

(207.8)

(4.9)

508.1

319.4

-

614.8

Owners of the Company

(191.9)

(4.9)

163.5

319.4

-

286.1

Non-controlling interests

(15.9)

-

344.6

-

-

328.7

Generation

Transmission

Distribution

Deletions

Consolidated

Total Assets

3,714.9

964.0

6,971.6

2,183.8

(455.9)

13,378.4

Total Liabilities

2,713.8

687.8

6,434.7

995.0

(455.9)

10,375.5

Total income for the period
Attributable to:

Consolidated Balance Sheet
(as of December 31, 2014)

Holding and
Others
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Reconciliation Between Consolidated Income by Segment and Consolidated Comprehensive Income, 2013 Fiscal Year (AR$ Million)
Consolidated Income Statement
(as of December 31, 2013)
Sales revenue
Intersegment sales revenue
Cost of sales
Gross Income

Segment information

Results from interest in joint
ventures

Total comprehensive income

5,762.6

(435.3)

9.3

(1.6)

5,327.3
7.7

(5,997.0)

393.7

(5,603.3)

(225.1)

(43.2)

(268.3)

Selling expenses

(634.2)

-

(634.2)

Administrative expenses

(631.5)

67.6

(563.9)

Other operating income

475.9

(9.7)

466.2

(211.1)

7.0

(204.0)

Results for participation in joint businesses

0.0

(4.8)

(4.8)

Results for participation in associates

2.2

-

2.2

Operating income before Res. No. 250/13 and subsequent Notes

(1,223.8)

17.0

(1,206.7)

Higher Costs Recognition – Res. No. 250/13 and subsequent Notes

2,933.1

-

2,933.1

Operating Income

1,709.3

17.0

1,726.3

509.3

(173.0)

336.3

(855.8)

41.9

(813.9)

Other operating expenses

Financial income
Financial costs
Other financial results

(634.2)

114.9

(519.3)

Financial results, net

(980.7)

(16.2)

(996.8)

728.6

0.9

729.5

13.0

(0.8)

12.2

741.6

0.0

741.6

(126.9)

-

(126.9)

0.0

(0.0)

-

614.8

-

614.8

(Loss) Profit before income tax
Income tax and minimum expected profit tax
Net income for continuing operations
Discontinued operations
Adjustment for non-controlling participation in joint businesses
Total income for the period
Consolidated Balance Sheet
(as of December 31, 2014)

Segment information

Results from interest in joint
ventures

Total comprehensive income

Total Assets

13,378.4

(815.8)

12,562.6

Total Liabilities

10,375.5

(687.8)

9,687.7
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Income Analysis for the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2014, as Compared to the Fiscal Year
Ended December 31, 20135
Consolidated sales revenues of AR$6,204.6 million for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2014, a rise of
16.3% compared to AR$6,695.4 million for the same period in 2013, mainly due to increases in revenues of
31.4% (AR$544.1 million), 4.6% (AR$157.7 million) and 99.8% (AR$209.6 million) in our generation,
distribution and holding and other business segments, respectively.
Consolidated cost of sales of AR$6,029.1 million for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2014, a rise of
7.6% compared to AR$5,603.3 million for the same period in 2013, mainly due to increases of 14.4%
(AR$594.1 million), 128.2% (AR$114.1 million) in our distribution and holding and other segments,
respectively, partly offset by a decrease of 17.5% (AR$250.2 million) in the costs of our generation segment.
Consolidated gross income of AR$175.6 million for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2014, a AR$443.8
million increase compared to a AR$268.3 million loss for the same period in 2013, mainly due to a gross
income growth of 260.8% (AR$794.3 million) and 78.9% (AR$95.5 million) in our generation and holding and
others segments, respectively, which were partly offset by an increase of 64.8% (AR$436.4 million) in our
distribution segment.
Consolidated operating profit of AR$882.6 million for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2014, a 48.9%
decrease compared to the AR$1,726.3 million for the same period in 2013, mainly due to inclusion in the
distribution segment of AR$2,271.9 million for Major Cost Recognition under SE Resolution No. 250/13 and
subsequent Notes, which would otherwise had resulted in a consolidated operating loss of AR$1,389.3
million.
Net financial results represented a loss of AR$252.6 million for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2014,
a 74.7% reduction compared to a loss of AR$996.8 million for the same period in 2013, mainly due to a loss
reduction of AR$437.9 in our generation segment and an increase of AR$583.5 million in our holding and
others segment’s profit, partly offset by greater net financial loss of AR$277.5 million in our distribution
segment.
Consolidated profit of AR$529.5 million for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2014, of which AR$743.2
million are attributable to the Company’s shareholders, compared to AR$286.1 million attributable to the
Company’s shareholders for the same period in 2013, explained by net profits in our generation, transmission
and holding and others segments (AR$633.0 million, AR$34.1 million and AR$963.9 million, respectively),
partly offset by a net loss of AR$1,101.4 million in our distribution segment.

Under the International Financial Reporting Standards (‘IFRS’), we no longer consolidate the Transmission segment, and our net income in said segment
is shown in the line ‘Results for participation in joint businesses’.
5
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Generation Segment
Generation net sales increased by 31.4% to AR$2,275.5 million for the fiscal year ended December
31, 2014 from AR$1,731.3 million for the same period in 2013. The rise of AR$544.1 million in electricity
generation net sales was mainly due to the combined effect of the growth in the average electricity selling
price calculated for the segment (AR$225.3 per MWh for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2014, compared
to AR$193.0 per MWh for the same period in 2013, which represents a sales increase of AR$287.8 million),
and also to the amount of electricity sold in the segment (9,802.0 GWh for the fiscal year ended December
31, 2014, compared to 8,908.8 GWh for the same period in 2013, which represents a sales increase of
AR$201.2 million).
The increase in the average electricity generation selling price is mainly due to the impact of the
pricing scheme update of the SE Resolution No. 95/13 made on May with effect since the February 2014
transaction6 and the effect of changes in the exchange rate which impact our Energía Plus and Resolution
SE No.220/07 contracts. Moreover, the increase in physical electricity sales was mainly due to greater
generation in the CTLL’s steam turbine and a higher dispatch at CPB. Both effects were partly offset by a
lower dispatch at CTG, as well as to a lower dispatch in our hydraulic units, on account of lower water input
levels in the area.
The following table shows net electricity sales (in GWh) for power generation plants:
Twelve-Month Periods ended December 31,
2014
Net
In GWh

Generation

2013

Purchases

Total Sales

Net
Generation

Purchases

Total Sales

Hydroelectric
HINISA

516.1

33.0

549.1

616.1

216.8

832.9

HIDISA

322.4

28.9

351.3

420.8

209.2

629.9

CTG

1,528.2

596.2

2,124.4

1,674.8

592.8

2,267.6

CTLLL

3,420.9

80.8

3,501.7

1,947.1

425.1

2,372.2

CTP

131.1

0.0

131.1

130.3

0.0

130.3

CPB

3,089.6

54.8

3,144.4

2,229.2

446.7

2,675.9

Total

9,008.3

793.6

9,802.0

7,018.4

1,890.5

8,908.8

Thermal

Note: All figures have been subject to rounding, so figures shown as totals may not sum.

Generation cost of sales decreased by 17.5% to AR$1,176.7 million for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 2014 from AR$1,426.8 million for the same period in 2013, mainly due to the decline in energy
purchases of 80.8% in our hydroelectric power units and of 47.3% in our thermal power units, because as
from the implementation of SE Resolution No. 95/13 the administration of term contracts (‘MAT’) has been
managed by CAMMESA. The reduction in cost of sales was also due to a drop of 84.0% in penalties and 20.3%
in maintenance costs of our thermal power units as CTLL’s steam turbine was re-commissioned. These
effects were partly offset by higher labor costs of 32.8% in our hydraulic power units and of 41.1% in our
thermal power units, as well as a 42.9% increase in our hydroelectric facilities maintenance costs. The
following table shows the main components of our generation segment cost of sales for the specified periods:

6

For further information, see item 5.1 of this Annual Report.
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Fiscal Years Ended December 31,
Cost of Sales, in AR$mm except %

2014

2013

Hydroelectric facilities
Labor costs

55.3

34.1%

41.7

17.1%

Energy purchases

25.1

15.5%

131.2

54.0%

Amortization for intangible assets

19.4

12.0%

19.4

8.0%

Royalties

18.1

11.2%

21.5

8.9%

Repairs and M aintenance

10.3

6.3%

7.2

3.0%

Fees for third-party services

2.3

1.4%

1.7

0.7%

Depreciation of property, plant and equipment

1.7

1.1%

1.7

0.7%

29.8

18.4%

18.6

7.6%

162.2

100.0%

243.0

100.0%

Energy purchases

218.5

21.5%

414.9

35.0%

Labor costs

215.6

21.3%

152.8

12.9%

Gas consumption

213.8

21.1%

182.5

15.4%

Depreciation of property, plant and equipment

107.1

10.6%

80.0

6.8%

74.3

7.3%

93.3

7.9%

-

0.0%

29.3

2.5%

Fees for third-party services

20.8

2.1%

21.0

1.8%

Penalties

11.4

1.1%

71.0

6.0%

152.9

15.1%

138.9

11.7%

1,014.5

100.0%

1,183.8

100.0%

1,176.7

100.0%

1,426.8

100.0%

Others
Total hydroelectric
Thermal facilities

Repairs and M aintenance
Liquid fuel consumption

Others
Total thermal

Total

Note: All figures have been subject to rounding, so figures shown as totals may not sum.

Therefore, our generation segment gross profit increased by 260.8% to AR$1,098.8 million for the
fiscal year ended December 31, 2014 compared to AR$304.5 million for the same period in 2013.
Selling expenses from our generation segment decreased to AR$17.9 million for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 2014, compared to AR$78.5 million for the same period in 2013, mainly due to a AR$44.7
million decline in tax and contribution charges and a 91.5% decrease in doubtful accounts. Selling expenses
pertaining to our hydroelectric power units amounted to AR$8.4 million and AR$22.0 million, and those
corresponding to our thermal power units reached AR$9.6 million and AR$56.5 million for the fiscal years
ended December 31, 2014 and 2013, respectively. The following table shows the main components of our
generation segment selling costs for the specified periods:
Fiscal Years Ended December 31,
Selling Expenses, in AR$mm except %

2014

2013

Taxes, rates and contributions

9.1

50.6%

53.8

68.5%

Doubtful accounts

1.5

8.3%

17.6

22.5%

Others

7.4

41.1%

7.1

9.0%

17.9

100.0%

78.5

100.0%

Hydroelectric

8.4

46.6%

22.0

28.1%

Thermal

9.6

53.4%

56.5

71.9%

Total
Of which:

Note: All figures have been subject to rounding, so figures shown as totals may not sum.
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Generation administrative expenses increased to AR$200.0 million for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 2014, compared to AR$139.0 million for the same period in 2013, mainly due to higher labor
costs in our generation subsidiaries. Administrative expenses corresponding to our hydroelectric units
amounted to AR$21.5 million and AR$20.2 million, while our thermal power units amounted to AR$178.5
million and AR$118.8 million for the fiscal years ended December 31, 2014 and 2013, respectively. The
following table shows the main components of our generation segment administrative expenses segment for
the specified periods:
Fiscal Years Ended December 31,
Administrative Expenses, in AR$mm except %
Labor costs

2014

2013

105.7

52.8%

76.0

54.6%

Fees for third-party services

50.4

25.2%

28.1

20.2%

Rental, insurance and transport

12.1

6.1%

5.1

3.7%

Depreciation of property, plant and equipment

5.7

2.8%

6.4

4.6%

Taxes, rates and contributions

5.2

2.6%

5.7

4.1%

20.9

10.5%

17.8

12.8%

200.0

100.0%

139.0

100.0%

21.5

10.8%

20.2

14.5%

178.5

89.2%

118.8

85.5%

Others

Total
Of which:
Hydroelectric
Thermal

Note: All figures have been subject to rounding, so figures shown as totals may not sum.

Other generation net operating income and expenses resulted in a total profit of AR$39.9 million
and AR$315.9 million for the fiscal years ended December 31, 2014 and 2013, respectively, mainly due to
the recovery of insurance in CTLL and the registration of the last milestone of the Isolux contract for CTLL
expansion works in 2013. The following table shows the main components of other net operating our
generation segment income and expenses for the specified periods:
Fiscal Years Ended December 31,
Other Op. Income & Expenses, in AR$mm except %

2014

2013

Doubtful accounts recovery

49.5

124.0%

0.5

Tax recovery

37.9

95.1%

-

0.0%

5.6

14.1%

246.0

77.9%

Insurance recovery
Recognition of M arch Agreement

0.2%

-

0.0%

85.2

27.0%

Debit and credit tax

(30.9)

-77.4%

(25.4)

-8.0%

Provision for contigencies

(20.1)

-50.4%

-

0.0%

Provision for fiscal credits

(4.0)

-10.0%

(7.7)

-2.4%

Others

Total

1.8

4.5%

17.3

5.5%

39.9

100.0%

315.9

100.0%

Note: All figures have been subject to rounding, so figures shown as totals may not sum.

Generation operating income increased by 150.5% to AR$1,009.1 million for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 2014, against AR$402.8 million for the same period in 2013.
Generation net financial results accounted for a loss of AR$152.1 million for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 2014, compared to a loss of AR$590.0 million for the same period in 2013, mainly due to net
foreign exchange losses of AR$392.4 million and net financial interest losses of AR$146.7 million. Such
effects were partly offset by net commercial interest revenues of AR$163.8 million, adjustments to current
value of CAMMESA’s consolidated credits for AR$216.4 million and changes in the fair value of financial
instruments for AR$90.6 million. In the same period in 2013, our generation segment incurred in a loss
mainly due to net foreign exchange losses (AR$313.1 million), adjustment to current value of CAMMESA’s
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consolidated credits (AR$159.2 million), and net financial interest losses of AR$161.2 million. Such effects
were partly offset by net commercial interest revenues of AR$37.1 and adjustment to current value of
financial instruments for AR$34.9 million. The following table shows the main components of our generation
segment financial and holding income for the specified periods:
Fiscal Years Ended December 31,
Financial Results, in AR$mm except %

2014

2013

Financial income
Commercial interest
Financial interest
Others
Subtotal

164.9

68.4%

48.4

75.7%

76.1

31.6%

15.5

24.3%

0.0

0.0%

0.0

0.1%

240.9

100.0%

63.9

100.0%

(222.8)

71.7%

(176.7)

81.6%

(31.7)

10.2%

(22.2)

10.3%

(1.1)

0.4%

(11.3)

5.2%

(55.2)

17.7%

(6.2)

2.9%

(310.8)

100.0%

(216.5)

100.0%

(392.4)

477.0%

(313.1)

71.6%

216.4

-263.1%

(159.2)

36.4%

90.6

-110.1%

34.9

-8.0%

3.2

-3.8%

-

0.0%

(82.3)

100.0%

(437.5)

100.0%

(152.1)

300.0%

(590.0)

300.0%

Financial cost
Financial interest
Tax interest
Commercial interest
Others
Subtotal
Other financial results
Foreign exchange differences, net
Proceeds from current value measurement
Changes in the fair value of financial instruments
Other financial results
Subtotal

Total

Note: All figures have been subject to rounding, so figures shown as totals may not sum.

Our generation segment recorded an income tax charge of AR$224.1 million for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 2014, compared to a charge of AR$20.7 million for the same period in 2013.
Finally, our generation segment recorded a net profit of AR$633.0 million for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 2014, of which AR$529.3 million are attributable to the Company’s shareholders, compared
to a loss of AR$191.9 million for the same period in 2013 attributable to the Company’s shareholders.
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Transmission Segment
Transmission net sales increased by 69.0% to AR$738.4 million for the fiscal year ended December
31, 2014, compared to AR$436.9 million for the same period in 2013. Net regulated sales increased by 72.1%
to AR$577.2 million for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2014, from AR$335.4 million recorded for the
same period in 2013, mainly as a result of greater recognition of cost variations (AR$425.0 million in 2014
compared to AR$183.6 million in 2013), pursuant to the Instrumental Agreement and the Renewal Agreement
subscribed by Transener, Transba, the SE, and the energy regulator ENRE 7. Net revenues from Fourth Line
royalties increased by 19.3% to AR$9.1 million for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2014 from AR$7.6
million for the same period in 2013. Other net sales increased by 62.0% to AR$152.1 million for the fiscal
year ended December 31, 2014 from AR$93.9 million for the same period in 2013, mainly as a result of
increased unregulated revenues from Transener (supervision and construction works) and Transba.
Transmission’s cost of sales increased by 37.1% to AR$539.7 million for the period ended December
31, 2014, compared to AR$393.7 million for the same period in 2013, mainly as a result of prevailing
increases in labor costs in 2014. The following table shows the main components of our transmission segment
cost of sales for the specified periods:
Fiscal Years Ended December 31,
Cost of Sales, in AR$mm except %
Labor costs

2014

2013

298.8

55.4%

215.8

M aterials for works

52.6

9.7%

12.1

3.1%

Depreciation of property, plant and equipment

42.8

7.9%

40.9

10.4%

Repairs and M aintenance

25.7

4.8%

20.4

5.2%

Fees for third-party services

13.7

2.5%

10.4

2.6%

106.2

19.7%

94.1

23.9%

539.7

100.0%

393.7

100.0%

Others

Total

54.8%

Note: All figures have been subject to rounding, so figures shown as totals may not sum.

Therefore, transmission’s gross profit ascended to AR$198.7 million for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 2014, from a AR$43.2 million profit for the same period in 2013, mainly as a result of greater
sales recognition arising from the Instrumental Agreement and the Renewal Agreement.
We do not record selling expenses related to our transmission activities.
Transmission administrative expenses increased by 35.7% to AR$91.8 million for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 2014, compared to AR$67.7 million for the same period in 2013, mainly due to a labor cost
increase associated with higher salaries. The following table shows the main components of our transmission
segment administrative expenses for the specified periods:
Fiscal Years Ended December 31,
Administrative Expenses, in AR$mm except %
Labor costs

2014

2013

67.1

73.1%

44.3

65.4%

Fees for third-party services

6.0

6.5%

4.3

6.4%

Depreciation of property, plant and equipment

4.3

4.7%

4.2

6.2%

Insurance and rentals

3.4

3.7%

5.1

7.5%

11.0

12.0%

9.8

14.5%

91.8

100.0%

67.7

100.0%

Others

Total

Note: All figures have been subject to rounding, so figures shown as totals may not sum.

7

For further information, see item 5.2 of this Annual Report.
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Other net income and expenses recorded a loss of AR$7.6 million for the fiscal year ended December
31, 2014, compared to a AR$2.6 million profit for the same period in 2013. The following table shows the
main components of our transmission segment net income and expenses for the specified periods:
Fiscal Years Ended December 31,
Other Op. Income & Expenses, in AR$mm except %
Insurance recovery
Debit and credit tax
Others

Total

2014

2013

2.7

-35.6%

9.3

357.7%

-11.1

146.1%

-7.0

-269.2%

0.8

-10.4%

0.3

11.5%

(7.6)

100.0%

2.6

100.0%

Note: All figures have been subject to rounding, so figures shown as totals may not sum.

Transmission’s operating income accounted for a profit of AR$99.3 million for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 2014, against a loss of AR$21.9 million for the same period in 2013, mainly as a result of an
increase in regulated sales, which were partly offset by an increase in the above-described costs and
expenses.
Our transmission segment recorded a net financial income accounted for a profit of AR$24.7 million
for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2014, compared to a AR$16.2 million profit for the same period in
2013, mainly as a result of interest income from the Fourth Line and the IVC under the Memorandum of
Understanding (AR$226.1 million), partly offset by foreign exchange liability losses (AR$138.4 million) and
financial interest on liabilities (AR$58.9 million). In the same period in 2013, our transmission segment
recorded profits from interest income from the Fourth Line and the IVC of AR$173.0, partly offset by foreign
exchange losses (AR$122.0 million) and financial interest on liabilities (AR$41.5 million). The following table
shows the main components of our transmission segment financial and holding income for the specified
periods:
Resultados Financieros, en AR$mm excepto %
Financial Results, in AR$mm except %

Fiscal Years Ended December 31,
2014

2013

Financial income
Financial interest
Subtotal

226.1

100.0%

173.0

100.0%

226.1

100.0%

173.0

100.0%

(58.9)

99.2%

(41.5)

99.0%

(0.5)

0.8%

(0.4)

1.0%

(59.4)

100.0%

(41.9)

100.0%

(138.4)

97.4%

(122.0)

106.2%

-

0.0%

7.5

-6.5%

(3.6)

2.6%

(0.4)

0.3%

(142.0)

100.0%

(114.9)

100.0%

24.7

100.0%

16.1

100.0%

Financial cost
Financial interest
Others
Subtotal
Other financial results
Foreign exchange differences, net
Changes in the fair value of financial instruments
Others
Subtotal

Total

Note: All figures have been subject to rounding, so figures shown as totals may not sum.

Our transmission segment recorded an income tax charge of AR$51.4 million for the fiscal year
ended December 31, 2014, compared to a profit of AR$0.8 million for the same period in 2013.
Finally, our transmission segment recorded a net profit of AR$34.1 million for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 2014, compared to a net loss of AR$4.9 million for the same period in 2013, both attributable
to the Company’s shareholders.
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Distribution Segment
Net sales from our distribution activities increased by 4.6% to AR$3,598.4 million in the fiscal year
ended December 31, 2014, compared to AR$3,440.7 million for the same period in 2013, mainly due to
charges collected from Edenor’s customers to be allocated to the FOCEDE fund, implemented under
Resolution No. 347/2012. Edenor’s electricity sales volume between the years under study fell 382 GWh,
sales volume being 21,292 GWh in 2014, compared to 21,674 GWh in 2013.
The cost of sales increased by 14.4% to AR$4,716.5 million in the fiscal year ended December 2014,
compared to AR$4,122.5 million for the same period in 2013, mainly due to higher labor costs. The following
table shows the main components of our distribution segment cost of sales for the specified periods:
Fiscal Years Ended December 31,
Cost of Sales, in AR$mm except %

2014

2013

Energy purchases

1,878.1

39.8%

2,050.3

49.7%

Labor costs

1,373.2

29.1%

790.7

19.2%

Fees for third-party services

714.3

15.1%

665.1

16.1%

Penalties

233.9

5.0%

234.8

5.7%

Depreciation of property, plant and equipment

211.8

4.5%

201.7

4.9%

M aterials for works

205.9

4.4%

121.9

3.0%

99.4

2.1%

58.0

1.4%

4,716.5

100.0%

4,122.5

100.0%

Others

Total

Note: All figures have been subject to rounding, so figures shown as totals may not sum.

Therefore, the gross loss from our distribution activities increased to AR$1,118.1 million in the fiscal
year ended December 31, 2014, compared to a loss of AR$681.8 million for the same period in 2013, mainly
due to the cost of sales increase that was not offset by a revenue increase.
Selling expenses increased by 20.0% to AR$658.9 million in the fiscal year ended December 31, 2014,
compared to AR$549.1 million for the same period in 2013, mainly due to an increase in third-party fees
between both periods and a labor cost increase resulting from granted wage increases, partly offset by
lower penalties and doubtful accounts. The following table shows the main components of our distribution
segment selling expenses for the specified periods:
Fiscal Years Ended December 31,
Selling Expenses, in AR$mm except %

2014

2013

Fees for third-party services

262.8

39.9%

198.5

36.1%

Labor costs

249.0

37.8%

179.4

32.7%

Taxes, rates and contributions

42.2

6.4%

34.3

6.3%

Communication Expenses

39.1

5.9%

32.6

5.9%

Doubtful accounts

21.5

3.3%

38.0

6.9%

Penalties

18.4

2.8%

52.7

9.6%

Others

25.9

3.9%

13.7

2.5%

658.9

100.0%

549.1

100.0%

Total

Note: All figures have been subject to rounding, so figures shown as totals may not sum.

Administrative expenses from our distribution segment increased by 53.4% to AR$510.3 million for
the fiscal year ended December 31, 2014, compared to AR$322.6 million for the same period in 2013, mainly
due to a labor cost increase resulting from wage increases, and an increase in third-party fees between both
periods. The following table shows the main components of our distribution segment administrative
expenses for the specified periods:
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Fiscal Years Ended December 31,
Administrative Expenses, in AR$mm except %

2014

2013

Labor costs

245.5

48.1%

152.7

45.9%

Fees for third-party services

157.8

30.9%

107.1

32.2%

Insurance and rentals

35.2

6.9%

21.9

6.6%

Security surveillance expenses

15.1

3.0%

10.4

3.1%

Others

56.6

11.1%

40.6

12.2%

510.3

100.0%

332.6

100.0%

Total

Note: All figures have been subject to rounding, so figures shown as totals may not sum.

Other operating income and expenses for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2014, amounted to a
net loss of AR$266.1 million, compared to a loss of AR$81.2 million for the same period in 2013. The following
table shows the main components of our distribution segment other operating income and expenses for the
specified periods:
Fiscal Years Ended December 31,
Other Op. Income & Expenses, in AR$mm except %

2014

2013

Income from services to third-parties

33.3

-12.5%

21.7

-26.7%

Net expenses for technical functions

(16.2)

6.1%

(15.5)

19.2%

Voluntary retirements

(25.0)

9.4%

(15.9)

19.6%

Debit and credit tax

(65.1)

24.5%

(55.8)

68.8%

Provision for contigencies

(75.4)

28.3%

(36.0)

44.4%

(117.6)

44.2%

20.4

-25.2%

(266.1)

100.0%

(81.2)

100.0%

Others

Total

Note: All figures have been subject to rounding, so figures shown as totals may not sum.

Operating income from our distribution activities fell by AR$1,569.9 million to a loss of AR$281.5
million for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2014, compared to a profit of AR$1.288.4 million for the
same period in 2013, mainly because the implementation of SE Resolution No. 250/13 and subsequent Notes
was not enough to offset higher operating costs. Under this resolution there was a recognition of higher
costs for AR$2,271.9 million in the fiscal year 2014, compared to AR$2,993.1 million for the same period in
20138. Excluding such effect, operating income from our distribution segment would account for a loss of
AR$2,553.3 million for the fiscal year 2014.
Net financial results related to our distribution activities represented a loss of AR$981.6 million for
the fiscal year ended December 31, 2014, a 39.4% higher loss compared to a AR$704.2 million loss for the
same period in 2013, primarily due to the appreciation of the U.S. Dollar on the outstanding debt incurred
in said currency (AR$647.8 million), losses from commercial interest due to the incurred debt with CAMMESA
(AR$459.7 million) and losses for interest expenses generated by liabilities (AR$193.6 million), which were
partially offset by income from financial interests due to the implementation of SE Resolution No. 250/13
and subsequent Notes (AR$157.8 million), changes in fair value of financial instruments (AR$68.1 million),
a gain from bond repurchase (AR$44.4 million) and commercial interests revenue for AR$43.3 million. In
2013, our distribution segment recorded a loss from interest expenses generated by liabilities of AR$214.7
million, AR$325.8 million for losses in commercial interest and AR$532.5 million for foreign exchange
differences, partially offset by income from commercial interests for AR$45.4 million, a gain from financial
interests for AR$238.0 million and a gain from repurchases of financial debt of AR$88.9 million. The following
table illustrates the main components of financial and holding results from our distribution segment for the
periods shown:

8

For further information, see item 6.4.1 of this Annual Report.
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Fiscal Years Ended December 31,
Financial Results, in AR$mm except %

2014

2013

Financial income
Financial interest

195.7

81.9%

238.0

82.9%

43.3

18.1%

45.4

15.8%

-

0.0%

3.7

1.3%

239.0

100.0%

287.1

100.0%

Commercial interest

(459.7)

66.4%

(325.8)

57.6%

Financial interest

(193.6)

28.0%

(214.7)

37.9%

(5.9)

0.9%

(13.8)

2.4%

(33.3)

4.8%

(11.5)

2.0%

(692.5)

100.0%

(565.8)

100.0%

Commercial interest
Others
Subtotal
Financial cost

Tax interest
Others
Subtotal
Other financial results
Foreign exchange differences, net

(647.8)

122.7%

(532.5)

125.1%

Result from repurchase of financial debt

44.4

-8.4%

88.9

-20.9%

Changes in the fair value of financial instruments

68.1

-12.9%

15.0

-3.5%

7.3

-1.4%

3.1

-0.7%

(528.1)

100.0%

(425.5)

100.0%

(981.6)

100.0%

(704.2)

100.0%

Others
Subtotal

Total

Note: All figures have been subject to rounding, so figures shown as totals may not sum.

In turn, our distribution operations recorded an income tax benefit of AR$161.8 million in the fiscal
year ended December 31, 2014, compared to a AR$52.7 million benefit in the same period in 2013.
Finally, our distribution activities registered a net loss of AR$1,101.4 million for the fiscal year
ended December 31, 2014, of which AR$742.1 million are attributable to the Company’s shareholders,
compared to a gain of AR$163.5 million for the same period in 2013 attributable to the Company’s
shareholders.
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Holding and Others Segment
Net sales related to our holding and others segment were AR$419.7 million for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 2014, 99.8% higher compared to AR$210.1 million in the same period in 2013. These sales
mostly corresponded to sales of gas and oil from our subsidiary Petrolera Pampa and to fees collected from
companies of other segments.
Cost of sales related to our holding and others segment increased by 128.2% to AR$203.2 million in
the fiscal year ended December 31, 2014 compared to AR$89.0 million for the same period in 2013. The
following table illustrates the main components of cost of sales from our holding and others segment for the
periods shown:
Fiscal Years Ended December 31,
Cost of Sales, in AR$mm except %

2014

2013

Depreciation of property, plant and equipment

80.7

39.7%

35.7

40.1%

Royalties

49.4

24.3%

24.0

27.0%

Gas production

32.6

16.0%

11.6

13.0%

Fees for third-party services

17.4

8.6%

9.2

10.3%

7.3

3.6%

4.3

4.8%

15.7

7.7%

4.3

4.8%

203.2

100.0%

89.0

100.0%

Labor costs
Others

Total

Note: All figures have been subject to rounding, so figures shown as totals may not sum.

Therefore, gross profit related to our holding and others segment was AR$216.5 million for the fiscal
year ended December 31, 2014 compared to AR$121.0 million for the same period in 2013.
Selling expenses related to our holding and others segment increased to AR$36.5 million for the
fiscal year ended December 31, 2014 compared to AR$6.6 million for the same period in 2013. The following
table illustrates the main components of selling expenses from our holding and others segment for the
periods shown:
Fiscal Years Ended December 31,
Selling Expenses, in AR$mm except %

2014

2013

Compensation Agreements

19.3

52.9%

0.0

0.0%

Taxes, rates and contributions

13.2

36.2%

5.3

80.2%

Others

Total

4.0

11.0%

1.3

19.8%

36.5

100.0%

6.6

100.0%

Note: All figures have been subject to rounding, so figures shown as totals may not sum.

Administrative expenses increased 45.1% to AR$148.4 million for the fiscal year ended December
31, 2014 compared to AR$102.3 million for the same period in 2013, principally due to higher labor costs
and compensation agreements with some of Petrolera Pampa’s executives. The following table illustrates
the main components of administrative expenses from our holding and others segment for the periods shown:
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Fiscal Years Ended December 31,
Administrative Expenses, in AR$mm except %

2014

2013

Labor costs

36.8

24.8%

25.6

25.0%

Fees for third-party services

33.8

22.8%

22.0

21.5%

Compensation Agreements

25.6

17.2%

0.0

0.0%

Directors' and syndics' fees

14.6

9.9%

15.7

15.4%

Taxes, rates and contributions

13.6

9.2%

21.8

21.3%
8.7%

Directors' options reserve
Others

Total

6.7

4.5%

8.9

17.2

11.6%

8.2

8.0%

148.4

100.0%

102.3

100.0%

Note: All figures have been subject to rounding, so figures shown as totals may not sum.

Net other operating income and expenses from our holding and other activities registered a profit
of AR$91.1 million for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2014, 231.4% higher compared to a gain of AR$27.5
million for the same period in 2013, mainly due to AR$104.5 million from the implementation of Natural Gas
Excess Injection Encouragement Program of Petrolera Pampa, which was partly offset by decreases in
property, plant and equipment (AR$18.1 million) and compensation agreements (AR$16.7 million). The
following table shows the main components of our transmission segment net income and expenses for the
specified periods:
Fiscal Years Ended December 31,
Other Op. Income & Expenses, in AR$mm except %
Res. No. 1/13 Natural Gas Excess Injection Income

2014

2013

127.1

139.6%

22.6

82.2%

8.2

9.0%

10.0

36.4%

-

0.0%

(2.0)

-7.3%

Compensation Agreements

(16.7)

-18.3%

-

0.0%

Property, plant and equipment

(21.8)

-23.9%

(3.7)

-13.5%

Recovery of expenses
Other credits provision

Others

(5.9)

-6.4%

0.6

2.1%

Total

91.1

100.0%

27.5

100.0%

Note: All figures have been subject to rounding, so figures shown as totals may not sum.

The operating gain related to our holding and others segment amounted to AR$121.1 million for the
fiscal year ended December 31, 2014 compared to an operating gain of AR$41.9 million for the same period
in 2013, primarily explained by an increase in Petrolera Pampa’s net sales.
Net financial results related to our holding and others activities represented a profit of AR$880.8
million for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2014 compared to a profit of AR$297.4 million for the same
period in 2013, primarily due to gains generated from changes on the fair value of financial assets for
AR$700.8 million and foreign exchange differences for AR$327.4 million, partially offset by losses from net
financial interests for AR$131.4 million and fiscal interests for AR$13.4 million. During the same period in
2013, our holding and others segment recorded profits mainly generated by changes on the fair value of
financial assets for AR$245.9 million and foreign exchange differences for AR$101.5 million, partly offset by
losses from net financial interests for AR$35.5 million and fiscal interests for AR$4.9 million. The following
table illustrates the main components of financial and holding results from our holding and others segment
for the periods shown:
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Fiscal Years Ended December 31,
Resultados Financieros, en AR$mm excepto %

2014

2013

Financial income
Financial interest
Others

25.8

99.2%

6.5

98.5%

0.2

0.8%

0.1

1.5%

26.0

100.0%

6.6

100.0%

(157.2)

89.5%

(42.0)

79.4%

(13.4)

7.6%

(4.9)

9.2%

(5.1)

2.9%

(6.0)

11.4%

(175.6)

100.0%

(52.9)

100.0%

Foreign exchange differences, net

327.4

31.8%

101.5

29.5%

Changes in the fair value of financial instruments

700.8

68.0%

245.9

71.5%

2.2

0.2%

(3.7)

-1.1%

1,030.5

100.0%

343.7

100.0%

880.8

300.0%

297.4

300.0%

Subtotal
Financial cost
Financial interest
Tax interest
Others
Subtotal
Other financial results

Others
Subtotal

Total

Note: All figures have been subject to rounding, so figures shown as totals may not sum.

Also, our holding and others segment recorded an income tax charge of AR$38.1 million for the fiscal
year ended December 31, 2014, compared to a charge of AR$19.9 million for the same period in 2013.
Finally, our holding and others segment registered a net profit of AR$963.9 million for the fiscal
year ended December 31, 2014, of which AR$921.9 million are attributable to the Company’s shareholders,
compared to a net profit of AR$319.4 million recorded in the same period in 2013, attributable to the
Company’s shareholders.
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13. Dividend Policy
We are not planning to pay cash dividends on our ordinary shares or ADSs in the short term, retaining
all available funds and any future profit in order to apply them to the operation and expansion of our
business. Notwithstanding the foregoing, and except for legal limitations, we are not subject to any
restriction whatsoever on dividend payments.
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14. Board of Directors’ Proposal
Net income for the year resulted in a profit of AR$743,159,355. Therefore, the Board of Directors
proposes that 5% of such profit be appropriated to a legal reserve of AR$37,157,968, and the remaining
balance of AR$706,001,387 be appropriated to an optional reserve.
Finally, we would like to express our gratitude to all the people who shape Pampa Energía into a
leading electricity company in Argentina. To all of them, to our shareholders who rely on us, to our advisors,
to our clients and suppliers, a warm vote of thanks.

City of Buenos Aires, March 10, 2015.

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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Appendix I: Corporate Governance Report
CNV General Resolution No. 606/12
Background
Following the guidelines of the abrogated Public Offering Transparency Regime (the ‘RTOP’) under
Executive Order No. 677/01, the National Securities Commission (the ‘CNV’) under General Resolution No.
516/2007 approved the minimum content requirements for the preparation of a Code of Corporate
Governance. Pursuant to this Code, all listed companies authorized by the CNV to make public offering of
their marketable securities must meet disclosure requirements for the presentation of their annual financial
statements. Their annual report should include a separate appendix with a detailed report where they
should inform whether and how they comply with the recommendations in this Code, or explain the reasons
why they fail to fully or partially comply with them, and/or whether they plan to adopt such
recommendations in the future.
Then, based on the core principles set out in CNV General Resolution No. 516/07 regarding corporate
governance and best practices, on May 23, 2012, the CNV passed General Resolution No. 606/12, specifically
providing as follows: (i) to repeal CNV Resolution No. 516/07 for fiscal years beginning as from January 1,
2012; (ii) to set out a new Corporate Governance Code (the ‘Code’), laying down the various corporate
governance principles and recommendations (substantially similar to those contained in the previous
resolution); (iii) to broaden the scope of application of this Code, covering all the issuers subject to the
securities public offering regime, except for small and mid-sized enterprises (‘SMEs’), commercial paper
debt issuers, credit unions, associations, and financials trust/depositary receipt Cedear issuers; and (iv) to
change the way in which issuers must present their annual report, specifying full or partial compliance with
the provisions contained in this Code.
As a result of the passing and enactment of Capital Market Act No. 26,831 (‘CMA’), in force since
January 25, 2012, the RTOP regime was expressly abrogated by such law, and any reference thereto
contained herein will conform to the new principles.
Therefore, the Board of Directors of Pampa Energía S.A. (‘Pampa’) has approved the report required
by the Code, which is an integral part of these financial statements, and which contents are indicated
below:
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Compliance
Total

Partial

NonCompliance

Inform or Explain

PRINCIPLE I. ENSURING TRANSPARENCY OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE ISSUER, THE BUSINESS
GROUP OF WHICH IT IS A LEADER OR A PART, AND ITS RELATED PARTIES
In Meeting No. 2019 dated October 10, 2008,
Pampa’s Board of Directors approved the Related
Party Transaction Policy and later, in meeting
No. 2,123 dated October 27, 2014, approved an
update of this Policy. Pursuant to this policy, all
high-value transactions equal to or higher than
1% of Pampa’s Shareholders Equity between
Pampa and individuals and/or legal entities
which, pursuant to Section 72 of the CMA, are
considered ‘related parties’ should be subject to
Recommendation I.1:
a specific prior authorization and control
Ensuring Board
procedure carried out under the coordination of
disclosure of
Pampa’s Legal and Compliance Department with
applicable policies to
the participation of both Pampa’s Board of
the Issuer’s
Directors and its Audit Committee (as
X
relationship with the
applicable). Said procedure strictly follows the
business group of
guidelines set out in the applicable laws and
which it is a leader or
regulations in this matter (Section 72 of the
a part, and its related
CMA.)
parties
Additionally, Pampa will present itemized
information on any contract entered into with
related parties in its annual and quarterly
financial statements; and in compliance with the
regulations in force, all high-value transactions
executed by Pampa with related parties will
promptly be reported under the caption
‘relevant event’ to both the National Securities
Commission and the markets where the Company
quotes its shares.

Recommendation I.2:
Ensuring the existence
of mechanisms to
prevent any conflict of
interest.

X

Pampa has a Code of Business Conduct stating
the ethical principles that are the groundwork
for the relationship between Pampa company, its
directors (board members) and supervisory board
members (statutory auditors), its employees and
suppliers. These guidelines provide that
individuals within the scope of the applicable
Code of Business Conduct should avoid any
situation resulting in a conflict between their
own personal interests and the company’s
interests, thus avoiding that their personal or
family interests may exert influence on their
decisions and professional performance.
Any infringement upon the Code of Business
Conduct may be reported through Pampa’s Ethics
Hotline.
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Compliance
Total

Partial

NonCompliance

Inform or Explain

On the one hand, the Code of Business Conduct
provides that any information known to the
directors, statutory auditors and Pampa’s
employees within the framework of the
organization and due to the performance of its
day-to-day business will be treated as
confidential and should not be disseminated,
unless otherwise expressly stated.

Recommendation I.3:
Preventing misuse of
insider information.

X

On the other hand, and specifically relating to
insider trading practices, Pampa has a Code of
Best Securities Trading Practices. The Code
provides for an express prohibition that
Directors, statutory auditors, managers and
employees will not use material privileged
information about Pampa, its affiliates,
subsidiaries, and related companies to take
advantage for their own or for third parties
whenever they purchase or sell marketable
securities of the issuer.
In this regard, the Code provides that all times
all covered subjects should require the express
authorization of the Compliance Office to
conduct any operation involving Pampa and/or its
subsidiaries securities. Besides, the Code
provides for a ‘restricted period’ within which
the covered subject is authorized to conduct any
operation. This period begins 20 days before the
48 hours after the presentation of the
intermediate and annual financial statements
before the applicable control bodies.
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Compliance
Total

Partial

NonCompliance

Inform or Explain

PRINCIPLE II. LAYING THE GROUNDWORK FOR SOUND MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISION BY

THE ISSUER
Recommendation II. 1: Ensuring that Management takes on the Issuer’s management, supervision, and
strategic direction.
II.1.1

II.1.1.1

Pampa’s Board of Directors has the duty to
approve the annual budget, strategic business
plan, management goals, administrative matters,
and Pampa’s different policies and strategies. It
also monitors the strategic goals pursued by
Pampa’s subsidiaries.

X

II.1.1.2

X

Pampa has a Cash Flow Committee and a
Management Committee in charge of
implementing procedures and monitoring the
company’s financial transactions in order to
ensure transparency, clarity, and real-time
availability of material information. In turn,
articulation of investment policies is supervised
by the Company’s General Manager.

Annually, the Board of Directors approves the
Corporate Governance report pursuant to CNV
General Resolution No. 606/12.
II.1.1.3

X

Moreover, most of the internal policies
implemented in the company in accordance to
the aforementioned resolution are approved by
Pampa’s Board of Directors.
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Compliance
Total

Partial

NonCompliance

Inform or Explain

The appointment of Pampa’s senior managers is
the result of a coordinated recruitment process
conducted by the Company’s Chairman & CEO,
together with members of the Board of Directors
and HR Division. The Company does not have
specific policies regulating the recruitment of
managers.
II.1.1.4

X

II.1.1.5

II.1.1.6

II.1.1.7

X

On the other hand, the Company has a procedure
in place that is coordinated by the HR Division,
by which all the employees (including managers)
are annually evaluated on the level of
performance and fulfillment of goals set by
corporate officers. Based on the degree of
fulfillment of corporate goals, among other
factors, an annual variable compensation
(performance bonus), and potential promotions
are determined accordingly.

X

CEOs, together with the HR Division, are in
charge of designing succession planning for senior
managers. The Company does not have specific
policies regulating the succession planning for
senior managers.

X

CEOs, together with the HR Division, are in
charge of designing succession planning for senior
managers. The Company does not have specific
policies regulating the succession planning for
senior managers.

Pampa’s Board of Directors approved the
Corporate Responsibility Policy at meeting No.
2019 held on October 10, 2008. The purpose of
this corporate policy is to design and implement
programs strengthening education, and
promoting community development, wherever
Pampa operates directly or indirectly through its
subsidiaries.
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Compliance
Total

Partial

NonCompliance

Inform or Explain

Regarding risk management, at the meeting held
on March 7, 2007, Pampa’s Board of Directors
decided to implement a risk management
approach which would turn into a useful tool for
identifying the main risks affecting Pampa. Such
method provides for adequate risk response
solutions, as well as formal risk disclosure
channels. Later on, at the meeting No. 2004 held
on March 7, 2008, Pampa’s Board of Directors
approved the ‘Risk Management Handbook’,
which in December 2010 was updated and
restated as ‘Business Risk Management Policy’.
II.1.1.8

X

Regarding internal control, the Pampa’s Internal
Audit Area has developed the ‘Internal Audit
Handbook’, a collection of the premium
standards issued by the ‘Institute of Internal
Auditors’.
On the other hand, in 2010, Pampa’s Board of
Directors approved an Anti-Fraudulent Practices
Program. The purpose of this program is to
supplement Pampa’s Code of Business Conduct,
setting out responsibilities, duties, and methods
for prevention and detection of fraudulent acts
occurring within the Company.

II.1.1.9

X

Pampa has implemented a training policy geared
to supporting professional and academic
development, and allowing for conducting
programs to attract, develop, and retain its own
human resources. This policy has neither been
formally approved by Pampa’s Board of Directors
nor supervised by Pampa’s HR Division.
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Compliance
Total

II.1.2

II.1.3

II.1.4

Partial

NonCompliance

Inform or Explain

X

In its capacity as agent of Mercado a Término de
Rosario S.A., in the year 2011, Pampa became
bound by Section 20, subsections 4 and 5, of Act
No. 25,246 on Concealment and Laundering of
Assets, its regulations and related provisions, and
by Financial Intelligence Unit’s Resolution No.
33/11. Consequently, Pampa became a liable
party and, in compliance with the regulations in
force, Pampa’s Board of Directors passed the
Anti-Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing
Prevention Policy.
The purpose of this policy is to define the
parameters within which proceedings to
institutionally combat money laundering and
terrorist financing activities pursuant to the
applicable provisions in force.

X

Pampa’s Legal Counsel & Compliance Area
supplies all Pampa’s directors and statutory
auditors, as early as possible, with all the
information on business to be transacted at any
Board meeting. Moreover, by way of Pampa’s
Legal Counsel & Compliance Area, any director
and/or statutory auditor may ask the relevant
managers’ office questions on issues that are
submitted to them for consideration. Besides,
it’s Pampa’s internal practice to submit monthly
management reports to the Board of Directors
stating all relevant business, technical,
regulatory, financial and accounting information
related to Pampa and its subsidiaries.

X

Every Pampa’s significant ordinary business affair
or administration matter to be approved by its
Board of Directors is supported by the relevant
reports written by the Pampa’s managers’ offices
involved, as well as their opinions on the risks
inherent to such matters. If applicable, all these
procedures are conducted within the framework
of the Business Risk Management Policy.
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Compliance
Total

Partial

NonCompliance

Inform or Explain

Recommendation II.2: Ensuring effective Corporate Management and Control.

II.2.1

Pampa’s Board of Directors, either on its own
behalf or delegating its functions to the various
company managers’ offices, regularly verifies
compliance with, deviations from, or
adjustments for the annual budget, as well as
the business plan.

X

II.2.2

X

As specified in Recommendation II.1.1.4, the
Company conducts an employee performance
assessment, as coordinated by the HR Division,
by which every employee (including managers) is
annually evaluated on the level of performance
and fulfillment of goals set by corporate officers.
Based on the degree of fulfillment of corporate
goals, among other factors, an annual variable
compensation (performance bonus), and
potential promotions are determined
accordingly.

Recommendation II.3: Ensuring disclosure of Management’s performance assessment, regarding both its
process and impact.

II.3.1

X

Pampa’s Board of Directors’ performance is
subject to the provisions set forth in the bylaws,
the board rules, and any other applicable laws
and regulations.
In March 2012, Pampa’s Board of Directors
approved its Internal Rules. These regulations
primarily regulate issues concerning the
requirements for holding board meetings.
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Compliance
Total

II.3.2

X

Partial

NonCompliance

Inform or Explain

Contemporaneously with the approval of audited
annual financial statements, as well as quarterly
financial statements with limited review,
Pampa’s CEOs, on behalf of the Board of
Directors and the Investor Relations Area,
organize a conference call for all Pampa’s
shareholders and other stakeholders generally,
with a view to sharing information on
management and financial results, giving reasons
for such results, and answering all questions and
queries.
Historically, Pampa’s Annual General
Shareholders’ Meetings transacting the annual
performance assessment of directors has
generally approved such business without any
qualification or specification. As of the date of
this corporate governance report, none of the
shareholders present at these meetings has ever
requested to have the performance of directors
assessed according to the compliance levels
specified in this Recommendation.

Recommendation II.4: Ensuring that the number of external and independent members constitutes a
significant share of Management.

Pampa has an adequate proportional number of
independent directors and executive directors,
according to its structure.

II.4.1

X

Regarding independent directors, pursuant to the
criteria set out in the CNV Rules, Pampa has a
greater proportional number than that required
under section 109 of the CMA. This is due to the
fact that Pampa is subject to the U.S. SarbanesOxley Act.
Therefore, all members of Pampa’s Audit
Committee are ‘independent’ directors.
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Compliance
Total

Partial

NonCompliance

Inform or Explain

It is not necessary to implement any type of
internal policy to ensure that at least 20% of
Board members are independent, because under
the applicable laws and regulations in force, and
as provided by the bylaws, the Board of Directors
has a greater proportional number of
independent directors than that specified in this
Recommendation.
II.4.2

To date, the independence of the members of
Pampa’s Board of Directors has never been
challenged.

X

On the other hand, Pampa’s directors holding
company shares and participating in company
shareholders’ meetings regularly abstain from
discussing and voting on any matter relating to
their performance (e.g., approving their
performance, setting their compensation, etc.)
Recommendation II.5: Ensuring the existence of standards and procedures for recruitment and proposed
appointment of directors and senior managers.

II.5.1

X

The duties to be discharged by an Appointment
Committee would overlap with certain duties
already undertaken by Pampa’s Audit
Committee. Moreover, Section 12 of Pampa’s
bylaws sets out a method for recruitment of
directors , who are elected upon candidate lists,
which guarantees enhanced transparency for
such recruitment process.

II.5.1.1

X

Not applicable.

II.5.1.2

X

Not applicable.

II.5.1.3

X

Not applicable.

II.5.1.4

X

Not applicable.

II.5.1.5

X

Not applicable.

II.5.2

X

Not applicable.

II.5.2.1.

X

Not applicable.

II.5.2.2

X

Not applicable.
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Compliance

NonCompliance

Inform or Explain

II.5.2.3

X

Not applicable.

II.5.2.4

X

Not applicable.

II.5.2.5

X

Not applicable.

II.5.2.6

X

Not applicable.

II.5.2.7

X

Not applicable.

II.5.3

X

Not applicable.

Total

Recommendation II.6:
Assessing the
suitability that
directors, and/or
statutory auditors,
and/or supervisory
board members may
discharge functions at
different Issuers.

X

Partial

It is not necessary to limit the participation of
Pampa’s directors and/or statutory auditors in
other companies that are part of other business
groups. We understand that the existing legal
limitations on this matter, in addition to the
liability system applicable to directors and
statutory auditors and the applicable provisions
of the Code of Business Conduct are sufficient
and ensure an adequate performance of duties
by Pampa’s directors and statutory auditors.
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Total

Partial

NonCompliance

Inform or Explain

Recommendation II.7: Ensuring Training and Development of the Issuer’s directors and senior managers.

In 2014, our Training sector continued to focus
on the 3 main HR development drivers, such as
Communication, Leadership and Team Work,
designed for managers and directors; as well as
on mentoring and coaching techniques, by
organizing workshops on segment-specific
activities. Moreover, in 2014 Communication,
Leadership and Team Work training was
extended to staff with no reporting employees,
thereby successfully integrating these HR drivers
across the whole organization.
II.7.1

X

II.7.2

X

On the other hand, the Audit Committee has
approved an annual training plan for auditrelated issues (for example, auditing and internal
international accounting standards, among other
issues). In this sense, during 2014, the members
of the Auditing Committee received training on
the Capital Market Act, latest developments on
international accounting standards, internal
control procedures and relevant certification.
Moreover, on October 30, 2014 in its meeting No.
164, the Audit Committee approved the training
plan for fiscal year 2015, which will be focused
on updating risk management key issues and the
3-line model.

Pampa generally provides financial support for
master degree programs and postgraduate
education to his employees.
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Total

Partial

NonCompliance

Inform or Explain

PRINCIPLE III. ENDORSING AN EFFECTIVE POLICY FOR IDENTIFYING, MEASURING, MANAGING, AND
DISCLOSING BUSINESS RISK
Recommendation III: The Board of Directors must provide for a comprehensive business risk
management policy and monitor its proper implementation.

III.1

X

At the meeting held on March 7, 2007, Pampa’s
Board of Directors decided to approve of
selecting, adjusting, and implementing a risk
management approach which would turn into a
useful tool for identifying the main risks
affecting Pampa. Such method provides for
adequate risk response solutions, as well as
formal risk disclosure channels. Later on, at
meeting No. 2004 held on March 7, 2008,
Pampa’s Board of Directors approved the ‘Risk
Management Handbook’, which in December
2010 was updated and restated as ‘Business Risk
Management Policy’, which described a process
methodology and roles and responsibilities for
risk management.
The key aspect of this policy is the provision for
duties, responsibilities, and methods for the
prevention and detection of risks arising from
activities conducted by the Company, and
affecting its business or operations.
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Compliance
Total

Partial

NonCompliance

Inform or Explain

This Policy sets out responsibilities and methods
for business risk assessment and the procedure is
conducted with the assistance of the Audit
Committee, which is charge of supervising
assessment procedures and implementing related
measures.

III.2

X

The key business risk factors taken into account
by Pampa for consideration include, among
others: (i) regulatory conditions having an impact
on the Company; (ii) potential production
failures; (iii) operational interruptions; (iv) losses
resulting from incidents and/or disasters; (v)
claims and complaints arising from disputes
having an impact on the organization; (vi)
environmental issues; (vii) impaired margins;
(viii) trade union disputes; (ix) delay in certain
maintenance works (known to and consented by
the manufacturer) increasing the probability of
unit failure despite taking every possible
precaution,

X

This Policy also provides for a Risk Manager, who
is responsible for including in its annual programs
all the necessary tests for detecting business risk
signals and indicators, monitoring the
effectiveness of the program as a whole, and
safeguarding compliance with and oversight of
this Policy.

III.4

X

The Board of Directors, the Management
Committee, and the various risk managers are
currently working to implement risk assessment
and internal control policies, in accordance with
the criteria set forth in Section 404 of SarbanesOxley Act. This report defines Internal Control as
a process conducted by directors, managers, and
the rest of the company staff, designed for
providing a reasonable degree of safety, with the
purpose of ensuring effective and efficient
operations, reliable financial information, and
compliance with applicable laws and regulations.

III.5

X

The results from this risk assessment procedure
are shown in the Annual Report.

III.3
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Total

Partial

NonCompliance

Inform or Explain

PRINCIPLE IV. SAFEGUARDING INTEGRITY OF FINANCIAL INFORMATION WITH INDEPENDENT AUDITS.
Recommendation IV: Ensuring independence and transparency of the duties assigned to the Audit
Committee and the External Auditor.

IV.1

IV.2

Pursuant to Pampa’s bylaws, and Audit
Committee Rules, said committee consists of
independent members as a whole.

X

In 2010 Pampa hired a professional as a new staff
member, who fulfills the duties of an internal
auditor and quarterly reports to the Audit
Committee. In this sense, the Audit Committee
evaluates the progress and development of the
internal audit plan.

X

It is worth mentioning that the internal audit
function is performed in accordance with
international standards for internal audit
practice issued by the Institute of Internal
Auditors. Pampa’s internal auditor is also
certified internationally by said institute.

IV.3

IV.4

Upon the presentation and publication of
Pampa’s annual financial statements, the Audit
Committee conducts an annual assessment of
internal auditors’ the performance and issues an
informed opinion in this regard pursuant to
Section 18, Title V, Chapter III of CNV
Regulations (Restated Text 2013) and the Audit
Committee’s Internal Rules.

X

X

Pampa has no specific turnover policy in place
for Supervisory Board members and/or External
Auditor.
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Total
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Inform or Explain

PRINCIPLE V. RESPECTING THE RIGHTS OF SHAREHOLDERS.
Recommendation V.1: Ensuring that shareholders have access to the Issuer’s information.

V.1.1

X

Pampa’s CEOs, on behalf of the Board of
Directors’ and the Investor Relationship area,
organize a conference call upon each closing and
presentation of the Company’s annual and
quarterly financial statements. In these
conference calls, attended by all shareholders
willing to participate and the investing public
generally, information is provided on profits and
losses for each fiscal year, relevant events for
each period and answers are given on specific
doubts and queries.

On the one hand, Pampa has a special area
within its organization that receives questions
and/or queries from its shareholders and/or the
investing public generally.

V.1.2

X

On the other hand, Pampa’s website has a
special ‘Customer Relationship’ section,
containing any kind of material information
(financial statements, filings before regulatory
authorities, including the U.S. Securities &
Exchange Commission and the New York Stock
Exchange, relevant events, corporate governance
policies, etc.) for its shareholders and the
investing public generally. In turn, this special
website section facilitates channeling queries.

Recommendation V.2: Promoting active participation of all shareholders.

V.2.1

X

Shareholders are given notice to attend meetings
through the formal means set out in the bylaws
and applicable regulations. Observance of these
formalities to convene meetings is effective, and
it does not undermine the principle of
shareholder equal treatment.
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Total

V.2.2

V.2.3

Partial

NonCompliance

Inform or Explain

X

Pampa considers it unnecessary and inappropriate
to implement any kind of rules to ensure
disclosure requirements for shareholders prior to
holding a meeting, since Pampa strictly complies
with the effective regulations in this matter.
Along this line, Pampa guarantees shareholders’
the unrestricted exercise of the right to
information, making available within the time
periods specified in the applicable regulations, at
its home office and also posted on its website,
any relevant information and/or any information
especially requested by any shareholder.

Following the provisions set out in the applicable
laws and regulations, Pampa’s bylaws expressly
state that, upon written request, shareholders
represent at least 5% of capital stock, may
request the calling of a meeting, specifying its
purpose and reasons. These requests will be met
so that the Board of Directors or the Supervisory
Board will convene the meeting in order to hold it
on a date that will not exceed 40 days after
notice of call is received.

X

To date, none of the shareholders with at least 5%
of Pampa’s capital stock has expressly requested
to call a meeting.

V.2.4

V.2.5

Recommendation V.3:
Ensuring the one
share one vote
principle.

X

X

Pampa has no policies in place to encourage the
participation of major shareholders, abiding by
the principle of equal treatment to shareholders,
whether actual or potential.

X

When director candidacies are proposed,
shareholders do not usually require the former to
state their position regarding the adoption or not
of a Corporate Governance Code.
It is not applicable to implement any kind of
policy with the purpose of promoting the one
share one vote principle. This is due to the fact
that, pursuant to Pampa’s bylaws, shares are not
identified by different classes, and all of them
entitle to one vote.
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Total

Recommendation V.4:
Setting out protection
mechanisms for all
shareholders vis-à-vis
company takeovers.

Recommendation V.5:
Increasing the
outstanding
shares/capital stock
ratio.

Partial

NonCompliance

Inform or Explain

Pursuant to the provisions set forth in Section 90
of the Capital Market Act, the application of the
Public Offering of Takeover Securities Regime is
universal, thus comprising every company listing
its CNV-registered shares on the stock exchange,
such as Pampa, and therefore Section 38 of
Pampa’s bylaws turning out to be inapplicable.

X

Pursuant to information supplied in compliance
with the requirements set forth in Section 62 of
the BCBA Listing Rules, as of December 31, 2014,
there is a controlling group at Pampa with
shareholdings equal to 20.94% of capital stock and
voting rights. Consequently, the remaining
percentage of capital stock is scattered among
the investing public, largely exceeding 20% the
amount specified in this Recommendation.

X

Moreover, in the last three years, it has been
confirmed that more than 20% of the Issuer’s
capital stock is scattered across the market.
Thus, in compliance with section 62 of the BCBA
Listing Rules, the following percentages were
identified in relation to the controlling group: (i)
as of 12/31/14, 20.94%; (ii) as of 12/31/13,
22.63%; and (iii) as of 12/31/12, 22.79%

Recommendation V.6: Ensuring transparency of the Company’s dividend policy.

V.6.1

X

Taking into account fluctuations in the economy
generally, and the electricity market particularly,
Pampa has not set out a specific policy for
dividend payments. In this sense, it is not
advisable to establish a specific dividend payment
policy. The Board of Directors assesses on a
prudential basis the possibility of paying dividends
to Pampa’s shareholders within each fiscal year,
after thoroughly examining the economic scenario
then prevailing.
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V.6.2

Partial

X

NonCompliance

Inform or Explain

Although the Company has not put in place
documented procedures to prepare the Issuer’s
proposal for appropriation of retained earnings,
Pampa’s Board of Directors drafts an informed
proposal in conformity with legal requirements,
which is included in the Annual Report.
The Shareholders’ Meeting held on April 30,
2014, resolved that profits recorded in the fiscal
year ended 12/31/2013, amounting to
AR$286.083,801, be allotted as follows: (i) 5% to
the Legal Reserve; and (ii) the balance, to an
Optional Reserve.

PRINCIPLE VI. MAINTAINING DIRECT AND RESPONSIBLE BONDS OF TRUST WITH THE COMMUNITY.
Recommendation VI: Providing the community with information on the Issuer’s affairs, and a direct
communication channel with the Company.

VI.1

Pampa’s website www.pampaenergia.com, a
user-friendly browser tool, which is
constantly upgraded, including complete and
accurate information on the member
companies of the business group led by
Pampa and their respective business. This

X

website also enables users to ask questions and
send queries.

Once a year, Pampa prepares an Environmental
Management Report, within each of its electric
power generation plants.
VI.2

X

Pampa also prepares an Environmental
Sustainability Report following the Global
Reporting Initiative (‘GRI’) guidelines, which
contain a specific chapter on environmental
sustainability and responsibility.
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PRINCIPLE VII. PROVIDING FOR FAIR AND EQUITABLE COMPENSATION.
Recommendation VII: Setting out clear-cut policies for compensation of directors and senior managers,
specifically focusing on conventional or bylaws-imposed limitations depending on the existence of
profits.

VII.1

X

Pampa has no Compensation Committee in place.
One of the key functions that this committee
may discharge in relation to compensation of
directors and statutory auditors are currently
performed by Pampa’s Audit Committee. On the
other hand, any matter concerning remuneration
of managers and employees is addressed by the
Company’s HR Division in compliance with
applicable laws and regulations.

VII.1.1

X

Not applicable.

VII.1.2

X

Not applicable.

VII.1.3

X

Not applicable.

VII.1.4

X

Not applicable.

VII.1.5

X

Not applicable.

VII.2

X

Not applicable.

VII.2.1

X

Not applicable.

VII.2.2

X

Not applicable.

VII.2.3

X

Not applicable.

VII.2.4

X

Not applicable.

VII.2.5

X

Not applicable.

VII.2.6

X

Not applicable.

VII.2.7

X

Not applicable.

VII.3

X

Not applicable.
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VII.4

X

Partial

NonCompliance

Inform or Explain

Pampa’s Audit Committee Rules provides that
the Audit Committee will have a duty to approve
any proposal for compensation of company CEOs
so that the Board of Directors may submit the
relevant proposal for consideration at the
Shareholders’ Meeting. They may require advice
on compensation matters from world-recognized
experts, making their best effort to ensure that
remuneration amounts received by company
CEOs are similar to those paid to other
executives filling like positions in Argentina and
abroad, who manage private equity business and
investments in the Argentine market and/or
other countries in the region, taking into account
the contribution made by each CEO and the
Company’s general net worth position and
operational income. In this regard, the Audit
Committee timely issues an opinion on the
proposed remuneration for directors and senior
managers strictly based on reasonable
compensation criteria.
On the other hand, regarding the rest of the
Company’s employees, the HR Division is
responsible for developing and conducting the
procedure for setting the relevant compensation
amounts.

PRINCIPLE VIII. PROMOTING BUSINESS ETHICS
Recommendation VIII: Ensuring ethical behavior within the Issuer.

VIII.1

X

Pampa has put in place a Code of Business
Conduct which, additionally to setting out the
ethical principles which lay the groundwork for
the relationship between Pampa and its
employees and suppliers, provides for means and
tools that guarantee the transparency of affairs
and issues affecting Pampa’s proper
management. The Code provides for principles
that will be applicable to the relationship
between Pampa and its contractors,
subcontractors, suppliers, and advisors, pursuant
to applicable laws and regulations.
On the other hand, the Code of Business
Conduct, which is publicly available, must be
signed by all the Company’s employees and
members of the Board of Directors.
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VIII.2

X

Partial

NonCompliance

Inform or Explain

As part of the various corporate governance
policies adopted in the course of 2009, Pampa’s
Management Committee has approved
implementing the Ethics Hotline as an exclusive
channel to report, under strict confidentiality,
any suspected misconduct or breach of the Code
of Business Conduct.
The procedure for receiving, analyzing, and
processing claims forwarded through the
different Ethics Hotline channels (toll-free
telephone number, e-mail, and/or webpage) is
managed by a third-party provider.

VIII.3

X

The Code for Reporting Suspected Misconduct or
Fraud Behavior within Pampa Group, under which
the Ethics Hotline is implemented, provides that
once a complaint is submitted, the third-party
provider will draw up a report that will be sent
to the Legal Counsel and Compliance Manager
who, under Pampa’s Audit Committee
supervision, will examine the complaint and
classify it by degree of urgency and type of
claim. Depending on how the complaint is
categorized, it will be treated differently, which
may even include the conduct of complaintrelated inquiry proceedings. If appropriate,
Pampa’s CEOs may coordinate taking complaintrelated corrective and/or disciplinary action.

PRINCIPLE IX: DEEPENING THE SCOPE OF THE CODE

Recommendation IX:
Fostering the inclusion
of good corporate
governance practices
in the Bylaws.

X

The Board of Directors annually approves the
Code of Corporate Governance Report, which is
drafted in accordance with the applicable CNV
regulations. However, Pampa’s Board of
Directors believes that at present the provisions
of the Code should not necessarily be shown as a
whole in the Bylaws. Considering that the
Bylaws, as well as the Report, may be qualified
as publicly available information through the CNV
webpage, Pampa fully complies with the capital
market transparency principle.
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